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Attorneys for Defendants North Idaho Resorts, LLC and VP, Incorpol'ated 
IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIRST WDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF TIIE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TI-IE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., fonnerly 
known as NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, 
INC., a Nevada corporation, 




PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company; et al., 
VP INC'S MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER 
TO ASSERT AN AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND rn:IRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FIT.,ED HEREIN 
' 
CO:MES NOW VP, Inc. ("VP"), by and through its attorneys of record, James, Vernon & 
Weeks, P.4., and respectfully moves the Court, pursuant to Rule 15 of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, for an order granting Defendant leave to amend its Answer. to include Idaho Code § 
5-214A as an affinnative defense to Valiant'sjudicial foreclosure oflnstrument Nos. 724829 & 
724834. 
VP INC'S MOTION TO M1END ANSWER TO ASSERT AN AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE: 1 4413 
01/27/2016 11:05 20866467 ,, JVW PAGE 02/02 
I~o Rule of Civil Procedure lS(a) provides that ••a party may amend his pleading only 
i 
by leave of court ... and leave shall be freely given whenjustice so requires.', Furthe:rmore~ Idaho 
' 
Rule of Civil Procedure l(a) states that ''these rules shall be liberally construed to secure the just, 
, 
speedy and inexpensive determination of every action and proceeding." Our Supreme Court has 
interpreted IRCP l(a) and Rule 8(c) (pleading of affirmative defenses) to allow a party to raise 
an affirmative defense before 1rial when the parties are given time to present argument in 
opposition. See B/uestone v. Mathewson, 103 Idaho 453,455,649 P.2d 1209, 1211 (1982). 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this 27th day of 2016. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served on the following 
persons in the manner indicated this2,'J-t-day of January, 2016: 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__lL_ Facsimile: 208-263-8211 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered =z Facsimile: 208-489-0110 
Gary A. Finney 
FINNEY FINEY & FINNEY, PA 
120 E Lake St,; Ste. 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
Richard Stacey 
Jeff Sykes 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey, PLLC 
827 E. Park Blvd., Ste. 201 
Boise. ID 83712 
VP INC'S MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER TO ASSERT AN AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSE: 2 4414 
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DEFENDANT JV, LLC' s COUNSEL: Gary A. Finney .) ' ' , 1 
r 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS ' 
INC 







Secured Promissory Note, October 
20, 1995, original sum 
$2,264,500.00 to JV, LLC from 
V. P., Richard Villelli, Villelli 
Enterprises, Villelli Trust (all 
as makers) 
Mortgage recorded October 24, 
1995, Instrument No. 474746 (V.P. 
Inc, Mortgagor; JV, LLC, 
Mortgagee) 
Panhandle Escrow No. 2067429, 
Ledger of Payments & Unpaid 
Balance 
Third Amended and Restated Real 
Property Purchase and Sale 
Agreement, January 6, 
Idaho Resorts/MDGM 
2005, North 
Third Amendment to Indebtedness 
and to Real Estate Security and 
Subordination Agreement as 
recorded June 24, 2008, 
Instrument No. 753907 
Deposition of Chuck Reeves on 
8/19/13 in BC Case No. CV-2011-
0135 
Findings of District Judge 
Griffin in BC Case No. CV-2011-
0135 
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Seller's Closing Statement HUD-1 
of 06/14/2006 
Borrower's Closing Statement of 
7/31/2008 
Borrower's Final Settlement 
Statement of 08/06/2008 
Notice of Redemption dated July 
1, 2014, JV to BC Tax Collector 
Redemption Deed, dated _July 2, 
2014, recorded July 7, 2014 as 
Instrument No. 861430 & re-
recorded _August 22, 2014 as 
Instrument No. 863295 
Bonner County Treasurer's Map 
showing real estate redeemed JV, 
and remainder of land redeemed by 
Valiant 
Redemption Deed, dated July 7, 
2014, recorded July 8, 2014 as 
Instrument No. 861460 & re-
recorded _August 22, 2014 as 
Instrument No. 863298 
Buyer/Borrower Statement 
(POBD/NIR), dated June 13, 2006 
Bar-K 8-28-07 Spreadsheet 
Satisfaction of Mortgage Security 
Agreement and Fixture Filing, 
recorded August 6, 2008 as 
Instrument No. 756408 
October 5, 2009 Letter to 
Adjusters International 
Photocopy of Greenspan Adjusters 
International, Inc. Check No. 
1238 
Kathy Groenhout November 2, 2009 
e-mail 
Kathy Groenhout October 27, 2009 
e-mail 
R.E. Loan's Satisfaction of 
Mortgage recorded June 8, 2007, 
Instrument No. 730445 
Deed of Trust, recorded August 
22, 2007 as Instrument No. 
735613, records of Bonner County 
Idaho 
Assignment of Deed of Trust, 
recorded August 22, 2007 as 
Instrument No. 735614, records of 
Bonner County Idaho 
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Deed of Trust, recorded August 
22, 2007 as Instrument No. 
735623, records of Bonner County 
Idaho 
Assignment of Deed of Trust, 
recorded August 22, 2007 as 
Instrument No. 735624, records of 
Bonner County Idaho 
Deed of Trust, recorded August 
22, 2007 as Instrument No. 
735618, records of Bonner County 
Idaho 
Assignment of Deed of Trust, 
recorded August 22, 2007 as 
Instrument No. 735619, records of 
Bonner County Idaho 
Chuck Reeves' Letter dated 
September 2 9, 2009 
Villelli Enterprises, Inc./VP, 
Incorporated & POLP Mortgage of 
2004, Loan No. V0l04, recorded 
March 24, 2004 as Instrument 
No. 646455 
POBD, LLC April 2008 letter w/ 
Third Amendment to Promissory 
Note 
Partial Release of Mortgage, 
recorded September 25, 2007 as 
Instrument No. 737860 - RE 
Loans No. P0099 & Wells Fargo 
Foothill, LC for a) Lot 7 Block 
2 ... b) Lot 4, Block 9 ... c) 
Lot 16, Block 2 ... 
Deed of Trust, recorded 
December 5, 2007 as Instrument 
No. 742185 - from Shea/Eagle 
Point Construction & 
Management, Inc. to Mountain 
West Bank, on Lot 7, Blk 2, 
Golden Tees Estates, 2na 
for $1,440,000.00 Addition, 
Trustee's Deed, recorded August 
12, 2010 as Instrument No. 
796852, Lot 7, Blk 2, Golden 
Tees ... for $877,500.00 
credit bid subject to all prior 
liens & encumbrances 
Trustee's Deed, recorded July 
27, 2012 as Instrument No. 
829818 
DEFENDANT JV, LLC'S FOURTH AMENDED EXHIBIT LIST 
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GARY A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 1356 
,..,- ··r . 
l · I 
Fl:- I ~' . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as National Golf 




PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada 
limited liability company; R.E. 
LOANS, LLC, a California 
limited liability company; DAN 
S. JACOBSON, an individual, 
SAGE HOLDINGS LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; 
STEVEN G. LAZAR, an individual; 
PENSCO TRUST CO. CUSTODIAN FBO 
BARNEY NG; MORTGAGE FUND '08 
LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; VP, 
INCORPORATED, an Idaho 
corporation; JV L.L.C., an 
Idaho limited liability 
company; WELLS FARGO FOOTHILL, 
LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; INTERSTATE 
CONCRETE AND ASPHALT COMPANY, 
) Case No. CV-2009-1810 
) 
) JV L.L.C.'S FOURTH 
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an Idaho corporation; T-O 
ENGINEERS, INC., fka Toothman-
Orton Engineering Company, an 
Idaho corporation; PUCCI 
CONSTRUCTION INC., an Idaho 
corporation; ACI NORTHWEST, 
INC., an Idaho corporation; 
LUMBERMENS, INC., dba ProBui1d, 
a Washington corporation; 
ROBERT PLASTER dba Cedar Etc; 
NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC, an 
Idaho 1imited 1iabi1ity 
company; R.C. WORST & COMPANY, 
INC., an Idaho corporation; 
DOES 1 through X, 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIMS, 
CROSS-CLAIMS, AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINTS 
GENESIS GOLF BUIDLERS, INC., 
former1y known as NATIONAL GOLF 




PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada 
1imited 1iabi1ity company; et 
a1, 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIMS, 
CROSS-CLAIMS, AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINTS 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho 
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) 





PEND ORIELLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT ) 
HOLIDNGS, INC., a Nevada ) 
corporation; BARK, INC., a ) 
California corporation; ) 
TIMBERLINE INVESTMENTS LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability ) 
company; AMY KORENGUT, a ) 
married woman; HLT REAL ESTATE, ) 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability ) 
company; INDEPENDENT MORTGAGE ) 
LTD. CO., an Idaho limited ) 
liability company; PANHANDLE ) 
MANAGEMENT INCORPORATED, an ) 
Idaho corporation; FREDERICK J. ) 
GRANT, an individual' CRISTINE ) 
GRANT, an individual; RUSS ) 
CAPITAL GROUP, LLC, an Arizona ) 
limited liability company; ) 
MOUNTINA WEST BANK, a division ) 
of GLACIER BANK, a Montana ) 
corporation; FIRST AMERICAN ) 
TITLE COMPANY, a California ) 
corporation; NETTA SOURCE LLC, ) 
a Missouri limited liability ) 
company; MONTAHENO INVESTMENTS, ) 
LLC, a Nevada limited liability ) 
company; CHARLES W. REEVES and ) 
ANN B. REEVES, husband and ) 
wife; and C. E. KRAMER CRANE & ) 
CONTRACTING, INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation, ) 
) 




JV L.L.C., an Idaho limited ) 
liability company, ) 
) 
Defendant and ) 
Cross-Claimant against all of ) 
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the Defendants and ) 




VALIANT IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company; ) 
V.P., INC., an Idaho ) 
corporation; RICHARD A. ) 
VILLELLI, a married man; MARIE ) 
VICTORIA VILLELLI, a married ) 
woman; VILLELLI ENTERPRISES, ) 
INC., a California corporation; ) 
RICHARD A. VILLELLI, as TRUSTEE ) 
OF THE RICHARD ANTHONY VILLELLI ) 
AND MARIE VICTORIA VILLELLI ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; THE IDAHO CLUB ) 
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., ) 
an Idaho corporation; the ) 
entity named in Attorney Toby ) 
McLaughlin's Notice of Unpaid ) 
Assessment as PANHANDLE ) 
MANAGEMENT, INCORPORATED, an ) 
Idaho corporation; and HOLMBERG ) 
HOLDINGS, LLC, a California ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Third Party ) 
Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW JV L.L.C., by and through counsel, GARY A. 
FINNEY, Finney Finney & Finney, P.A., and submits as follows: 
JV L.L.C.'S DOCUMENTS AND EXHIBITS 
A. Secured Promissory Note, October 20, 1995, original 
sum $2,264,500.00 to JV, LLC from V.P., Richard 
Villelli, Villelli Enterprises, Villelli Trust (all as 
makers) 
B. Mortgage recorded October 24, 1995, Instrument No. 
474746 (V.P. Inc, Mortgagor; JV, LLC, Mortgagee) 
C. Panhandle Escrow No. 2067429, Ledger of Payments & 
Unpaid Balance 
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D. Third Amended and Restated Real Property Purchase and 
Sale Agreement, January 6, 2005, North Idaho 
Resorts/MDGM 
E. Third Amendment to Indebtedness and to Real Estate 
Security and Subordination Agreement as recorded June 
24, 2008, Instrument No. 753907 
F. Deposition of Chuck Reeves on 08/19/13 in BC Case No. 
CV-2011-0135 
G. Findings of District Judge Griffin in BC Case No. cv-
2011-0135 
H. Seller's Closing Statement HUD-1 of 06/14/2006 
I. Borrower's Closing Statement of 7/31/2008 
J. Borrower's Final Settlement Statement of 08/06/2008 
K. Notice of Redemption dated July 1, 2014, JV to BC Tax 
Collector 
L. Redemption Deed, dated _July 2, 2014, recorded July 7, 
2014 as Instrument No. 861430 & re-recorded _August 
22, 2014 as Instrument No. 863295 
M. Bonner County Treasurer's Map showing real estate 
redeemed JV, and remainder of land redeemed by Valiant 
N. Redemption Deed, dated _July 7, 2014, recorded July 8, 
2014 as Instrument No. 861460 & re-recorded _August 
22, 2014 as Instrument No. 863298 
0. Buyer/Borrower Statement (POBD/NIR), dated June 13, 
2006 
P. Bar-K 8-28-07 Spreadsheet 
Q. Satisfaction of Mortgage Security Agreement and 
Fixture Filing, recorded August 6, 2008 as Instrument 
No. 756408 
R. October 5, 2009 Letter to Adjusters International 
S. Photocopy of Greenspan Adjusters International, Inc. 
Check No. 1238 
T. Kathy Groenhout November 2, 2009 e-mail 
U. Kathy Groenhout October 27, 2009 e-mail 
V. R.E. Loan's Satisfaction of Mortgage recorded June 8, 
2007, Instrument No. 730445 
W. Deed of Trust, recorded August 22, 2007 as Instrument 
No. 735613, records of Bonner County Idaho 
X: Assignment of Deed of Trust, recorded August 22, 2007 
as Instrument No. 735614, records of Bonner County 
Idaho 
Y: Deed of Trust, recorded August 22, 2007 as Instrument 
No. 735623, records of Bonner County Idaho 
Z: Assignment of Deed of Trust, recorded August 22, 2007 
as Instrument No. 735624, records of Bonner County 
Idaho 
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AA: Deed of Trust, recorded August 22, 2007 as Instrument 
No. 735618, records of Bonner County Idaho 
BB: Assignment of Deed of Trust, recorded August 22, 2007 
as Instrument No. 735619, records of Bonner County 
Idaho 
CC: Chuck Reeves Letter dated September 29, 2009 
DD: Villelli Enterprises, Inc./VP, Incorporated & POLP 
Mortgage of 2004, Loan No. V0104, recorded March 24, 
2004 as Instrument No. 646455 
EE: POBD, LLC April 2008 letter w/ Third Amendment to 
Promissory Note 
FF: Partial Release of Mortgage, recorded September 25, 
2007 as Instrument No. 737860 - RE Loans No. P0099 & 
Wells Fargo Foothill, LC for a) Lot 7 Block 2 ... b) 
Lot 4, Block 9 ... c) Lot 16, Block 2 ... 
GG: Deed of Trust, recorded December 5, 2007 as Instrument 
No. 742185 - from Shea/Eagle Point Construction & 
Management, Inc. to Mountain West Bank, on Lot 7, Blk 
2, Golden Tees Estates, 2nd Addition, for $1,440,000.00 
HH: Trustee's Deed, recorded August 12, 2010 as Instrument 
No. 796852, Lot 7, Blk 2, Golden Tees for 
$877,500.00 credit bid subject to all prior liens & 
encumbrances 
II: Trustee's Deed, recorded July 27, 2012 as Instrument 
No. 829818 
* In addition to the foregoing, JV will use and introduce at 
trial Valiant's Exhibits 1 through 19 and Valiant's Exhibits 
A through J from Valiant's Motion for Summary Judgment of 
1/16/2015 and as attached to the purporting Affidavit of 
Charles Reeves November 12, 2014 support therefore, all of 
which are file with the Court and all parties already have 
copies. 
A copy of all of these Exhibits and Documents JV's A - DD 
have previously been served on counsel for the parties and a 
copy delivered to the Court (NOTE DD WAS ADMITTED AT TRIAL). 
The JV Exhibits EE - II are now served upon the parties and a 
copy to the Court. The Court's EXHIBIT "COPIES" are being hand 
delivered to the Court and the originals will be brought to 
Trial. 
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DATED this~ day of March, 2016. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was served as 
indicated, by facsimile, or by hand delivery, this If day of 
March, 2016, and was addressed as follows: 
Richard Stacey/Jeff Sykes 
MCCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLLC 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, ID 83712 
Via Facsimile: (208) 489-0110 
[Attorney for R.E. LOANS, LLC & VALIANT IDAHO LLC] 
Susan Weeks 
Steven C. Wetzel 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Via Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
[Attorney for NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC, V.P. INC, & FOR 
JV'S THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS] 
The Honorable Barbara Buchanan 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
VIA HAND DELIVERY 
- Judge's Chambers 
By: 
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Mr. Jim Berry 
J.V., LLC 
P.O.BoxB 
PEND OREILLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT, LLC 
LETTERHEAD 
April _, 2008 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Dear Jim: 
Thank you again for your readiness to execute the subordination agreement in favor of 
First National Bank ("FNB") for the purpose of subordinating the lien of J.V., LLC's 
mortgage on the Lake Parcels to the new first lien in favor of FNB on the Lake Parcels. 
In the Third Amendment to the promissory note which J.V.'s mortgage on the Lake 
Parcels secures, you agreed to resubordinate your lien to a new or replacement first 
mortgage lien on the Lake Parcels in favor of R.E. Loans, LLC, Barney Ng's entity. The 
principal amount of that loan may range up to $30 to $35 Million Dollars. You would 
remain in second position on the Lake Parcels, initially behind FNB, then behind R.E. 
Loans, LLC. 
Once Barney Ng is able to fund the loan which R.E. Loans has contracted to make to us, 
we intend to use part of the proceeds to take out the FNB loan. We would pay FNB off 
in full. In order to do that we shall wish, and Barney shall doubtless require, that his loan 
have a first priority security interest in the Lake Parcels. 
Accordingly, in furtherance of your agreement in the Third Amendment to subordinate 
again, I request that you sign and return to me the enclosed counterpart of this letter so 
that we each have a written memorial of our understanding as summarized below. 
J.V ., LLC ("JV"), agrees in favor of Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC ("POB") 
as follows: 
1. Provided the proceeds of the loan from R.E. Loans, LLC ("Ng") are used in part 
to pay off in full the loan from First National Bank which is secured by a first mortgage 
on the Lake Parcels, JV will subordinate the lien of its mortgage on the Lake Parcels to a 
first mortgage on the Lake Parcels in favor of Ng. 
2. A condition of the aforesaid subordination is that the principal amount of the loan 
from Ng shall not exceed Thirty-Five Million Dollars($ 35,000,000) and that the 
balance of the proceeds after payment of the FNB loan in full shall be used to refinance 
other indebtedness of the Idaho Club project and to pay for on-going costs of 
development. 
3. JV agrees, upon request, to execute and deliver to Ng a written subordination 
agreement substantially in the form of the subordination agreement which JV has 
executed in favor ofFNB pertaining to the Lake Parcels. 
Many thanks, Jim, for confirming our agreement by means of this exchange of letter 
counterparts. 
Sincerely yours, 
Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC, 
a Nevada limited liability company 
By: Pend Oreille Bonner Development Holdings, Inc., a Nevada corporation, 
its managing member 
By: 
Charles W. Reeves 
President 
The undersigned hereby accepts and agrees to the provisions of the foregoing letter. 
J.V. LLC, an Idaho limited liability company 
By: -------------James W. Berry, Member 
By: Hidden Lakes Ltd Partnership, Member 
By: _________ _ 
William A. Berry 
By: Sun Mountain, Inc .. Member 
By:-------------
William A. Berry. President 
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THIRD AMENDMENT TO PROMISSORY NOTE 
This Third Amendment to Promissory Note ("this Amendment") is dated as of this 
__ day of June, 2008, by and between J.V. LLC, an Idaho limited liability company 
("Holder") as the holder of the promissory note ("Note") which this Amendment 
concerns, and Pend Oreille Bonner Holdings, Inc., a Nevada corporation ("Payor"). 
This Amendment pertains to an original promissory note (the "Original Note") entitled 
Secured Promissory Note dated October 20, 1995 in the principal amount of Two Million 
Two Hundred Sixty-Four Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ((2,264,500) made in favor of 
Holder by Richard Villelli et al. ( collectively "Villelli"). The Original Note has been 
amended (i) by an instrument (the "First Amendment") entitled Agreement to Release 
Right of First Refusal Upon Payment, Agreement for Payment On Profit Sharing 
Agreement and To Release Upon Payment, and Modifications to Promissory Note and 
Real Estate Mortgage executed on February 7, 2005 by Villelli and Holder and (ii) by an 
instrument (the "Second Amendment") entitled Amendment of Promissory Note dated as 
of June 19, 2006 and executed by Holder and Payor. As used in this Amendment, the 
term "Note" shall mean the Original Note as amended by the First Amendment and the 
Second Amendment. 
The Note is secured by a deed of trust (the "Deed of Trust"). 
Between the date of the First Amendment and the date of the Second Amendment, Payor 
acquired title to the real property in payment for which the Original Note was first given. 
Payor now holds said real property subject to the obligations set forth in the Note and the 
Deed of Trust.. 
For good and valuable consideration, including, without limitation, the agreements of the 
parties set forth in this Amendment, the receipt and adequacy of which consideration 
Holder and Payor hereby acknowledge, Holder and Payor hereby agree that, effective as 
of the date of this Amendment, the Note is hereby amended and modified as follows .. 
Except as specifically provided herein, the parties agree that all terms of the Note shall 
remain in full force and effect except as explicitly modified by the following provisions 
of this Amendment. The date (the "Effective Date") as of which the provisions of this 
Amendment shall become effective is the date of this Note set forth above. 
1. Payor, on or before the effective date of the subordination described in paragraph 
7 below, shall partially prepay the current principal balance of the Note in an amount 
which suffices to reduce the principal balance to One Million Five Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($1,500,000). Interest shall cease to accrue on the principal which has been 
prepaid. 
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2. The interest rate on the principal balance of the Note remaining after the 
prepayment described in Paragraph 1 above shall, commencing upon the date of said 
prepayment, be twelve percent (12%) simple interest per annum. 
3. The term of the Note shall be extended for thirty-six months. Accordingly the 
new maturity date of the Note, on or before which date all principal and any unpaid 
accrued interest then unpaid under the Note shall be due and payable in full, shall be June 
_, 2011. 
4. Payor shall pay Holder a prepayment fee of Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) 
concurrently with the principal prepayment described in Paragraph 1 above. 
5. After the principal prepayment described in Paragraph 1 above has been made to 
Holder, no further principal payments shall be due until the new maturity date of the 
Note. Payor shall, however, have the right (but no obligation) to prepay principal at any 
time and from time to time during the term of the Note, in whole or in part, and there will 
be no penalty or premium charged for any such principal prepayments. Interest shall 
cease to accrue on principal which has been prepaid. 
6. Payor shall pay Holder as a release price for the partial release from the lien of the 
Deed of Trust (A) for the release of any land upon which a condominium unit shall be 
constructed, an amount equal to twenty thousand dollars ($20,000.00) for each such unit 
ofland conveyed; (B) for the release of any single family lot, an amount equal to twenty 
thousand dollars ($20,000) per lot; and (C) for the release of land on Moose Mountain, 
an amount equal to Eight Thousand Dollars ($8,000) per net acre. 
7. Payor shall execute in recordable form and deliver to Holder for recordation a 
new deed of trust, which shall constitute a lien of second priority to secure the Note, on 
both the Moose Mountain and Trestle Creek properties. Holder agrees to execute a 
subordination agreement which will subordinate said new deed of trust to any first 
mortgage or deed of trust which presently exists or which Payor may hereafter grant upon 
either or both of the Moose Mountain and Trestle Creek properties. The terms and 
conditions of any such subordination shall be set forth in a letter agreement between 
Holder and Payor to be executed and delivered separately from but concurrently with this 
Amendment. Anything to the contrary notwithstanding, the maximum amount of the first 
deed of trust on the lake to which Holder's note shall be subordinated shall be 
$5,000,000. 
By: Pend Oreille Bonner Development Holdings, Inc 
a Nevada Corporation 
Charles W. Reeves 
President 
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J.V. LLC, an Idaho limited liability company 
By:. ____________ _ 
James W. Berry 
Member 
By: Hidden Lakes Ltd Partnership 
Member 
By: -------------
William A. Berry 
By: Sun Mountain, Inc. 
Member 
By: ____________ _ 





First XWMc~rt Title 
2001 SEP 25 P 2= ~'b • 
'7~ARIE SCOTT 
BOHNER COUHTY RECORDER 
~DEPUTY 
________ [Space Above This Line is for Recording lnformation] _______ _ 
Loan No. P0099 
- ::. ... '>•~ - .::..i__. .. • .. 
PARTIAL RELEASE OF MORTGAGE 
R.E. LOANS LLC, a California limited liability company and the holder of the Mortgage 
hereinafter described, and WELU, FARGO FOOTHILL, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company as the a holder of a collateral assignment pertaining the Mortgage hereinafter 
described, in consideration of the sum of Ten Dollars ($10.00) and other valuable consideration, 
the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, do hereby release and discharge ONLY the 
property described as 
I
, ·') ~t)~2_ Lot 7, Block 2, GOLDEN ;Fl~]; E_STATES 2~d ADDITION, according to Plat thereof, recorded in 
;, Book 8, of Plats, Page 79, records of Bonner County, Idaho 
I·. 
Lot 4,.Block 9~ GOLDEN TEE ESTATES 3rd ADDITION, according to Plat thereof, recorded in 
8ook 8, of Plats, Page 78, records of Bonner County, Idaho 
I 
L:ot 16, Block 2, of the REPLAT OF GOLDEN TEE EST A TES AND GOLDEN TEE ESTATES 
1st ADDITION AND UNPLA TIED LAND, according to the Plat thereof, recorded iµ Book 8 of 
Plats, Page 77, records of Bonner County, Idaho 
from the Hen oftpat c~airi'Mortgage Assignment of Rents, Security Agreement, and Fixture 
• Filing (the "Mortgage!') dated March 6, 2007, executed by Pend Oreille Bonner Development, 
tLC, which was recorded on March 15, 2007 in the Office of the Recorder of Bonner Cowity, 
Idaho as Instrument No. 724829 and 724834. 
This instrument releases ONLY the above described property from the lien of said Mortgage. 
Said Mortgage continues to encumber the remaining property therein described to the extent such 
preperty has not previously been released. · 
·~ . ..,, ·~.: . -
REMAINDER O.F PA.GE ·INT;ENTIQNALL Y LEF.T BL~K 
RELEASE OF MORTGAGE PARTIAL MASTER Page 1 of2 
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t ~· 
" .. .., .•. 
WELLS FARGO FOOTHILL, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company 
By:~- ~A,tJu/-{J 
1ts: ViCL 1>v:a icle&-t-
R.E. LOANS LLC, a California limited liability 
company 
By Its Manager: B-4 PARTNERS LLC, 
a California limited liability company 
By~ Its:= 
""· ~: ---sTATE'"6F"CA'.LIFORJ-.IIA. • = ,-)- .,___ ·-
)ss. 
COUNTY OF CONTRA COST A ) 
On~Ju,t.. 13 • 2007, before me t;. e.. ':Re4r' ~ a Notary Public in and for 
said S and County, personally appeared Ll personally known to me (or 
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the son(s who name(s) is/are subscribed to the within 
instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and 
that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) 
acted, executed the instrument. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
STATE OF TLiCL.0 > 
n l )ss. 
\ 
. : - GUADALUPE RODRIGUEZ 
..•. • Commllll0n#16'0911 
Notaiy Publlc - CaUl'Omla I 
. . Contra Costa county 
· . · . MfCOnl'n,--Apr25,20t .. . . 
coUNTY oF va 1 ,D'2 > 
on¥-h\.~ ~, l • 20Q7. befor~ ~e L)i,v I 1 .$ A~ io"'rh. -Ry • a Notary J?ub_lic in. an<i .for. 
said State and County, personally appeared I Wm ~· ];:. l"lv' v W"~ .• personally knOWIJ to me ( or 
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person(s) whose name(s) i~/are subscribed to the within 
instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and 
that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) 
acted, executed the instrument. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 








RECORDATIO:N ~l;ql:IESTED ,!JV: 
Mountain West;Bank 
Pondenl'( Commercial Lending Canter 
4'lGGH Hwy'95 -iJ . 
PO B11>< 399;' 
hndpoi.;,t. 10 83B64 
·· wH~ flt~ORDEP MAIL TO: 
Mo!ll!lll!nW~t8:!11! . 
Pond!nY Conlo'ljenllal Lending Center 
47ffSII Hwy 96 
P.O Box 399. 
Saildiiolnc, ID 838114 
SEND TAX NOTICES TO: 
.• 
EAGLEPOINTE CON$TRUCTION & MANAGEMENT, INC. 
PO BOX 8107 5~99203 
DEED OF TRUST 
r --
I 
... ~. . 
SAN()f_OINTT/TL~INSLJ8A ... 
ric.rn·~C/ 
.... ~ ... 
~lOOJ DE) j~ 4: 23 




SPACE ABOVE THI§ LfNE IS FOR RECORDER'S use ONLY · 
THIS DEED OF TRUST is dated Novambat 29, 2007, among EAGLEPOiNTE COIJ'STRUCTION & MANAGEMENT, 
··INC •• A WASHINGTON CORPORAT.ION; whose address Is PO .BOX 8207: SPOKANE, WA · 99203 (:'.'.Grantor;'): 
Mountain Weat Bank. ,vh9" acfdras Is PcindeJay Commarclal l.andlrig <;enter, 476855 Hwy 95, 'PO Box 399, 
Sandpoint. ID 83864 lrafened to below.somatimes-as "Lan~,• and~ as "Beneftclary"I; and SANDPOINT 
TITLE COMPANY, whqse ad~ Is PO BOX 1767. SANDPO,INl. ID. 8-4 (referred to below as •Trustee•), 
CONVEYANCE ANO GRANT, For.,....... consldera1lon, Gr"'!!!f,'.,_.~ 9rtnt( ~. ffll and_., In-, with po-. o! 
nle, to T,.,._ for lhe "-flt of ~ .. h~lary, all of Gr■ntor1a rf91\t. title, and lntetat In and IO die following de$Cribed ruJ property, 
lOg81titr with all exlatlne or •ub-uenliv • erected or aflixld build""",' lmprowmenta end lbctuns; all euemente. righta ol way, and 
oppurtenancee; iff water, water rfgh19 and ditch rlghU Oneludlng ltOCk In- utllltleil with ditch or lrrigadon rfghtsl: and all other rlghta, royallfas. 
lftd prollls relodng io the real propeny, indudlng· wnhout Umltatlon ell rnlnerlllt, oll, gas, geothermal and limilar manera, (the •Real 
P,roperty•I located In BONNER CountV,r:Staut of Idaho: . , 
,;\_,,-' LOJ'. 1i·aioc~ 2, OF GOLDEN rte· ~TATES i,.o ~DOl:rJON, ~CCQRDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF:: 
. RECORDED IN BOOK 8 OF PLATS, PAGE 79, Rec<>RDS OF i,C>NNER ¢()LINTY 
The Real Property or its address 11 commonly known as 512 S IDAH0°Cl::UB DRIVE, SANDPOINT, ID 83864. The 
Real '~roperty tax identification number" ls 033810020070A. , 
CR08$-COLLATERAUZAtlON. In addl~n IO the Note, thla Deed of T~t ;.....,;. ell obllgatlona, debts end llllbllities, plus lnta,Ht thertOn, ol 
Gremo, to Lender'. ·C?". any one or more 11f ~- ea wen as Ill clelmt."bv, ~l:il~ agel/lst 0,11110, or •nv one or more ol them, whether now 
exf1tlng Of' here~fter etltlng, whether relot■d,or unrelated to the P'!'JK!I' ot 1he Note, w,!lelller yoluntary or oth-lse, whether clue or not due, 
~t or Indirect, deterrnlnld or undetenntneil, absolute or contingent, llql.lldallid- or unliquldated. whether Grantor may ba liable lndlvldually or 
jllimly with ott,era, whether obllgj1ed ali ouatantot; surety, 'IICCOmmeidllllon petty or olhlfwlse, and whether racoverv upon such 1mount1 may 
be or -hereafter may -become barred. by any atatU\9 of llmltallona, and whethir the obllgalion 10 repay such arnounta may be or hareafter may 
become otherwise unentorceabfe. 
Grantor pre..,,dv ■-signs to Lender (also know"•• Banaficiary;ln this Deed ofTrut1U all of Grantor's right, title, ond Inter .. ! in end to all present 
end luturi, le-• of the Propany and all Renta from the Property: In addition; Grantor grants to Lender a Uniform Commercial Coda security 
interest In the Personal Property end Rents. . 
THIS, DEl!D OF. TRU~T. INCLUOl!'4~ TH~ ASSIGNMENT' OF Ri!Nta,ANI? THE SE~.ITY INtER~T IN THE RENTS AND PERS~L PROPERTY, 
IS GIViN TO'SECURI!' IM PAYMENT 01' 1'HE N>ESTEDNESS,'AND 181 PERFORMANCE 01' ANY·AN&ALL OBLIGATIONS UNOER THE NOTE. 
THE RELATEO l!()CUMENTS. ANO TiflS DEED OF TRUST. THI$ DEED OF TRUST IS GIVEN ANO ACCEP'fED ON THE POUOWING '!'£RMS: 
PAYM!NT ANi>·PERFORMANCE. Except as otherwise provided in this 0Hd of Trust. Grantor 1hafl·pav 10 Lender all amounts secured by this 
Deed of Trust as lhty become d·uo, end shell strictly and In • timely menrier perform all of GranlOr's obligotlona under the Note, !hie Deed of 
Trust, and the R_elaJed Documents. • 
POSSESSIDN A.ND MAINTENANCE OF THE PROPERTY. Gran tor' agreus that Grontor's possession and use of tho Property shall be governed by 
, the folowing provisions: ·· 
Pos_loil.•end'.'Uie. Untfl the o'ccunenca of an Event of Default, Grantor mey · Ill remain In poaHulon and control ol the Propeny; 121 
use;•ope,at•!>' manage the Propeny: and .131 coNec:i the Renta tiom.'the Property. The following provillons relate to the use of the 
Property or to ott,er.·Rmlta~ on the Pro~. Tl:IE REAL PROPER_TY Etn!ER !S NOt MORE THAN FORTY (401 ACRES IN AREA OR IS. 
LOCATEO WITHIN AN INCORPORATED CITY OR VILLAGE. 
Duty to Mlllnl9in. Grantor shell mefnteln tho Property In tenentable condition and promptly perform all repairs, replocements, and 
maintenance necessary to preserve its··V'alue. ·, • 
Con\pllance Wltlt Envlro-' Laws; Gren¼ repra■enta and warrants IO Lender that: 11 t During 1he period af Grantor's ownenhip of 
• lhe Property. !here has ,been no u .. , ge_.don, menufact\Ke, atcrega, treatment, dleposat, relMH or lhteetaned release of any Hazardous 
• Substance by any panon.on, under, about or from the Property; 121 GrantOf has,o,o knowledge of, or renon 10 bellove that there has 
been, except u previously dlscloted to and acknowladged by Lend■r In. writing. (al any breech or violation ol any Environmental Laws, 
lbl any us■,.e-..ion, rilanllfaccure, ator~, tr•a""8ffl, (!19PONI, releaN or lhrea11n9!1 rele8" of anv H~•rtto111 $ubstanca on, under, 
about' or from,Jhe.~nv by any prior o~er• or.occupenta of the Prope(tY,,.Ot' .!cl• anv .. otuet or threatened liligellon or claims of any 
,, • ~-~ re_lallng•to iuch menere:.·enc1 131 ~•previously dllclool~cl 10 and acknowledged by Lender in w,:itlng, lat nohhtr 
Grantor•- anv. tenant, contreCtor. agent 01'-0lher authorized UMr of the Propeqy shall~. o-rata. manufacture, atore, treat, dlapoae, ol 
• or •Ill- any Haurd0u1 Substance on, under,. •!!Out or from the Propei:tv: IIJ\d ,(bl any such actMtv shell be conducted In campllance-
wlth all appUceble fedaral, 11818, and Joc.ar. i,wa, regulations and ONllnancfl, lllcludlng without !imitation aN Envlronrneni,,1 L;aws. Grantor · 
auth9rlltlt Le~~ 118 eg~ IO -• !JJI<!" tl!_e-~ny to make such ln1p9Ctiona end testa, et Grantor's expense, ea Lender may deam 
appropriate to de1■rmlM coinpffal:lce of the Prcperw with this Notion of !lie l!e!!'f of T.,ruat. Aryy lnipectlona or taets rnad,i! by Lender 1hall 
tie for, Lender''• pu,:poaea onlV mf sNII noi:-be construed 10 cra■te any_ 199panslblll'ly otillebill!'t' .. cirl·the'par1 of Lenil_s,io,.Giantorse>t:to"!'Y.-
!>thec ~on. :r.h!I' 18,.P'OS,ntitlona- ,f!d' w~~"!',jtalnecfrherein .1n1·,ba1e<f9l1'Gian{or'sciii6'd]Uge,:,cel1n:1~i19111ng the Property; iar- . : 
_ H~11~a!>~tanCU.,_.G,.~IIWe6vi II (iluNs' '.•~•w•lvu ·•nv. fJ/.IUie. ~clalma,.~t I.arider lor'lndemnltv. or· contrlbutll"' In -the ·, 
!~!'1,'9!an1or·~D!!IU-1fable fi!t'cleaffl.!P or other cost.-.•iid••· iln\f'auch, laws~ and !21., i(lf88s to lndemnlf't': de~. and hold•harrnless 
l.endef ~Inst any ·and all claima.~louea, Uabifltlu, damagea, penalties, -~ eicp~n•es which Lender may dliacdy gr inglre~v sust,in or 
sutler resulting from • breech of this section of the Deed of Truat or as a consequence of any us•. genert_tlon, man'!lacture, storage, 
disposal, •!>lease or threatened release occurring prior to Grantor's ownership or interest in the Property, whether O! not the same was or 
should have been known to Grantor. The provisions of this section of the Deed of Trust, Including the obligation to indemnify and defend, 
sheff survive the payment of the Indebtedness and the satisfaction and reconveyanca of the lien of this Deed of Tiuat and shall-not be 
affected by Lender's acquisition ol anv·ln,arest In the Property, whether by foreclosure or otherwise, 
Nuiunce,,yvata. Grantor sh■U nor.cause, conquct or parmR any n!d_sance nor. coinmlt, pe,mit, or tuffer any 81ripping of a, waste on or to 
the Property or an\f.P<!f!lon of .th,! l'J'!)P8,:IV ,: Without llmltlng ~ u,neralltY'C!f the -foregoing, Grentor will not remove, or grant to .any o~h•r 
party the right to iemove, ·any lfmlier;'mlnet_als !Including oil and gaal, coat. elev, 1coria, soil, gravel or rock produota without Lender's prior 
writtan consent. ', ' · · • 
Removal of'tmpjovementi. Gran_ioi·sh~II rio;·de"'!)ftsh or'remove· any" Improvements from the Aul Propertv without Lender's piior wrlitari • 
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conien_!, As a condid01! to the. Nf!'OVII of any lmpf0.1(9manlS, _lender may re~ij!re Grantor to make •rrangements satisfactor,v to lender to 
~~ !~h lf'!lll'OV_8~ wl~:"'!~n.ts,of II la~ ~at vpiua. , , . , · ·. 
Lender'••flltht 10.En19t. lender~ Lend!!•'• agenis and /epresentatives may e_hter upon,lhe Reel Property at-ill[i.asonable times-to ~!(and 
to Lendei's·lnterntaand to in•~t Iha Real'PropartV for purposes of Gtantor's compliance wfth the terms and·conditions of mis Deed of 
i"rutt. !. •· ~· ! .• . . > • 
~ence'"'(ti\~~~~~ Requl,emenis. Grentor-eheD p~ptJy comply will! au laws, -ordlnal)Ces, ailg regulations, now or hffl!a.'™ , 
1 
ln•eflilct,.of'ell go~lat,1111horiliea 1ppll~ble to the use._or occupi!nov.of Ille Propa~. ~ wlmoi,t ilmlt,itlon. the American! 
With Dll8bllllla Act._, -Gtantor mey· CO!ll9S!. ln go_od faltl1 any S!'Ch·"law,' ordinance, or regu!atJoil ari(! wll/>hold compliance during tnY 
proceeding, including 1pp_roprie1a ,eppeels, 10 long as Gremor his no!lfild Lender in'wridng prior .to doing 10 Ind 10 long 11, in Lo~'• 
tole opinion. Lender'■ Interests in the Propeny are not Jaopardlzad. Lender may ,equlN Grantor to post edeQuete security or a surety bond, 
reesonably aetia_l~ IO ~r, to protect Lendar's lntaroat. . 
Duty to Protect. Grantor agrees neither to abandon or leave unattended the Property. Grantor shall do all other aces, in ,addition to those 
7., :aot;e ittftori!faboVfflii this HCtfon, Which from the character end'use of the Property'are reesoneblv: necessary to protect and preserve the 
~" l~•,·~\l:·,~.~-'f~:;>• • 0 .... ~ • 0 ~ l 1,·,1 --".•.... • 
DUl:,ON SALE• CONSENT 8:V C£NDER.~.1.and8r may, 11 Londet.'1·optlon, deC11re lmmedlataly due and payabla.10 suma HCUrsd by this Deed ol 
Truat.upG!' ~· Hie or IIW19fe~~ l¥lthout' '-,nder'f P!ld:f.wrihlin ~('t,.of- ell a,- any pail of ~- flNI _P,openy,,J?r any Inter,~! ln:f!!e. ~I ' 
~: · A ..... 91 transla,0 meenl' the-c:onvav•~ of Reil f'ropef!Y Of'. eny right. ,Ihle. or imer,11 l_ri the.~ P~;' whether ~. bene.llcfl,I 
or. eqwteble;· wl),!bet voluntary or•lllvoluntary; whether by. outriflht •~• deed, ~ se!• contract, land contract, COl)l!'8Ct !or deed. 
louehokt lntar_ut:wJtlte, 18fm, greeter-then three 131 years, l~optlon,'contra,;t. or.by sale, ~nffl8!TI, C!f'tr~fl!• .of any· beneficial lntemt in 
or to any land trust holdl119 dile to.tile Real·Property, or by.any Other metho(I ol conv.,yence of 9f! intlltUt lc\,thli ReeJ.Properiy. If any Gtamor i& ". 
• co,po,atlon, partne'8hlp !" limited NeblHty company, t_ran.sfer,.also Jncludea any change in owno,slilp;of more than twanty-llva per_cant (25'1(,I at 
the voting stoek, pat1nenhlp-lntaniais or li!(lited llabilltY C9mpany interests, e.the cua m,v be, of 1uc:I\ Grantot. However, tNa opllon shall not 
be axerciHd by Lender ii 1uch· .. •~.ls'prohiblted by le~ law or by•ldaho·law. , 
TAXES AND LIENS. The fonowing·prOvisiOns re1a1fng t~ the'fax~s anO liElnS Orl_ t~e Property are part-Of tljis Died
1
0f. T'rust: 
Payment. Grant or wil, P8cY wlien _due 1ancl In ,n events prior . to deUnquencyJ 'afJ w·x•~• sped al taxes, aaeumentt, ct,c1r9ts (Including 
water and nwi;i, 6nu and lmposltfona levled iQalnit·or on account of tl\e Property, and shell pay when:due ell clalms ror·work done on or 
for aervl~ rendett!4,0< l!jliierlll. turnlah~· 10 the Propeity. Grentor ahlU ~lnlaln the ~rty free ol ali 0 liens ·having prio~ty .0'!9r or equal 
to the lnten1at,of Lenclir under this Deed of Trust. except lot the ·11en of t8X88 and a191ssmente 1101 due and except II oth-lsa provided 
In thn Deed o·f l'.rust. . . l' . · <' , . : . • · 
Right to «:-.ti· Gian tot· 'inay withhold payment or any: tax, aaaesamant, or claim in C0""8C1lon wltfl a good faith dlspute over the 
O;bllgalion to Pl!\', ao. lq!lll •• Lendllr's ln-t in lhlt Property \8 not Jeoper<!lied. II • Han _llriiaa or' I■ ftled !" • result of nonpayment. 
Gr~ '11811 wlthjn n,teen,J!•~-1 daya after the lien aris81 or, II• l_lan,ls. fllac!, within fifteen 1151,doye •~ ~r,n!l!f-,l:lee,IIJ)li,ce of Iha fHing, 
MCure the cliacharge of,the lien, bt· II requested by Leniler, deposit with Lender ceah or • 1ufflclem eotpotal8 •~ty'bOftd, or other security 
satlaficiory' to Lenller in en amouni aufflclem to discharge Iha Dan plus any cos11' and resao,,able -.-iieya' leea,. or other charges that 
couli:I icc:rue u i mull oft Coracloaure or nlo under ihe lien. In any conteat, Grantoi thall clalend•ilsell and."8nder-and llhatl 88ti9fy any 
ldverse~udgn:ie,ii -befote ei,1on:emen1· agaln■t the• Property. Grantor wll name I.arider ea an additional obligea"undar any, surety bond 
tu~ in the contest pr~ings. . \ :. 
: Evidence ol·Paymant., Greritor 111\ell upon demand fumlsh,10 l;endot 88dlfactory avfdenca,of peyn\ant ol Iha taxaior:aaa .. ,marua and shall 
... a~ Iha ~;governinenlll official' to dalivef 10 Lender II any time e written stetamenl 'oi the ta,,ea'llnd ats8ninente egalnal 
the Prope_rty;, ' 
Node• of Constrvcdon!C'Grantor ahlll notify Lender•■t laost .fifteen (151 deya before any .woik 11 commenced: any iatvicet are fumlslied, 0t 
ai,y mateilala are'auppliec1' to the Property, 11.arr'l mechanll:'• llen.,milterialman·• lier,.- or other' Pen 'could be inened on, account ol the 
work. -sarvica, or' materials. Grentor .will upon requa11 ot Lender. furnish to tender advance .. ...,.,,.,.. aatlalectory to Lender that Grantor 
~n ~-?'"'·~;ti'.'!·~ of 51!.ch ifflpio:,nnt\ents., ·.. . .. " . .,; . • j ~ '" 
,PROPERTY ~AGE INSUAANC£.· the lollowlng provisions ;...ti,,g to lfl!urlng the Property are a pan.of lhla Deed ot Ttutt. ,.., "" . . . . . . ., ... . ,. 
· Meln-.,,C- _of w~enc, . .Gr"."tor 0shell pr0C'{"8 ~ maintain J!Orictu o,f lira lnaur~.-.ylth •.tenc!•rd e)!larlded ,coverage andoraemanta on 
e ,aplel:~fl!Gl'll ~II• for the Juli insur:able vahte<()OIIJl't"9· 1111 !rnprovemtnlS OIi the .~ Propa,Jy In. en amount aufflclent, 10 evold application 
'of anv, colnaure~. ci.uae.,. "?<I wllh· • atendan!- m~ Clause In favor ot Lsndei. ,,Granto, , a"'U, Ilsa procure and melntaln 
compr'hensl>/0.general lablNty_int~nce,ln •µeh cove,. amo,'!1'15,~ 1:ef!d!,r may request with Trustee and Lander being named H 
addf!lonel':jnatired1· in aucn llablllty ·lnaurance policies, Addlilonany·, Gnintor ahall malncein such•other li\autance, including but' not limited to 
hazard, ~lneu lnlt1t"'Pllop,,,and boiler insurance, aa Lender'mJ!I' reasonably ,equlte: J'ollci••.!~111 be•~rl~ J!' form, ~\•: cover~ 
and ~la ~onablv,.eccapteble to Lenqer end l1sued by• compai)y or compan_lee reasonably accepc~ to lender. · Giamdt; upon_ request'. 
of l,ender. will. de!'"'!' to llindar,fr_om time, 10 ;lime Iha. i>ol\c"-9 or certlttc~ of inaur"1? In, IOffll Slllal .. !Ory to Lender, lncludlng-
.111pufa!!'>na lhat -~- '!<(II .~I.be canqlled or !lln!lni8hed ~It~ at Jaut thirty 13.QI, .dev.• P,1i!Of written Jl!!lk:a to Lander,.. Each• 
'lriauranc8' policy· alsO .it,ati.1nclude an endorsement providing that coveragalln favor of Lande• ,l,a1 nor be ~'In any w'ay by env ai:t, • 
. omiailon or deiault of Grantor or any Other person .• Sfiol/kl the Reat'Property/be Jocatad in an afali deaii,nated by~ Dir•~ of tl1e_Fedef111' 
Emarvancv.M~t'Ag,ncv es• specitll llood·hlzard area. Grantor eg,... to obtain end melntlli,n Federal:~ lnaurance, itevatlable; 
within 45-dave-anar 'no11ce le giYen by Lender th11'thi<Pro"party la locate~ In ,:'special flood haie<d a,u, for .ttii 1u11· Ut1)ald prjncipal l>alanca 
ol lhe loan.and'any prior Dani on the property' aeourlng the loan. up to iti<l.miiidmutii pollcy'tlmlta'set'undet thoNallonal f;lood Insurance 
Progreri'i, or is o~ requlred'tiy,Lander, and to maintain auch insurance lot the tarm ill the loan, 
• C " • , •. • • .• 
Appllc,Uon ~ Ptocffda, l,r~n!O! •!>811~ptly t")llfy .~r,,ot~•IJY lol9 or ,!l.tmau~ to,.tha P_!oPertv. Lender !'ft1!Y .maf<e p,:og,t of lo~• II 
Qrenu,r falll to ik> so.within Nfteen 1151·da\ta of the caualty. Wh•J!fet or not Lender's security ii ~l!lllred. Lender may, at Lender's 
election, i.cetve .and r1italn lhe!procnda ·01 any lntutan¢ci and apply the,procil~s-10 the 'reducdon· of thi. lndelltadneN, peyinem of any Uen 
.■ffactlng the.,oP!!fY, or -the.netoratlon-and repak of the•P.r!lpai1y, If ·Londer:e1ee11 ·to apply· the, procaeda ~ nator■tlon and rep•~. Gr81Jtor 
ihatl repair or ~place,the /l•maged,c!qlntroYed 1/npryvemente in !'.me~ lil!l~factorV U> Lend~•:, l!nd~r ~n.!upo'! utiSfectory PfO!I! of 
, • •~h 9l<,118f\dlture. .. p,v ~ ,almbutte Gra,ntor from ·the proceeds lot lhe· r~_ble ·cost ol reJ)a!r or 11111ore11ori •f ~r■_ntor i•, not, In• default 
under, ihhl,.oeeg 0M:-ru11t. Any proceeds which hive ~ bean d!sburNd within 180 ~Y• a.lt•t~thelr ~eipt,and~hlch ~C1£1dar h81s!'Ot 
cof!ll!lltted to 1/18 f8Rllir or,raa19rlltion of tile Propanv lh,111 bli used Oret to.pay.any •ft!Olln! owir;'!I IC! llndiltyft\lill' thla -Dead of, Tr~i. then 
10 pay accrued· lnt-t; and Iha remainder, If any, lhall be appllei:I io !lie ·prtnclpal balince ot Iha lndebteonoas. If t;a'nder holds any 
ptOceedS alter paymerii.ln full ol the l!'debtadneas,' such~ ~hall ,be p'ald:to Grantor as l,niritor't interests may appear. 
G-•• !'19port on ... \nni:a. Upo~ request ot lender, liowever nol ..;;.,a lhan 0!1C8 a year, Grantol a.hali furnish io Lender a report on 
each exlStlng, polley ol Insurance showing: (11 Ilia name of Iha lnaunir; 121 the risks lnaurad; (31 the amount"ol the poUcy; . 1!41 the 
pro1J8r1Y ~ad. the ih,an- current. ~"'8Cffl1ent- V8kll! of sjlcli,PfOP!"IY, and the ,iiannar.o'i' dete.~ininf!.1hat value; and _151 ,tie e,q>_lilltlon 
~te of the policy. Grentat ,hall, upon requeet of IM!dar, ha\ie en Independent appralaer 1811sfactory to Lender da!Mmlna the cash value· 
1epta'?-'nent·~-of1he·~. Jt • • 
· tENDER'S EXl'EM!,11'.U~. ,i any aclion·or proceeding la tomff!Gl'C9d that would ma1a,rlally •!!•Ct l:iincler'• lnJaresl In the Property or ii Granto, 
leill to co~ply with ;ny prolilalon ot this D"d of Trull or any RO;tatad Ooc~!lf'.llt, Including but not limited ll) Grentor:s failure 10.d\a_charge or 
pay·when .due ·any amounta Grantor· ls required to discharge or QIY under 1h18 O.Od of Truat or any ~tad Documenta, t.ender• on Grantor's 
behalf imv 'illut_ shall 'not be- olillgaiect 101 illkll any action. that.Lander deems sppropriat\l, Including ·b!n not Umltad to discharging or paying au 
taxet, liens, security interests, e'nc_umbfencea and. o-cner clliiffli!' it any time. lev<ed or placed on the Property end paying all COIU for' insuring, 
maintaining' end p,a~rvlng the P•!'!"!1tY· All such expendltulfl '?.e.ur!!'1,or P•~ by Le(lder, for t!,!Ch pu~a'wlH ,!hail baar,intarnt ■t the rate 
charged uncfat the Not,e_ from the ~le Incurred or patd bv-Lend!'<t\>'t'bifd~$1 repayme~t by G1antor. Alhuch exp•~" will become a part of 
the lndeb1adness and, et lender's c,ptlon, wllf IAI be payllllli'-&n'fdimlinct;' (Bl be added 10 the balance of'lhe Note ind be apportioned among 
and be poyabli with· any 'lnsttllment paymante to become due during either Cl I the term ol any ePlliicable .ir\sJranca poljev; :Or~ ,121 lhe 
remaining term of the'Note; or· (Cl bo treated as a baHoon payment which wil! b8 due and payable 11 the N\ite's maturity. 'The Deed ot Trust 
alto-win• secure payment ol these amounts. Such right shall be Ii\ ■ddltlon to.all other rights and ramedlu IO which Lender may be entitled upon 
Defeuit. . •• . • • . P. 
WAR~NTY; DEf!iNSE OF TITLE. ~ following provisions i!latlng to ownership of the Property era I part of tlt!s'Deecl of Trusi: 
TIiie. Orentor warrants thlt: lol Grentor holds good md m■rlteteble title ol record to the,P,oP'!rtv,ln lee /ilmp1e, lro_e ond clear ot all liens 
and encumbrances o,!!>er t11•n· 1hose ae1 Corth l_n the Real Property deactlptJon or in any iltle Insurance pollcy, !Ille report; or ffnal title opinion 
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Issued in favor of, ar,d accepted by, Lender in' connectiori" with "this' Deed' ot Trust, and (bl Gren!or nas the 'full right, power, and authorli'y 
to axocute and.deliver this Deed of Trust to Lender . 
.,.,._,.. of Tide.· S.;bjact to the exception I!' ihe p.;•g~!l,~!lbOv,:;.Q_rantor._warr!"'I& and w!II for~ldjtflind,ihe title to tha Property against 
the .lawful claims of Ill penont. In the ewnt 1ny. •etion or _proceeding le commenced' 11\8!  Giantor's tftla or the lnten111I ot 
Trustee or L,fflller undet this Deed of Trust. Grentot shall defand ths action at Qr1ntor'1 experiH. Grantor mey be the nomlnel perty in 
auch P.<OC••dlng, but lendar shall ba enlitled to j)artlcipeto in the PfOc:Hdlng and to be riapiesented in the proceedlng by counsel ot 
Lendet'a O!fn ct,olce, ■nd Gt■ntor will dallvar, or cause to ba dellvenid, t<> Lender such instruments as lender may request from time to 
tlma to ·per~it such p■rticipadon. ' 
Complance With'laws. Grantor warrants that tha Property and Grantor's use of tha Proparty complies with all existing eppllcobfe fawa, 
ordinances, and reguf8tions at governmental autho.t'ities. 
Survival of llepruent■tfons and Wanandes, All representations, warranties, and agreemenw mada by Grantor in !his Deed of Trust shall 
survive the execution and dellvery of thla Ceed of Trust, ·shalt ba continuing in nature, and shell remain in !ult force and effect until such 
time n Grantor'1 lndebtedne11 ahaU be paid in full. 
CONDEMNAT-ION. The following provisions relating to condemnation proceedings are e part of this Deed of Trust: 
Proce■dlftts. II .,,., proceeding In conctarnnallon la filed, Grentor lhafl pn,mptly notify lander In writing, and Gr■ntor lhllll promptly take 
IUch ste111 as may ba ~ to defend ths action and Olmlln the award. Grentor may be the nominal party In ouch proceeding, bul 
Lender lhall be an1ltled to panlclP,918 In the proceeding and to ba rspreanted In- th■ proceeding by counsel of Its own choice, and Orantor 
wlR dlllYw or cause IO be daAv■red to tender such in.truments and documentation ea may be requested by Lender from time 10 lime to 
permit such- participation. 
Appllcedon of N_•t P!ooeada. ft ell ar •nv part of me Propeny la condemned by eminent domeln proceedings or by sny P<OCeedlng or 
purchan•ln lleu of condemnation, lender may at its election require that an or any portion of the net proceed■ of the award be applled to 
the,lndebt■dnea or Ille ,epalr or rutotation of lhe Prope,ty. The net proceedl of ths award ahal mean Iha award altar payment of ell 
..-ablo costs, expenses, and artomeya• ,_ lncuttlld by Truatec-or Lender in connection with the condemnation. 
IMPOSiTION OF TAXES, FEES ANO CHARGES BY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITiES. The following provisions relating to gcvorr.mentol toxos, 
foos and chal9M are I pert of this Deed of Tru11: 
C-T•n. "- and Chotl••· Upon request by Lender, Gtantor 1hall ,execute auch documents in addition to mla Deed of Trust and 
i.e whatevar other ectlon ia ,eqwated by Lender to perloct and: continue Lander's lien on the Reet Property. Gtantor shall reimburse 
lender for all te>iel, •• described belOw, toQethar with ell expensn Incurred In recording, perfee1lng or continuing this Deed of Trust, 
Including without flmlt■tiOn all taxes. fees, documentary mmps, and other charges for racardlng or regia'8ring lhla Deed of Truat. 
T-. The following allell con1tltu""tuea to which thi9 section applies: 11) • specific t!I" upon this type of c..d of Trust or Ul'Ofl 1111 or 
any part of the lndebtedneaa sacur!KI by this Deed ol Trull; 121 t specific tex on Grentor wNch ~!■ntor 19 euthOrlzed or ,equlred to 
deduct from peyments on the lndebtadnesa tecur■ d by thia lYP8 of Ceed of Trust; 13) • tax on this type of Deed of Trust chargeable 
egalnlt the Lender or th9 holder of the Note; and 141 • ~lie tax on ell or any portion of the lndebtedneH or on payments of principof 
and interest made by Grantor. 
Subsequent T-. If any !IX to which this HCtlon 1pplle1 11 enacted subeoqu■nt to die date of this Oeod of Trust. this ewnt Shall have 
the same efloct ea en Event ot Default, and lender may eXflC!ae ,nv or aH of iU available rernedla• for en Event of Oef■ult as provided 
belOw unleea Grentor alther 11) pays lhe tax before It becomes ileilnquant, O! 121 conteSts the tax aa p,ovfdad above In lho TaxH and 
Uena section •rd dePoaita wilh Lander clllh or • 1ufflclent corporate surety; bond ot oth&t security 118tiafactorv to lander, 
SECURITY AGREEMENT; FINANCING STATEMENTS. The following provisions relating to this Coed of Trust •• a security agreement are a part 
of this Deed of Trust: 
8-.riCy Ag,.■ment. TN• instrument shall constitute a Security Agreement to the extant any of the Property constitutes fixtures, and 
Lender shall have all of the rights of a .. cu;ed party under the Uniform Commercial Code u amended from time tc time. 
Secu,lty lnter■at. Upon nsqueat by lender, Grantor shall take whatever action It .requested by Lender to pe,fect end continue Lender's 
security lnteratt in the Rents and Personal Property. In lddltlon to recording !hit Deed of Trust In the real property recofda, Lander may, 11 
any dme•and without further authorization from Grentot, flle executed counterperts. copaa or reproductions of 1h18 Deed of Truet as a 
financing atatemant. Orantor shill telmburse Lender for aJl !IXll•nau incurr■d In ~ec:ting or continuing thla security Interest. Upon 
datautr. Grantor •hall nat nsmove, -• or detach the Peraon■ I ProPtnV from the P!operty. Upon deflllJI, Granto, theft assemble ar,y 
Pem:,nal Property not affixed to the·Property In a mann■t and at a pl- reesonably convenient to Ot■ntor and Lander and make ii available 
to Lender wllhln thre8 (31 daya attar receipt of written demand from lander to lhe txtent petmltted by applicable law, 
Addl'IAes, The meillng addttssas cf Grantor (debtor! and lender (secured pany) from which information concerning the security inletett 
granted by this Deed of Trust may be obtained faach as required by ihe Uniform Commercial" C::ode) ans as stated on the first page of this 
Dead of Trust. 
FURTHER ASSURANCES; ATTORNEY-IN-FACT. The following provisions relating 10 further asaursnces end attorney-in-fact are e part of this 
Dead of Trust: 
Furlher Anu,ancea. At any dma, •n<! from time to time, upon nsqu11t of Lender, Gr■ntor wtn m■ ke. execute and delivet. or wlR csuss to 
be mede, executed or delillered, to lander or. to Lender's dealgnea; and when requntad by landat, cause 10 be llled, recorded, raffled. or 
,e,ecorded, 1111 Iha cue mev be. at auch It~ and In such offices end pl- ea lender may deem eppropri111e, any and all such mo11gage1, 
deeds of trull, aecurl!Y deeds, ll8CUtity egrNmeMS, ffnanclng statements, condnuetlon otatemsnta, inatrumeMS of further euurance, 
certificates, and other documenta as may, 1n· the sole Ot)lnion of Lander, be nsceuarv or dealrabf• in order to effectuate, complete, perfect, 
c:omlnua. or pnsaerve 111 Grantot's.obllgatlona und8' Iha Note, thl1 Deed ot Truat; and the Related Documents, and 121 the Ilana and 
eecurlty interests created bv this Deed of Truat •• first end prio< liens on Iha Property, whether now owned or hereafter acquired by 
Granto,. Unlesa prohibited by law or Lemler" agnsea to the contrary In writing, Grantor shall reimburl8 landat lot ell costs and exp<1nsa1 
Incurred In conriaction with the manan nsfemid to in 1h11 paragraph, 
Attomey-ln-F-. If Orantor faffs ta do any of .the things referred to In the preceding paragraph, lender may do so for ■nd in lho name of 
Granto, and at GHnto1'1 '-""· For 1uch purposes: Gr■ntor he1eby lrreVO\'ablV appoints Lander as Grantor's attornev•ln-fect for the 
purpose ·of making, execu1l119, delivering, 111/ng, reconllng, and doln11 all other lhlnga aa may be nscessary or deslrebte, In Lender's sofa 
,!,>Pinion, to accomplllh, 1h11 -matter• referred to In the praceding paragraph. 
FULL P&RFOftl!ANCE. If G~entor peya all the lndabtedneas when due, end otherwise performs 111 tho obtigatlons imposed upon Granto, under 
thla O8\ld of Trust, Lender shall execute end deliver to Truatee • requesr for full reconv■ yinca and shell execute and defiver 10 Grentor suitable 
.,, atate..-ia of termination of· any financing ststemeiit on file avldencfng Lander's security lntertst in the Ran is and the P9rsonal Propeny. Any 
reconveyanca lee required 'by ·11w shall be paid ti\' Grant or, If permitted by eppllcabki law. 
EVElill'& Ol'OiFAUlT, £aci1 ot Ille followjng..at•l■nder'• option. ahall caoatilU18 an-Event of D1fault undtr lh~ Deed ot Trust: 
Payment Default. Grantor falls to ma~e .ariy payment when due under the' Indebtedness. • . , .. -""- ----=... ---'- , 
-~ ~~• Gfe\l!QI' .!~• tlt 'o}~P.W. .;,~~or ~"'peif~im •l'!Y othe['terrii, obff9i~n: ~ov■nint0Jr'condillon•~n_t1lned in this Casd of ,Tru~.t 
or l~f. tl\e Related Documents•or to cornp1;,. wlth·or ro •perform any;term, obUgatlon, covenant'or·condlllon contained In any other 
agreement between lender and Grant or' .. . 
Compliance Oafault. Failure to comply with any other term, obligation, covenant or condition contained in thla Deed of Trust, the Note or in 
any of the Related Documents. 
Default on 011,ar Peymena. Failure of Orentor within the time requirad by this Deed of Trust lo make any payment for taxes or insurance, 
or any other payment necaasery to pravent flllng of or to effect dls,:harge of sny lion. 
Fels• Statements. Any warranty, representation or 1tstement mede or furnished to Lendor by Grantor or on Grantor's behalf under this 
Deed of Trust or the Related Documents Is false or misleading in any material respect, either now or at the time made or furnished or 
becomas,false ar misleadlng18t Snv time thereafter. 
Defective Collatorallutlon. This Deed of Trust ar any of Iha Related Documents ceases to be in full force •nd effect (including failure of 
any collat8'al document to create a vatld and" perfected security interest or lion> at any time end for any reat0n. 
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Insolvency. T,ha dlstolution or tttminltlon or Grl!:ltor's existence as a going business, the insolvency of Gren10r, the l!PPofntmen1 or • 
receiver for any JIU! of Gran10t'1 p,operty, any assignment ror ttie banaflt of ctedltors, eny tvP<I of creditor workout, or 1he commencemen1 
of any IJll!Ctedfng _under ,anv:iw.kruptcy or lnsolver)CY taws by or against Grantor. 
Creditor or Forfeiture Proceedings. Commencement of foreclosure or forfeiture proceedings, whether tiy 'judicial' pr_oceedlng, self-lialp, 
repo~sslon or any other. method, by si\y creditor of Grsntor or by any governmental. agoncy against ·any propany securing the 
lndebtednan., · Thla,lncludaa a gamlahment of sn,; of Grantgr's· a_cc.9unta, lncludkl{I deposit accounts, with Liinder. However, !his Event of 
Default shell- not'apply If there la a good faith dispute by Grentor as to ttie vslidlty or re11onlbleness of lhe clllm which Is the basis of the 
creditor or forfeiture p'°"edlng and if Grantor gives Lender wrlrten node~. -of the ,creditor or forfeiture proceeding and depotits with Lender 
monies or a surety bond for the cie<!ltcit or •forfeiture procndlng, In an ·amount de1armlnsd by Lender, in its· sole dlacnatlon, as being •n 
adequate reserve or bond for the dispute. 
•••ch of Othar Agreement. Any breach by Grantor under the terms of any other agreement between Grantor and Lender that is not 
remedied wit.hin any grace pariOd provided therein, including without limitation env agreement concerning any indebtedness or other 
citillgatlori•of•Grantor to lender, whe!het existing now or later. ' · 
•;Eventa- P:fftoiing Guarantor. Any of the- preceding events oceura wllh. rHpect to •nv Guarantor of eny of the lndeblednen or any 
Guarantor .dies or.becomaa lncompell,:,t, or revokes·or dlaputes lh_e velkfliv of, Of Uebllily under, eny Guaranty of the Indebtedness, In tho 
ewnt of a death; Lender, at its 6ptlon, may, but shell ncit be required tto, perinlt !he Guerantor'a estalo to .. ,.,.,,. uncondltlonslly the 
obllg1tlana arWnci' under .the gua,anty !n· • manne, ,atlsfactory to '(anise,, W, In doing so, ciute any Event of 6efeult. . 
Adverse ~ha4198. A materiel· adverse change oCc:ura in Grantor"s finepclaj conditiClrl, or Lender beljeves the...,P,rospect of payment or 
performance of, the lndebtedn~s is impslrocl. 
Insecurity. Lender in good faith believes itself insecure. 
fl1llht to Cuto, II any default,_other ilian a defiult In payment Is curable and It Grantor has not.been given a notice of a breach of the same 
provision of this Oaod "of Trusi wtchlrt the preceding twelve 1121 months, it may be cursd if Grentor, after receiving written notice from 
Lendet demandinircure of such delsUlt: (1 I c"'os the default within tan (IOI daya; or (2J · II !he c..-e requires more th8'I ten 1101 days. 
immedlete!y in!~ ~ "!!hl9h Lender dffma. in l.snder.:s sote·_dl&cNtllon,to be sufflelent to CUf.9 ths default •and thoroafttt continues and 
complete, all reasonable and necessary 111ep9 aufficlant to produce cornpllence •• soon es ,a...,...bfy practlcal, 
RIGHTS ANO REMEDIES ON'DEFAUlT. If 1n £vent of Default occurs under'thie Deed of Trust, at'any time iherooft~r, Trustee or Lender may 
exen:ln.linv'ohe·or1110te·~ Iha foilowlng righta end ~<iles: - · · . 
Node• of Default. In the Event of Default Lender shall execute or cause- the Trua1ee tci execute • written notice of such,default and of 
Lendar'a elecllon to cause lhe Praperty to be sold •to sallsfy !he Indebtedness, and shali cause .auch notice to):os recorded in ths office of 
lhe ra"l'rder of aach·=tv ·wherein die Real Property, or any part thereof; is situated. · 
Eleotlon of R■modlu •. Election 11V Lender to pursue any remedy shall not exclude pursuit of any olhet' remedy, and; on eleclion tc make 
expandj_turea or le>' take action to perk>tm an obllgaijo_n of Granter under Ihle .Deed of Trust, after Grantor's fsilure to; perform, shell not 
afje« Lander'• right to deelara • default and exerclff Its remedies. 
Accalarate Indebtedness •. Lender shall have the fight at its option Without notice ~o Graritor ,~. declare the entire lndeb~!dness immediatet/y 
due and·payilblo, Including any p~epsyment penalty which Grantor would ba required to piy. 
Foraclo..,,.. With resp,,ct to all or eny part of. the Real-Property, the Trustee shall hsve the righl to fore~lose !>v _notlcs and sals, and 
Lender shall have the right, to forecloae by judicial foreclosure, in ejther•c••• ·in accordance with and to the full sxtef!t provided by 
applicable law. . ,,, 
UCC Remedlaa. With respect to Ill or any part of•.the Personal Property, .Lender shall hsva ell the rights snd ·,emedies of • secured party' 
untler·lhe·un1form Commerci•I Code: · ' " • 1 , · . 
CoU■ct ~-~ shall have ·,he right, 1f!llhout notiqe to Grantor to taka ~Nion ot and ~aneg• the Pr-.rtv and COiiect 1h11 Renta, 
Including .affl(!Urtts plSI duo~and unpejd, and apply the net procoeda,. over end above lander's co111, against tha Indebtedness. In 
fuitiierance of thla right, Londer.mey ;.qu1r, any·tenan_1_or other uHr of the Property to mike paymenta"of rant Of uae ,_ dlractly to 
lander. If t11a· Rants are collaclld by Lander, lhsn .Granto, lrrevocab!Y dellgn■tea I.ender ff .Grantor's. attorney.In-fact to endotse 
ln&truffW!nts·,recslved In psynient ihereof _in t~e name of Grantor lind 10 negotiate lhe Ame end collect lhe proceeda, Peymenta by '""8tltl 
c;,r other users· to Lander .in response. to lender's dlfllend at,en a■tisty the cibllgationa for, wlilch the pevrnama 11re made, whllher or not any 
p,opar grounds for the demsnd existed. Lender may a,ercise its rights under 1h18 subparagraph either In pe,aon, by agent, or through ■ 
receive~, _ · ' , r 
Appolnl Recelwf. Landa< lhaff have _the rigt,1 io haw a receive, ·appolnte<!-19 tako p~niofl of all or ■ny pirt of the Property, with the 
power to p,oteet and pieserve lhe Property,, to operate the Prc;,P.91'1Y, ~!(ling for~osure or aa!e •. and to collect lho R- from the 
Property· end epply tha P<OC<!~, ovor end. ebova ihe coat. of the recelvetshlp, against the lndabtadnoas. Thti receiver may aarva without 
tiond If pe,n,itted by law. Lander'• right to the appointmant of a receive, shall eidat whalhaf or not lhe apparent value of the Propa11y 
exc:Hda trn1 lpdebtednas■ by a aubst811tlel amount. ·Einploymant by Lenaer aholl not disqualify a person from aarvtng .. • receiver, 
T enaricy at s~. If Grantor Nlfflalna In p~k:on oi the P~per.lY i11er Iha Prciperty is sold !S _provided above or I.ender otherwise 
_beco"!es;erltlt!ed to poaaoaslon of the- Property. upon default of- 13raffl0! •• Grlintor shsH become I tenant at eufteranco of I.ender or the 
purchaior of Iha Property end sh8JI, et l81'der'1 option, either 11 I pey a raasoneblo ramal for the uae ot !he Property, or 121 vacate the 
Property ljn~~y'i,pon the dammd of I.ender. ,. , '. 1 
-Other Ramadi&s. Trustee·or Lander shall have anv other right.or remedy p~ovlded in this Deed of Trust or the Note or.-avallable at law or in 
equhy. · - · '· ... · · ---
Hotlce of Sale •. l.ander ah<dt give Grantor reeaonoble notfea ot the time and place of •nv public sllle of the Pem:,nal Property or of tho time 
after which ■ny:privlla sale ,or other ltltended dlapoaltlon of the Personal Property .is to ba made. Reasonable notice shall moan nolice 
given iii i!lee:c tan·(,101 days before-ihe tline of'ttie sa1e·or dl9PQ8ltlcn. Any tale of the Peraonal Property may be made in conjunction with 
snv. tale of the Real ~iW- , 
Sale of.ithe Property. To th<r.extent permitted 11V appllceble law, Gremor hereby waives llflY·and ell rights to hive the Property marahalled. 
,n exarcipng ·ilrrighls and remedies, the True tee or Lander ah■II be free to nil 111 or ■ny pert of Iha Property togotl,er or Hll8f8toly, in ono 
sale or 11V 1eper,te Hies. I.ender 1hail be entltlod to bid· at any public tale on ,an or any portion of the Property. Nodce of ule having been 
given n then required by, law, and not last !hen tha·t1mo required bv law hll\llng elapsed, Trustee, without demand on Grant0r, shall tall 
thi'prcperty et illit time and place fixed 't,y 11 lo Iha notice of sate at public auction to lho hi9h61t bidder for cuh In lawful money of the 
United States, p■yabio ai tlma of sale, Trustee shall dellvar to the' p1Kchew·hli or her deed conveying tho Praperiy 10 aold, but without 
any co~~i or werrentv express." or'lmplled. The reclte'8 In ,uch dead ot any rnenen or faeta aliall be conclusive. pt00I of tho tNthlUlnaas 
of such /natters or tac1il. Aller deducting all cost•. f- and expenses ot TNateo end of this T.rust, ltlcludlng COllt of ovldonce of tllfe end 
!:8MO.!!'!!!! 1nomevs~J~. includf!l!I tht/1.e in cpnt1ffl1Qn with Ill, ,tlt"JMtee tl!l!I •PRIY J!(Qetedt al nlit 19 Ph'mtnt of Ill 1J ,ums 
expended under ·Ihle Dead of .Truat, not than repaid wilh i_ntere1t thefeon aa provided.in this. Deed. of Trust: (bl all Indebtedness secured 
heratiy; .trid' lei the nimalndar; If any, to th• person 0( persons legally entitled thflteto. 
Aftomeys.• Feat: ExpenHs, It Lender lnstltutoa anl ti.Iii or '1Clion io enfo~ any of the tarma of t!li& O~d of Trust, I.ender llhall be antllled 
to recover such tum u the court may adjudge reaionibla as •.iwmeys' faff at· trial snd upon eny aJll)<lal. Whether or not any court action 
:~~~ ::,!:u~-:fl!n~:'r~:;':,';1:,~:r:'~: :Ts:. •=!o~:' PS~~ i:::,•:~a~::'.::! O:.;!':.: :=,::':n:',;: 
bear· Interest II the NolS rate from the ds1e of the expenditure unill' repeid, Expenses covered 11V 1h11 peragraph lrn::lude, without llmita!lor>, 
however subject 10 any limits under applicable law, lander's reasonable atto_mev•' leas and.Lander's·1egal 1.xpenna whether or !'01 more is 
a lawauit,• lncfudlng reasonable attorneys• fees and expense, for benkrul)1cy proceadlng11 (Including elforta to modify or vacate any 
automat~ stay Of inJl.!"Ctloni;· "PPH!a,. snd any antlclpauid post-judgment. c_oilection service■, Iha cot! of searching records, oblalnlng title 
reports llnctudlng foreclosure reportsl,. survayon' -raporis, and appraisal laea, ti.tie Insurance, and tees for Iha Trustn, to the ex1sn1 
pormlned b,Y, applicable law. Grontor _also will pay any court costs, In addition to 1R other sums provided by.law. 
Righls of Trustee. Trustee sha!I have all o/ the rigtite end duties oflendar as ssl forth in this section. 
POWERS ANO OBLIGATIONS ·OF TRUSTEE. The following provi•ion• relating to the powers and obligations of Trustee ore part. of thi• Dead of 
Trust': -
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Powera of Truatff. In addition to- au powen ol Trutt« a,jalng aa a m11cter of. law, T1111tee shaft have the powe, co takt the IOUowlng 
ectione wlth·respect to the Property upon the writu,n. requut of Lander anct·. Grantor. lal Join in p,eparlng and liHng a map or plat of th• 
RMI Propffly, ·lnoludlng the dedication of ,rreeta or other rlgt,ia toithit public; lbl join In granting any eaeement or creating any rettrfctlon 
C!". the Rael Property; and (cl join in any subordination or other egrea,:rient !fleeting !hi• Deed of Trust or the interest ol Lender under this 
·oeed of Trust. ' 
Oblleatlons to Notify. Trustee shall not b' obllgai.d to notify any other_party of a pending sale under any other trust deed or 1i.n, or of any 
ectiOn or proceeding In which Granto,, Lender, or Tcuatae shall be • party, unle8S the action or proceeding la brought by Trustee. 
Trusl88. Trustee lhal meat Ill quelificatif,ns required f<>r Truatse under applicable law, In llddition to Iha ri911t1 and remedies set forth 
abOw, with rapect to- all or any part of Iha Prope,ty, tha Trustee shall have the right to foreclose by notice and sale, end Lender 1hall have 
the right to I018'closa by jud'iclal foreclosure, in eithet c■ 98 In accordance with and to the lull extant provided by applicable lew. 
SucceHor Tnisti1. Lender, at Lander's option, may from time to !Ima appoint a 111ce11aor Trustee to any Trustee appointed under this 
Deed of TrL111t by an Instrument executed and acknowledged by Lender and recorded in 1he office of the recorder of BONNER Countv, State 
of Idaho. Tha-instrumanl shall contain, In addition to 111 other maners required by state law, tha names of the original Lander, TNIUIO, and 
Grantor, ti!& book and page where this Deed of Tn,s1 i9 reco,dad, .ond the name and address of the succ8Ssor !Nlllle, and the lnatrumenl 
shall be ell8CUUld end acknowledged by Lander or lta 1uccff10rs in lntartet. The 1uccaHor trustee, without convavance of the Property, 
shall succeed to all the title, power, and dutlea conferred upon the TruatM In this Deed ol Trust and by applicable law. This procedure for 
substitution of Trustee shall govern to the exclusion ol all other proviSlone for substltuclon. 
NOTI9ES. Any :mtica required 10 be given under tN8 Oaed of Trust, including without llmltatlon any notice of de.fault and any notice ot ,ale 
lhell be given In writing, end shad be affective when actually deflvered, when actueliy recelY8d by telefacalmHa (unleas OtherwlH required by 
lawl, when depo9il8d with • nedonally ...:ognlHd ovamlgh1 courfet, or, It meilad, when clepolited In Iha United Stam 111111, H first class, 
certllled or reglatered m■D postage prepaid, dlrilctad ta the addt .... a slloWn near the beginning of lhie Oeed of Trust. AU copies of notlca of 
foreclosure ltom the holder of any llan which hU p,lorltv oi,er lhla Deed ol Trust ahall ba .. nt to Lender'• address, aa lhown near the beginning 
of this Oelld ol TNII, Any party may change· Its eddraa8 for nodcu under 1h11 Deed of TNII by giving formal written notice to the other 
pertles, _.:!lying 1h11 the purpase ol Iha nGtlco le to changj "" party's aodraa, For notice purpoaH, Grantor agrees to keep Lender informed 
ai all, rimas of Grantor's cunoni address. ·Uni~ o~r\"Ja.11,~~e<l"or required by law, If there is more then one Granto,, any notice giwn by 
Lender 10 any Grantor ii deemed to be no~ given to atr,Grlin10re. 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. The following mlscallaneous,prcivisions a~e a_part ol this Deed of Trust: 
Amendmenu. This Deed of Trust, together with any .Rele~ Documents, constllulH Iha entlnl underatat1ding and agreement of the parties 
n to the matters sot forth in this Deed of Trust. No ~Iteration <>f'or ·amendment to this Oeed ol Truat shall be 1ffoC11ve unless given in 
writing end signed by the party or parties sought to .be. charged or bound by the al!eratlon or amendment. 
Annual Reports. If the Property Is used for purposes athar than Grantor's rnldance, Clrentor shall furnish to Lender, 
cartifie_d ste1emant of net operating income recahtad tram tha Property dvrlng G · 
Lender sh1IJ .. reqU1ra, •Net optteling income" shell mean all cash receipts from the cah e,pendltures made 
,with the operation of the Property. N>,-.t,i')O~!llffl\~1/1',l'· S•'3010 
Capllon Htadln91. Caption headings in this 'coed of Trust are for convenience p · onfy and ~~!'~~d to lnUt t or define 
cha provislo".'• o.f.lltis Deed of Truet. 1&0tl> 01 ,.......,....,..., 
Merger. There, shall be no merger ol the interest or estate crested by this Deed of I with any cHfle?l~~r e1tata in ,operty et 
any time held by or for the benefit of Lender i~. ~ny capacity, withoui the, w!itten n~J-,.t~lll!!.i,w..4.,,"'<l!rffP .. .,....,,....._,..,--,...,. 
Governing Law. This Dead of. Trust will be governed by .federal low applicable ta Lender and, to the axtent not preempted by federal law. 
the law• of the State of Idaho without raga;d to Ito conflicts of law provl1lon1. Thia Deed of Trust his been 1cceP11d by Lender In the 
State of Idaho. 
Choice of Venue. It there is a lawsuit, Grantor agrees upon Lender's request to submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of Bonner County, 
Slota of Idaho. 
No WaivW by Lancia,. Lffldor shaU not be dffmed to have waived anv rightl under Chia Dead ol Trust unleu such wal- It given In wliting 
and signed. by Lender. No' delay or omiHlan on the pert ol under In llC8rCialng any right shall c,perete ee a walvar of 1uch rlghl or any 
other ;1ght. I!-, walver by Lender of a provision of thla •D•ad ol T ruauhall not prejudice or conetl!Ute a waiver of l.ende<-'a right otherwi98 to 
demand strict compllence wtch thal provlalon or any other provfllon ol this Deed of Truet. No prior waiver by Lender, nor any caurae of 
dealing between Lender and Granto,. ahall cpnstituta•a walvePof any of Lender's tlghta or of any ol Grantor's abligationa a ID any future 
trenuclions. Whenever the content of Lender is required under this Deed of Tru11, ma granting of lUCh consent by Lender In any Instance 
shan not constitute continuing consent to subsequent Instances whare tuch consent ii required end In all caws such consent may be 
granied or withheld in the sole dispretlon of lender. 
S1verebitlty. ff a court ol competent jurisdiction finds any provleion of this Deed of Truat 10 be iile9al, invalid, or unenforceable ae to any 
circu1n11tance, that finding shaD no1 ma~~- !ha offending provlaion illegal, lnve!ld,.or unenforceable es to any other cfrcllfflltance. II lealible, 
Iha offending provl1i0n shaU be considered modlflad so that it becomSI legal, ,iaUd ~ ontorcaable, If the offending pnwi.ion car,no1 be so 
modified, it eheff ba conaldared dele1ed. from this Dead of Trust. Unles1. othetwfse requlrad by law. tho lflegallty. Invalidity, or 
unanforcaablllly of any provision of !his Dead of Trust shall not effect the legality, veNdlty or enforcaability of any other provision of this 
Dead, of Trust. 
Suooa10;'1 8!"!,Aailgna. Subject to 8!'Y llm~•do~ staled In !hia Dead of Truat on transfer of Granter'• lnterea1, 11111 Deed of Trust ahall be 
binding upon and inure 10 the benall1 of the p1111fea, their auccessora end 1aaigns. If ownership ol the Property becom• vested In a pereon 
other than Grentor, Lender, without notice 10 Grantor. may deal with. Grentw's· successors with reference ID thla Dead of Trus1 and the 
lndebtadna8S by way of forbeerence or extension without releasing Grantor from ·the obflgetlons of this Deed of Trull or ftebilltv under the 
lndab1adness. 
Time is of tha &senca. Time is of the essence In the performance of this Deed of Tru11. 
Waiver of Homestead Exemption. Gr~n;or hereby releases and waives all rights :i,,d b;neflts at the homestead exemption laws of the State 
of Idaho as to ell Indebtedness secured'by this Dead of Trust. 
• DEflNITIONS.,;, The following cepltaUzed. words· and terms shall have the following meanings when uaed in thla Deed of Trust, .Unless 
, speclffi:iaffy:steted.t(! ~.conuaiy, 111 Ntflf9ncea to dollar ■mounts 1hall mean amountl in.lawful money of Iha United States of America. Words 
and .tmms used iii .the.singular shall include the plural;- and the plural shall include the slngula,, as Iha conts><t may require. WoNt. and tarma not 
othe~ile ~fir)ed In !hie o .. ,fol Trust·ahall haV9 !he meanings attributed to such terms'." the Uniform Commercial Code: 
BBneflclllr.v. The word "Beneficiary" means Mountain West Bank, and its successors and assigns. 
Borrower. The word "Borrower" means EAGLEPOINTE CONSTRUCTION & MANAGEMENT, INC. and includes all co-signers and co-makers 
■igning Iha Note and all their ,uccaH'!fS and-assigns. . . . 
Dead of T11111. The words 'Deed of Trust•·mean this Deed ol Tcuat among Clrantor, Lender,_and.Trustea, and includes without limitiition•a1r 
. ~•ignmei.t and security lnu,reit·pri?v!ilo""'relaii,nv·10_ it½ P1i~•l'.Pf'1Pertv'an,ffl~nts. . ·,·, .· .. --. '.,' . f ., . 
·.·~,juJt. 1:h9•wo«i •0efault" ,;,;ens the Oafaulteet fotth.ln.thl~ Off:!!. of•T.ruat in Uia section ii1led··•0ehiuti'. •. 
Environmental Law1. T-ha words' ·envffonmenlll Laws· mean any end all ataUt, laderel and local statutes,, reguletlona and ordinances 
rstetlng to the protection of human health or the environment, Including without llmltalion the Comprehensive Envlranmehtal Response, 
Compenaarion, and Uabaity Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C. Section 9601, et 1eq. ("CER.CLA"), the Superlund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act of 1986, Pub. L, No. 9_9-499 l'SARA"I, the Hezardoue Materials Transportation Act, 49 u.s.c. Section 180·1, et seq., 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 6901, et nq .• or other sppfk:abla atate or federal laws, rules, or 
re9ufations adopted pursuant lhereto. 
Event of Default. The words "Evant of Default" mean any of the events of default set forth in this Deed of Trust in the avants of default 
section of this Deed of Trust. 
Grantor, The word "Grantor" meanirEAGLEPOINTE CONScRUCTION & MANAGEMENT, INC., 
GuorantOr. The·word •~Gu8rontor" 'means any·gUBranior, surety, or accommodation party of any or all of the Indebtedness. 
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Guaranty. The word "Guaranty• means the guaranty from 'Guarantor .to.Lander,: including without limitation a guaranty of an ·or part of the 
Note. . 
' H-dcius Subotanoea. fhe word• "Hazlldous Sub111nen• ·mean materials thet. because of their quantity, conc:anuatfon or phyaic:at, 
ciiem101i: or infectloua cheractarlatlc1, may ceusa or- pen • present or potential hwrd to human heallh or the 'anvironmetit whan 
lm,iroperly, used, ireffld, 1iorect, dlJPOaed of, ,genera1ed, manufactured,. It-potted or otherwise hancif.d. Thi words "Haratdous 
Subai■nces•· ire uaec! In thl!r vary,btoeclnt """ arid lnOIUde whhout. iim11et1on anv and ,liU haardous oi toxic: subtuncea, matetim or 
-·as deflf!8(1 by or !lated under tho Environmental I.ewe.· 'ow term ."i'iizardoua 9\,lbstanciia• ai.o inc:ludu; without llmltatlon, peuoleum 
ind pettolel.im t,y.producta -0~ any fraction thereof and asbe1to1. ·· .- 1 
Improvements. Tha word,"lmpromenta• means ell exlaifng and future improvements. buildings, structures, mobile homes effi•ad on the 
Rael Prope,ty, facilities. additions, replacements and othet construction on the Real Property. 
lndabtedneu. The word "Indebtedness" means ell principal, lnter••t, end other •-•· coats and expenses payable under tho Note or 
,Re~~ Documenta'. together' with all renewals of, extlll\9lons,ot, mojli!~tlons. ~f. COf!iolldatlona of anlt subttituliona for the Note or 
Related ~t• and any emoun.ts, expended or .,Jvanced by-I.ender to dlsc:hl198 Grantor's obtlgetlons or IIJCP8nHI incurred by :rruatee 
· ·or: Lendef to enfoi'ce 'G_rantor'a obllgetlaM, under mia !)eed of Trust. together whh Interest on 1uch amoums as provided in this Deed ol 
Trust, Speclflcally, without Hmhetlon; lndetltedness lncl\,dn ,aa· ■mounts· that mav be ,Indirectly aeoured by lht Cron'eollaterallzatlon 
. provlalon of tlii1 Deed of :Trint, . . • ·<. ; 
·1.endet. The word -~.,. me1ns,Mount1ln West Bank, ~ aucceuora end:esslgna. · 
NaN, ~ word -~re· -~eni- the promlllo~ note -~ ~..;-i;,, 29, 2007. In the original prlnqipal amount of 
·$1,440,000.00 from Gramor 1o'Lander: together wiill·-all fl!MWels of, elC'8,:,llicJna 9t, modlflcellona of. re!inlnc:lngs of, con10Hd1,tlona 
of, and 1ubsU1utio.,. for the proml11.orv note or agreement. NOTICE 1'0-GRANTOR: THI! NOTE-CONTAIMA VARIA91.I! INTEREST RATE, 
t>en-i "'-tty. The words •P.erional Property• mean Ill equipment. llxiu,11, end other artlcl•.• of peraonel property now or h..,..-fte, 
owned by Grantor. and now or here~- Ill.ached or affixed to th<J i,ea1- f>n1petty; to9ather with all ac-lona, parta, and additions to, ~II 
repl■cemeni. of, and all sutmltuttcinl for, any of 11UCh property; end •~ther with all ~ lliicludlne wlmout llmketlon ell lnsurr,nce 
proceeds and rafunda of pnimlum$! from any sale or other dliliosltlori 'of the Property. . 
Property. Tl;; ,word ,"Property• meen_s collactlv!IY the ~eel Proper:tv end the ·Personal Properiy. 
Real Prope,ty. The words "Real:Proi>ertv" mean.the real.property, interests.and rights, as fu,ther.d_e,scrlbe<;f In this Deed of r.,ust. 
Related 0-ents; The words "Related 'Documents" ~ ell promlssorv notaa. credit agreemente,. loan agieemerfu,, envitonmentel 
agraementS, guaranties, sec:u.iltv '!llfUm&nts, rnor1gagn, deeds of w11;. securilV deedi, collaterif mortgage•,' and all other lnetruments, 
agreements end documen111, wlllllier now or heilefter existing, exacute,fin connection with the lndibtednus. 
Ran~. The word "Rants" means·an pre~nt and future i-ents, revenues, inconie, issues, rovittfes; ·Profits, and other benefits derived from 
tha P;opertv. • · · • · ' 
Trudie'. The word "Tru11ee" ,me~ns SANDPOINT TITLE COMPANY, whose address is PD BOX 1767, 'SANDPOINT, ID · 83864 and any 
autiadtute or successor trUStees. · · ·· .. 
GRANTOR ACKNOWLEDGES'HAVING.READ ALL THE PROVISIONS OF THIS DEED OF TRUST, AND GRANTOR AGREES TO ITS TERMS. 
- . . - ,! 
. ' -,, 
~KJu. :~~~ft 
CONSTIIUCTION & MAN°AGEMEHT, INC. • . 
CORPORATE ACKNOWl:.ED ., .. 
REQUEST FOR f;..ULL RECONVEYANCE 
(To tie used onty·;...t,en-obllga_1iona ·hive been paid In fulll .. , 
To:-------=--~--------·• Trust" 
The.ul)<ilerslgned la u..'JO!Jal:o'!"ner and holder of. all·lndeblednelli secured by thl,p Dnd of Trust. All allfflll secured !>i thia 0.eed of Trust have 
been fully paid~ aatlafled., You are hereby dlr4!Cted, upon payment.to you of any 1uma owing to you under lhll terms of thls·Ot!ed of TruSI or 
pU111uenl'to any app}lcable statute, to•c•ncel the Note sewed by ihis D!>ed.of Trust twhlch It dellveNld to,you•togalhar with thla 0ffd of Trust), 
and.to rec11nvey. without warranty. to tha parties de8igneted by the terma of this Deed ol Trull, Ille estete now held by you under thls Deed of 
Trust. f'.l•aae men the reconvevance and R~•ted Dowmenis to: 
Data: ________________ _ Ben'eflcie,y: _________________ _ 
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TRUSTEE.-S DEED · 
Instrument # 796852 
BONNER COUNTY, SANDPOINT, IDAHO 
8-12-2010 11:17:04 No. of Pages: 3 
Recorded for : FATCO 
MARIE SCOTT Fee: 16.00 AA 
Ex-Officio Recorder Deputy~(,A2.,,...,..__ _ 
Index to: TRUSTEES DEED 
JONATHON D. HALLIN (herein "Trustee"), as Successor. Trustee under the Deed of 
Trust hereinafter pa_rticulatly described, does hereby Bargain, Sell and Convey, without covenant 
or warranty, to MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, P.O. Box 1059, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1059 
(herein called "Grantee"), all of the real property situated in Bonner County, Idaho, particularly 
described as follows: 
LOT 7, BLOCK 2, GOLDEN TEE ESTATES 2ND ADDITION, ACCORDING TO 
THE PLAT THE~OF, RECORDED IN BOOK 8 OF PLATS, PAGE 79, RECORDS 
OF BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO. 
Commonly known as: NNA, Sandpoint, ID 83864. 
- y,_,. - - • -- • - .. __ .,. 
This conveyance is made pursuant to the powers conferred upon Trustee by a Deed of Trust 
described as follows: 
Deed of Trust dated November 29, 2007, to sec~e an original indebtedness of 
$1-,440,000.00, and any other amounts and/or obligations secured thereby 
Rec9rded: Decempei:: 5, 2007, as Instrument No; 7421'8~ 
Grailtot: EaglePointe Construction & Management, Inc., a Washington Corporation 
Trustee: Sanqpoirit Title Company 
Beneficiary: Mountain West Banlc 
(a) Default occurred in the obligations for which such Deed of Trust was given as 
security and the Beneficiary made demand upon said Trustee to sell said property pursuant to the 
terms of said D~ed of Trust. A Notice of Default was recorded February 17, 2010, Inst. No. 
787950 records of Bonner County, Idaho, and in the office of the Recorder of each other county 
in which the property described in said Deed of Trust, or any thereof, is granted, the nature of 
such default being as set forth in said Notice of Default. Such default still existed at the time of 
sale. 
_., _ .,.-:-. . (~} .. __ ,f\Jle_r r~c~:m,iaJ~~n o~s.ai~_,~Qtice Q_f DefaulJ, _.i;rustee_gave. ~otl~-'?~-the ~II1e,39d7 •• _. 
, . ·place of the sale of sa1<J pFQperty by certtfied mad, by postmg and personal ~.ervtce.ancj att~pted 
personal service up<m Jh~ occµparits of said ~I property, and ·by publishing "in a newspaper of 
generaf circulation irt each of-the counties in which the property is situated as more fully 
appeared in: 
Affidavit by Trustee Recorded March 11, 2010 Bonner County, Idaho, 
Inst. No. 789132 
Affidavit of Posting Recorded May 17, 20 l 0 Bonner County, Idaho, 
Inst. No. 792485 
Affidavit of Recorded May 17, 2010 Bonner County, Idaho, 
Publication Inst. No. 792486 
(c) Notice of sale was given before the day of the sale, in the time and manner 
required by Section 45-1506, Idaho Code, by registered or certified mail to the last known 
TRUSTEE'S DEED 
L:\M\MOUNT AI005579\00555\0809 IO TRUSTEE'S DEED-MWB-EAGLEPOINTE-S55-080910-KMS-KMS.DOCX 
:...:,.,a_- ,; . 
address of all persons who were entitled to notice by mail_ of the original sale and to any person 
who timely recorded a request for Notice of Sale. 
(d) The provisions, recitals and cQntents of the Notice of Default referred to in 
paragraph (a), supra, and of the Affidavits referred to in paragraph (b), supra, shall be and they 
are hereby incorporated herein and made an integral part hereof for all purposes as though set 
forth at length. 
( e) All requirements of law regarding the mailing, personal service, posting, 
publication and recording of Notice of Default and Notice of Sale and of all other notices have 
been complied with. 
(f) No less than one hundred twenty f 120) days has elapsed between the giving of 
notice of sale by re~!s~ered mai! ·ll!l~ ~he sale of _said property. ~ _ _ _ _ ·~ ~- _ 
Trustee, on Friday, July 2, 2010, after 11 :00 o'clock AM local time at the place of sale, at the 
request of the beneficiary announced a postponement of the sale to July 9, 2010 at the same time 
and place. 
Trustee, on Friday, July 9, 2010, after 11 :00 o'clock AM local time at the place of sale, at the 
request of the beneficiary announced a postponement of the sale to July 16, 2010 at the same 
time and place; · 
Trustee, on Friday, July 16, 2010, after 11 :00 o'clock AM local time at the place of sale, at the 
request of the beneficiary announced a postponement of the sale to July 23, 2010 at the same 
time and place. 
Trustee, on Friday, July 23, 2010, after 11 :00 o'clock AM local time at the place of sale, at the 
request of the beneficiary announced a postponement of the sale to July 30, 2010 at the same 
time and place. 
Trustee, on Friday, July 30, 2010, after 11:00 o'clock AM local time at the place of sale, at the 
request of the beneficiary announced a postponement of the sale to August 6, 20 IO at the same 
time and place. · · - -.. 
Trustee, on ,friday, August 6, 2010, after 11:00 o'clock AM local time at the place of sale, at 
public auction, in one parcel, the Trustee struck off to Grantee, being the highest bidder therefor, 
the property herein described for the credit bid of EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY-SEVEN 
THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS ($877,500.00), subj~ct. however, to all prior liens 
and encumbrances, if any. No person or corporation offered to take any part of said property less 
than t~e whole thereof for the amount of principal, interest, advances and costs. 
DATED: August 9, 2010 
JON 
TRUSTEE'S DEED 






STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
On August 9, ~OJ() before me, Kristine M. Scott, a Notary P1:1blic, personally appeared 
JONATHON D. HALLIN, known or identified to me to be .-the person whose name is subscribed 
to the within instrument as Trustee, and acknowledged to nie that he executed the same as 
Trustee. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
--K--r-·is!!!!'!"ti---ne~M=--. --s-=co=tt~~-=-~,-~~~~~Qfl.:~~L---
Notary Public 
State of Idaho, 
. ,;;; ... 
TRUSTEE'S DEED 





BONNER COUNTY, SANDPOINT, IDAHO 
7-27-2012 02:24:41 No. of Pages: 3 
Recorded for: FATCO 
MARIE SCOTT Fee: 16.00 
ex-Officio Recorder Deputy t(!J 
Index to: TRUSTEE'S DEED 
Space Above Reserved for Recorder's Office 
TRUSTEE'S DEED 
JONATHON D. HALLIN (herein "Trustee"), as Successor Trustee under the Deed of 
Trust hereinafter particularly describe~ does hereby Bargain, Sell and Convey, without covenant 
or warranty, to GLACIER BANK, a Montana state bank and successor in interest by merger to 
MOUNTAIN WEST BANK, P.O. Box 1059, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1059 (herein called 
· "Grantee"), all of the real property situateq in Bonner County, Idaho, particularly described as 
follows: 
Lot 8, Block 1, GOLDEN TEE ESJATES 5th ADDITION, according to 
the plat thereof, recorded in Book 8 of Plats, page 81, records of Bonner 
County; Idaho. 
Commonry known as: NNA South Idaho Club Drive, Sandpoint, ID 83864 
This conveyance is made pursuant to the powers conferred upon Trustee by a Deed of Trust 
described as follows: 
Deed of Trust dated July 10, 2008, to secure an original. indebtedness of 
$330,000.00, and any other amounts and/or obligations secured thereby: 
Recorded: July 15, 2008, as Instrument No. 755011 
Grantor: Gary E. Randall and Julie K. Randall, husband and wife 
Trustee: First American Title Company 
Beneficiary: Mountain West Bank 
(a) Default occurred in the obligations for which such Deed of Trust was given as 
security and the Beneficiary made demand upon said Trustee to sell said property pursuant to the 
tenns of said Deed of Trust. .A Notice of Default was recorded March 7; 20U, Inst. No. 823189, 
.- . ~" ..,re®rds·of.aqnoer .COUflty;J~Q;••and:in-the ~ffice: of the Recordc:;r of: each ,other ,co.unty in. which 
the1property· d~ri.bed .in. saio. Deed of Trust, or any thereof, -i~ graqted, the natute 'of such.default 
being as •Set forth in said Notjce.of Default. Such default·still existed at the time of sale. 
(b) After recordation of said Notice of Default, Trustee gave notice of the time and 
place of the sale of said property by certified mail, by posting and personal service and attempted 
personal service upon the occupants of said real property, and by publishing in a newspaper of 
general circulation in each of the counties in which the property is situated as more fully 
















..... .· t - -· - . - - . '~ 
, ...• , 
.. .. .. --
Affidavit of Mailing Recorded March 1,5, 2012 · · Bonner County, Idaho, 
' Inst. No. 823522 
Affidavit of Posting Recc:irdedMay 14; 2012 Bolliler County, Idaho, 
Irist. No. 826156 
Affidavit of Recorded May 14, 2012 Bonner County, Idaho, 
Publication Inst. No. 826157 
( c) Notice of sale was given before the day of the sale, jn the time and manner 
required by Section 45-1506, Idaho Code, by registered or certified mail to the last known 
address of all persons who were entitle9 to notice by mail of the original sale and to any person 
who timely recorded a request for Notice of Sale. 
(ci) '(he provisions, recitals and contents of the Notice of Default referred to in 
pa_ragraph (a), supra, and of the Affidavits referred: to in paragraph (b), supra, shall be and they 
are·hereby incorporated herein and made an-integral part-hereof for all purposes ·as tlfough set 
forth at length. 
( e) All requirer:nents oflaw regarding the mailing, personal service, posting, 
p1.Jblfoatio_n and recording of Notice of Default and Notice of Sale and of all other notices have 
been complied with. 
(f) No less than one hundred twenty ( 120) days has elapsed between the giving of 
notice of sale by registered mail and the sale of said property. 
Trustee on July 13, 2012, after l l:00 o'clock AM local time at the place of sale, at the request of 
the beneficiary announced a postponement of the sale to July 25, 2012' at the same time and 
place. 
Trustee, on July 25, 2012, after 11 :00 o'clock AM local time at the place of sale, at public 
auction, in one parcel, the Trustee struck off to Grantee, being the highest bidder therefor, the 
property herein described for the credit bid of Fifty-Five Thousand Two Hundred and No/I 00 
Dollars {$55,200.00), subject, however; to all prior liens and encumbrances, if any. No person or 
corporation offered to taJce any part of said property Jess than the whole thereof for the amount of ... ?•-~:··•:R.~!\,,~~:::r·:::~::·· 
TRLJSTEE'S DEED 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
On~ 2012, before me, Kristine M. Scott, a Notary Public, personally 
appeared JOAOND. HALLIN, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is 
subscribed to the within instrument as Trustee, and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same as Trustee. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal hereto affixed the day and year first above written. 
Kristine M. Scott 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
TRUSTEE'S DEED 
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Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
JeffR. Sykes, ISB #5058 
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLLc 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, Idaho 83 712 
Telephone: 208.489.0100 




Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as 
NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintif( 
VS. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S CLOSING ARGUMENT- P.tge 1 
~ ,] -., r 28 I Pl,0'.1,:v-2r:11r:?- I!) F.,\C),-,.'il!lt; \1~L,:l1';'1l! l()o,J '1 J ij1,1:..,x 
Case No. CV-09-1810 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S 
CLOSING ARGUMENT 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
4444 
COMES NOW, Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant"), by and through its attorneys of record, 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey PLLC, and, pursuant to this Court's order, submits its 
post-trial closing argument. 
I, 
INTRODUCTION 
The trial of this matter took place over the course of four (4) days on January 28 - 29 and 
March 16 - 17, 2016. This trial was the culmination of almost seven (7) years of foreclosure 
litigation arising out of the Idaho Club golf course and residential housing development located in 
or around Sandpoint, Idaho. This litigation has included several motions for summary judgment, 
untold motions to reconsider, a final judgment that was later vacated, and a bifurcated four ( 4) 
day trial. The purpose of the trial was to adjudicate the single issue remaining in this case--
whether a first position loan ("Loan No. P0099") from RE Loans, LLC ("RE Loans") to 
Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC ("POBD") and a second position loan 
("Loan No. PO l 06") from Pensco Trust, Co. ("Pensco") to POBD were satisfied. The Court 
repeatedly reiterated that this was the only issue left for trial in several pre-trial orders. 
On September 5, 2015, the Court entered an order ("Reconsider Order") granting, in part, 
motions to reconsider filed by N, LLC ("JV") and VP, Inc. ("VP"). The Reconsider Order 
held that: 
... there is a genuine issue of material fact as to whether the 2007, 
RE Loans Note (Loan No. P0099) and Pcnsco Note (Loan 
No. P0106) have been satisfied ... At trial, the Court would like to 
see and hear additional evidence on the issue of whether or not these 
loans have been satisfied including testimony from the 
title company that issued the Settlement Statement. 
Reconsider Order, p. 3. 
VALlANT IDAHO, LLC'S CLOSING ARGl,MENT - Page 2 
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On October 30, 2015, this Court entered another order ("Third SJ Order") granting, in part, 
Valiant's third motion for summary judgment. The Third SJ Order reiterated that "the only issue 
remaining for the court trial is whether the 2007 RE Loans Note (Loan No. P0099) and the 
Pensco Note (P0106) have been satisfied." Third SJ Order, p. 18 (emphasis added). 
Finally, on December 29, 2015, the Court entered a third order ("Limine Order") holding 
that "Valiant's motion for an order precluding defendants NTR, VP and JV from presenting 
evidence at trial relating to any issue other than whether the 2007 RE Loans Note and/or the 
Pensco Note have been satisfied is granted." Limine Order, pp. 1-2. 
From the outset of this case, JV and VP have asserted that Loan No. P0099 and Loan 
No. PO l 06 were paid-off at the closing of a third position wrap loan ("Loan No. PO 107") from 
Mortgage Fund '08 LLC ("MF08") to POBD that took place on August 6, 2008. JV and VP rely 
upon an ambiguously worded settlement statement ("MF08 Settlement Statement") as the 
sole item of admissible evidence to support this position. Although the Court decided that the 
MF08 Settlement Statement was sufficiently ambiguous to create a question of fact for trial, 
it emphasized that this question of fact was tenuous at best. The Court explained: 
At the summary judgment hearing, counsel for Valiant utilized the 
MF08 loan documents to clarify how the MF08 loan was disbursed 
and how it was funded. Valiant reconciled the figures from the 
loan documents with those on the Borrower's Final Settlement 
Statement dated August 8, 2008 to support its argument that the 
2007 RE Loans Note (Loan No. P0099) and the Pensco Note 
(Loan No. P0106) have not been satisfied. Upon consideration of 
this evidence, the Court acknowledges the strength of Valiant's 
arguments in this regard. Nevertheless, it appears that conflicting 
inferences may be drawn from the terms on Exhibit H: 
'Payoff Second Note- Loan No. P0099- Mortgage Fund '08 LLC 
c/o Bar K, Inc .... Payoff Second Note - Loan No. P0106 -
Mortgage Fund '08 c/o Bar K, Inc .... " Does 'payoff in this context 
mean the loans have been, or have yet to be, paid off? Although this 
Court may grant the summary judgment despite the possibility of 
conflicting inferences, in this case, it will not do so. 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S CLOSING ARGUMENT - Page 3 
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Third SJ Order, p 15 (citations omitted; emphasis added). 
The overwhelming preponderance of evidence submitted at trial has resolved this issue. 
Loan No. P0099 and Loan No. PO I 06 were not satisfied at the MF08 loan closing or at any 
time thereafter. Valiant is still owed a principal balance of$278, 147.66 (plus interest and late fees) 
pursuant to Loan No. P099 and a principal balance of $2,700,000.00 (plus interest and late fees) 
pursuant to Loan No. PO l 06. 
II. 
UNDISPUTED FACTS 
There are several undisputed facts that are pertinent to this case. Each of these facts is 
undisputed because it is either: (a) already been adjudicated in one of this Court's prior 
summary judgment decisions; or (b) completely uncontrovertcd at trial. The undisputed facts 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 
A. Undisputed Facts Related To Loan No. P0099. 
I. On March 6, 2007, RE Loans and POBD entered into Loan No. P0099, whereby 
RE Loans agreed to loan POBD $21.200,000.00. Plaintiff's Exhibit 3. POBD executed a 
Promissory Note Secured by .Mortgage ("2007 RE Note") evidencing Loan No. P0099. 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 2. The 2007 RE Note was secured by a Mortgage, Assignment of Rents, 
Security Agreement, and Fixture Filing ("2007 RE Mortgage"), which was recorded on 
March 15, 2007 in the Bonner County Recorder's Office. Plaintiffs Exhibit L The 2007 RE Note 
was also secured by a UCC Financing Statement dated March 15, 2007 ("2007 RE UCC-1") . 
.Plaintiffs l•:xhibit_4_. The 2007 RE Mortgage, 2007 RE Note, Loan No. P0099 and 2007 RE 
UCC-1 are referred to collectively herein as the "P0099 Loan Documents." 
VALIANT IUAHO, LLC'S CLOSING ARGUMENT - Page 4 
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2. On July 17, 2007, the P0099 Loan Documents were collaterally assigned 
("Collateral Assignment") to Wells Fargo Foothill, LLC ("Wells Fargo"). Plaintiffs Exhibit 7. 
Pursuant to the Collateral Assignment, RE Loans transferred to Wells Fargo all of its right, title 
and interest in and to the P0099 Loan Documents. Id. at p. 1, ,1 I. 
3. On June 30, 2014, Wells Fargo collaterally reassigned the P0099 Loan Documents 
back to RE Loans. Plaintiff's Exhibit 70. 
4. On July 1, 2014, RE Loans assigned the P0099 Loan Documents to Valiant. 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 72. 
5. Valiant has a first priority lien (pursuant to the 2007 RE Mortgage) against all 
real property encumbered by the 2007 RE Mortgage. 
B. llndisputcd Facts Rclutcd To Loan No. P0106. 
I. On August 1, 2008, Pensco and POBD entered into Loan No. P0106, whereby 
Pensco agreed to loan POBD $2,700,000.00. POBD executed a Note Secured by Mortgage 
("Pensco Note") evidencing the loan agreement. Plaintiff's Exhibit 15. The Pensco Note was 
secured by a Mortgage, Assignment of Rents, Security Agreement, and Fixture Filing 
("Pensco Mortgage"), which was recorded on August 6, 2008 in the Bonner County 
Recorder's Office. Plaintiffs Exhibit 16. The Pensco Mortgage and Pcnsco Note are referred to 
collectively herein as the "P0106 Loan Documents." 
2. On June 20, 2014, Pensco contractually agreed to assign Valiant its interests in the 
P0106 Loan Documents. Plaintiffs Exhibit 75. 
3. On July 7, 2014, the Pensco Loan Documents were assigned to Valiant. 
Plaintiffs Exhibits 78 and 80. 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S CLOSJNC ARCUMENT- Page 5 
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4. Valiant has a second priority lien (pursuant to the Pensco Mortgage) against all 
real property encumbered by both the Pensco Mortgage and the 2007 RE Mortgage. Valiant has 
a first priority lien pursuant to said Mortgages against any real property encumbered by the 
Pensco Mortgage but is not encumbered by the 2007 RE Mortgage. 
C. Undisputed Facts Related To Loan No. P0107. 
I. On August I, 2008, MF08 and POBD entered into wrap Loan No. P0107, 
whereby MF08 agreed to loan POBD up to $21,980,000.00. Plaintiffs Exhibit 2 l. 
POBD executed an All Inclusive Note Secured by Mortgage ("MF08 Note") evidencing the 
loan agreement. Plaintiff's Exhibit 17, The MF08 Note was secured by an All Inclusive Mortgage, 
Assignment of Rents, Security Agreement, and Fixture Filing ("MF08 Mortgage"), which was 
recorded on August 6, 2008 in the Bonner County Recorder's Office. Plaintiffs Exhibit-J]. 
The MF08 Note and the MF08 Mortgage were also secured by a financing statement 
("MF08 UCC-1 ") dated August 6, 2008. Plainti tis Exhibit 20. The MF08 Mortgage. MF08 Note, 
Loan No. P0107 an<l MF08 UCC-1 will he refened to collectively herein as the "PO !07 
Loan Documents." 
2. On July 10, 2014, the PO107 Loan Documents were assigned to Valiant. 
Plaintiff's Exhibits 83 and 85. 
3. Valiant has a third priority lien (pursuant to the MF08 Morlgage) against all 
real prope11y encumbered by the MF08 Mortgage, the Pensco Mortgage and the 
2007 RE Mortgage. Valiant has a second priority lien pursuant to said Mortgages against the 
real property encumbered only by the MF08 Mortgage and the Pensco Mortgage. Valiant has a 
first priority lien pursuant to said Mortgages against the real property encumben:d only by the 
MF08 Mortgage. 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S CLOSING ARGCMENT- Page 6 
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D. Undisputed Facts Related To Valiant's Redemption Of The Idaho Club Property. 
1. On or about July 7, 2014, Valiant paid Bonner County $1,665,855.14 to redeem 
certain real property subject to the RE Mortgage, Pensco Mortgage and/or the MF08 Mortgage. 
Plaintiffs Exhibit 73. A legal description of the real property redeemed by Valiant is identified 
on an attachment to the Redemption Deed executed by the Bonner County Treasurer and recorded 
on July 8, 2014 in the Bonner County Recorder's Office. Id. 
2. The amounts Valiant paid to redeem are incorporated into and secured by the 
2007 RE Mortgage. 
E. Undisputed Facts Related To The Record Owner Of The Idaho Club Propcrtv. 
I. POBD is the record owner of all real property subject to the 
P0099 Loan Documents, the PO 106 Loan Documents and the PO 107 Loan Docwm:nts pursuant to 
a Warranty Deed recorded on July 28, 2006 in the Bonner County Recorder's Office. 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 95. 
III. 
CLOSING ARGUMENT 
The overwhelming weight of the documentary and testimonial evidence submitted at trial 
establishes that Loan No. P0099 and Loan No. PO 106 were not paid off at the MF08 (PO 107) 
loan closing or at any time thereafter. 
A. Neither Loan No. P0099 Nor Loan Nu. P0106 Were Satisfied At The Closing Of 
Loan No. P0107. 
From the outset of this case, JV and VP have contended that Loan No. P0099 and 
Loan No. P0106 were satisfied with funds disbursed at the MF08 (P0107) loan closing. 
The undisputed testimony of Barney Ng, Charles Reeves and Casey Linscott, as well as the 
P0107 Loan Documents and other documents that were recorded aq part of the Loan No. P0107 
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closing, establish that the 2007 RE Note and Pensco Note could not have been satisfied at 
this closing. 
1. The Undisputed Testimony of Barney Ng Establishes That Loan No. P0099 
and Loan No. P0106 Could Not Have Been Paid-Off at the Closing of 
Loan No. PO 107. 
Barney Ng is a member of the limited liability company that is the managing 
member of RE Loans. He is also the president of Bar K, Inc. ("BarK"), which was the loan servicer 
for Loan No. P0099 and Lmm No. PO l07. He actively participated in the servicing of 
Loan No. P0099 and Loan No. P0107. In his capacity as president, Mr. Ng personally brokered 
and negotiated each of these loans on behalf of RE Loans and MF08. He was responsible for the 
disbursement of all funds from RE Loans and MF08 to POBD. He was also responsible for making 
sure that all payments made by POBD in repayment of these loans were properly applied. Mr. Ng 
has direct personal knowledge of the loan documents, lender invoices, the amounts loaned by 
RE Loans and MF08, and the a.mounts repaid by POBD. 
Mr. Ng is also the owner of a self-directed 40l(k) investment account managed 
by Pcnsco. Mr. Ng sought and received approval from Pensco to loan funds from his 40l(k) 
to POBD. These are the same funds that were disbursed to POBD pursuant to Loan No. PO l 06. 
BarK serviced Loan No. PO l 06. As the president of BarK, Mr. Ng actively participated in the 
servicing of this loan. Because the loan amounts were disbursed from his personal 401(k) account, 
Mr. Ng has direct personal knowledge of all amounts disbursed by Pensco and POBD's failure to 
repay any of these amounts. 
Mr. Ng testified that it is mathematically impossible for Loan No. P0099 and 
Loan No. P0106 to have been paid off at the closing of Loan No. P0107. This testimony was not 
disputed by any other witness at the trial. 
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a. The Amounts Loaned by MF08 Arc lnsuflicicnl lo Pavoff Loan No. P009.2 
and Loan No. P0106. 
Mr. Ng testified that MF08 loaned POBD a total of $2,050,000.00 at its 
loan closing on August 6, 2008. However, of this amount $1,150,000.00 was paid to Wells Fargo 
outside of escrow, which reduced POBD's debt to RE Loans from $7,322,325.18 to $6,172,325.18. 
This payment and/or balance is also reflected on several exhibits admitted into evidence at trial 
including but not limited to the following: the Borrower's Authorization and Funding Agreement 
(Plaintiffs Exhibit 19, p. 1); multiple invoices POBD received from BarK titled Calculations of 
Amounts Due under Loans ("RE Invoices") (Plaintiff's Exhibit 65, pp. 001326, 001329, 001332, 
001336, 001340, 001344-46, 001357, 001362, 001364, and 001366-69); the invoice sent 
via facsimile on December 4, 2009 by BarK to POBD ("Final RE Invoice") (Plaintiffs 
1:xhibit 65A, p. l); the BarK payment history detail report ("Payment History Report'') showing 
principal and interest payments paid by POBD (Plaintirt~s Exhibit 66, p. 2); the check from MF08 
to BarK (Plaintiffs l:xhibit l00); and Wells Fargo's escrow instructions (Plaintiffs Exhibit 13). 
Mr. Ng also testified that the amounts loaned by MF08 included the following charges, 
which necessarily reduced the funds available for disbursal: (a) a loan fee due to BarK in the 
amount of$279,500.00; (b) document drafting and other charges in the amount of$1 l ,OOO.OO; and 
(c) attorneys' fees and administrative charges in the amount of $15,000.00. These charges are 
reflected on the Borrower's Authorization and Funding Agreement (Plaintiffs Exhibit I 9, p. 2) 
and the MF08 Note (l'laintiff s Exhibit 17, p. 1). The charges and payment to Wells Fargo reduced 
the amount available for disbursal by MF08 at closing as follows: 
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MF08 Loan Amount 
--··· --- -·---
Less payment to Wells Fargo 
Less loan lee 
--------~·--
Less document drafting and other 
char es ---------
Less attorneys' fees and 
administratiy~ ch~g_es . __ 
Total Amount Available for 






- $ 11,000.00 
- $ 15,000.00 
$ 545,000.00 
Mr. Ng further testified that Pensco loaned POBD a total of $2,700,000.00 
when Loan No. P0106 closed on August 6, 2008. The amounts loaned by Pensco included the 
following charges that necessarily reduced the amounts available for disbursal: (a) points retained 
by Pensco in the amount of$189,000.00; and (b) three (3) months' prepaid interest in the amount 
of $81,000.00. These amounts are reflected on the Borrower's Authorization and Funding 
Agreement (Plaintiffs Exhibit 19, p. 2) and the Pensco Nok (Plaintiffs Exhibit 15. p. 1 ). 
These charges reduced the amount available for Pensco to disburse at closing as follows: 
Pensco Loan Amount 
Less points retained by Pensco 
Less three (3) months prepaid 
interest 
Total Amount Available for 
Disbursal at Closing: 
$ 2,700,000.00 
- $ I 89,000.00 
- $ 81,000.00 
$ 2,430,000.00 
Mr. Ng also testified that the total amount that was disbursed at the closing 
of Loan No. P0I07 was $2,975,000.00. This is same amount identified on the Borrower's 
Authorization and Funding Agreement (Plaintiff's Exhibit 19, p. 2) as "NET PROCEEDS" and 
identified on First American Title Company's ("First American") File Balance Sheet (Plainlitr s 
Exhioit 36, pp. 1-2) as "Deposits to Bank.'' 
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The testimony of Mr. Ng and the calculations set forth above make it clear 
that RE Loans and Pensco could not possibly have been paid-off at the closing of Loan No. P0107. 
On August 6, 2008, RE Loans was still owed a total of $6,172,325.18 (after the payment of 
$1, 150,000.00 was made from MF08 to Wells Fargo outside of escrow) and Pensco was owed a 
total of $2,700,000.00. Thus, the total amount required to pay-off RE Loans and Pensco totaled 
$8,872,325.18. As the total amount available for disbursal by MF08 is only $545,000.00, 
there were insufficient funds to pay-off either RE Loans or Pensco, let alone both of them. 
h. The Combined Amounts Disbursed by Pensco and MF08 Were Insufficient 
to Payoff Loan No. P0099. 
Based upon the testimony of Mr. Ng and the calculation of amounts that 
were available for disbursal (set fo1th hereinabove), Loan No. P0099 could not have been paid-off 
even if RE Loans had been paid all of the funds that were disbursed by MF08 and Pcnsco. 
Again, RE Loans was owed a total of $6, 172.325.18 on August 6, 2008 (after the payment of 
$1,050,000.00 was made from MF08 to Wells fargo outside of escrow). The combined total 
amount disbursed by MF08 ($545,000.00) and Pensco ($2,430,000.00) on this date was 
$2,975,000.00. Thus, there were insufficient funds to pay off RE Loans, even if it had been paid 
every penny of the combined amount that was disbursed by MF08 and Pensco on this dateY 
2. The Undisputed Testimony of Casey Linscott Establishes That None of the 
Amounts Disbursed at the Closings of Loan Nos. P0106 and P0107 Were Used 
to Satisfv Anv Portion of POBD's Debt to RE Loans or Pensco. 
Casey Linscott is the escrow officer for First American who was in charge of the 
closing of both Loan Nos. P0106 and P0107 that took place on August 6, 2008. She testified she 
11 It should be noted that the $2,975,000.00 disbursed by MF08 and Pcnsco on August 6, 2008 is the only 
amount that these two lenders ever disbursed to POBD. See Plain11trs 1:xhiqits 6J_and_ Q<J. As such, 
Loan No. P0099 could not have been paid-off by amounts funded by MF08 and Pensco on August 6, 2008 
or at any time thereafter. 
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has over twenty (20) years of experience with loan closings and she has personal knowledge of 
each disbursement that was made as part of the M.F08 loan closing. Ms. Linscott also authenticated 
First American's File Balance Sheet and other closing documents. She testified that the 
File Balance Sheet shows all funds that were received into the escrow and all disbursements that 
were paid out of the escrow as part of the MF08 and Pensco loan closings on August 6, 2008. 
Plaintiffs Exhibit 36, pp. 1-2. Importantly, she testified that First American did not disburse any 
funds to RE T ,oans/Wells Fargo or Pensco as part of either closing. 
The File Balance Sheet shows that First American received funds from MF08 
totaling $545,000.00 and funds from Pensco totaling $2,430,000.00. Id., p. 1. Thus, the total 
amount deposited into escrow was $2,975,000.00. Id., pp. 1-2. It is not a coincidence that this is 
the exact same amount that Barney Ng testified MF08 and Pensco disbursed. 
According to the File Balance Sheet, the following disbursements and charges 
totaling $2,975,000.00 were paid by First American out of escrow: (a) a check paid to POBD in 
the amount of $69,274.66; (b) a check paid to the Bonner County Tax Collector in the amount of 
$123,447.23 to pay the balance of 2007 taxes on all parcels; (c) a check paid to Panhandle Escrow 
Company in the amount of $317,809.11 for payment of amounts owed to JV; (d) a check paid to 
Peak Sand and Gravel in the amount of $250,000.00; (e) a check paid to JV in the amount of 
$30,000.00; (t) a check paid to Independent Escrow in the amount of $530,000.00 to pay-down 
Account# 81014; (g) a check paid to Panhandle State Bank in the amount of $15,000.00 to pay a 
bank fee on Sage Holdings' Account; (h) a check for $80.00 paid to the Nevada Secretary of 
State's Office for UCC filing fees; (i) First American paid itself closing fees/charges totaling 
$39,389.00; (j) a wire transfer to ACI Northwest, Inc. in the amount of $1,400,000.00 to pay-off 
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a lien; and (k) a wire transfer to Genesis Golf Builders, Inc. in the amount of $200,000.00 to 
pay-off a lien. id., p. I. 
Ms. Linscott testified it is her job to make sure that the amounts paid into escrow 
and the amounts disbursed out of escrow match exactly. She made sure that $2,975,000.00 was 
paid into escrow and that $2,975,000.00 was paid out of escrow in accordance with the 
disbursements and charges identified on the File Balance Sheet. Not a single penny of these 
disbursements or charges was paid to RE Loans or to Pensco. Moreover, Ms. Linscott's testimony 
makes it clear that neither RE Loans nor Pensco could possibly have been paid any of the amounts 
that were disbursed at the MF08 (P0107) loan closing since every single penny of these amounts 
was disbursed to other entities. Ms. Linscott's testimony was not disputed by any other witness 
at trial. 
3. The Undisputed Testimony of Charles Reeves Further Establishes That 
Neither Loan No. P0099 Nor Loan No. P0106 Were Paid-Off At The Closing 
of Loan No. P0107. 
Charles Reeves is the managing member of the limited liability company that is the 
managing member of POBD. He testified he was personally responsible for the day-to-day 
operations of POBD and its efforts to market and develop the Idaho Club. Mr. Reeves's duties 
included negotiating and executing loan agreements with lenders and supervising the bookkeeping 
tasks performed by POBD's bookkeeper. He is personally familiar with the invoices POBD 
received from BarK and the amount of outstanding debt POBD owes pursuant to Loan Nos. P0099, 
P0106 and POIO?. Mr. Reeves testified that neither Loan No. P099 nor Loan No. P0106 were 
satisfied at the MF08 loan closing. 
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Furthermore, Mr. Reeves authenticated the RE Invoices and the Final RE Invoice, 
which identify the amounts owed by POBD to RE Loans and to Pensco as of August 6, 2008. 
See Plaintitis Exhibits 65 and 65A. Specifically, the Final RE Invoice shows every payment 
POBD made during the course of the loan that reduced the principal balance owed to RE Loans. 
It shows that RE Loans/Wells Fargo received a payment on behalf of POBD in the amount of 
$1,150,000.00 on August 6, 2008, reducing the principal balance owed from $7,322,325.18 to 
$6,172,325.18. Id., p. 2. It is not a coincidence that the Final RE Invoice shows the exact same 
payment identified in the Borrower's Funding and Authorization Agreement (Plaintiffs 
Exhibit 19) and to which Barney Ng testified at trial. 
The Final RE Invoice also shows that RE Loans received ten (10) additional 
payments from POBD between August 8, 2008 (the day after Loan Nos. P0106 and P0107 closed) 
and November 23, 2009. It is axiomatic that POBD would not have continued to make payments 
to RE Loans if RE Loans had been paid-off at the MF08 loan closing. 
Charles Reeves testified that the RE Invoices are a compilation of some of the 
invoices POBD received from BarK that were used to calculate the interest payments owed to 
RE Loans. Sec Plaintitrs Exhibit 65. The stamp and handwTiting on each invoice shows POBD's 
method of calculating and tracking monthly interest payments due to RE Loans. Id. This Exhibit 
further establishes that RE Loans was not paid-off at the August 6, 2008 loan closing. The stamps 
and handwriting throughout the RE Invoices show that POBD continued to calculate the interest 
payments due to RE Loans long aflcr Loan Nos. P0106 and P0107 closed. Id. Specifically, 
the invoices Bates numbered REEVES001325-001382 show the interest calculations POBD 
continued to make from August 22, 2008 thru at least November 1, 2009. Id. POBD would not 
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have continued to calculate interest payments if RE Loans had been paid-off at the closings of 
Loan Nos. P0l07 and P0106. 
Mr. Reeves further testified that, as of the date of trial, POBD owes Valiant the 
principal balance of $278,147.66 pursuant to Loan No. P099 and that POBD owes Valiant the 
principal balance of $2,700,000.00 pursuant to Loan No. PO l 06. He testified that POBD has never 
repaid any of the amounts that it borrowed from Pensco. 
4. Other Closing Documents Establish Loan No. P0099 Was Not Satisfied At the 
Closings of Loan Nos. P0107 and P0106. 
Numerous documents from the closings of Loan Nos. P0107 and P0106 were 
admitted into evidence at trial. See Plaintiff's Exhibits 14 - JOA. These documents are listed on 
the Escrow Instructions Dated August l, 2008 ("Escrow Instructions") from BarK. Plaintiffs 
Exhibit 14, p. 1. Certain of these documents have already been identified and explained 
hercinabove (i.e., the Borrower's Funding and Authorization Agreement). However, several other 
documents listed on the Escrow Instructions also establish that Loan No. P0099 was not paid-off 
at the MF08 loan closing. 
a. The MF08 Note. 
The MF08 Note 1s an all-inclusive note. See Plaintif:f s Exhibit 17. 
This note provides: 
The principal amount of this Note includes the current 
unpaid principal balances of the following described 
promissory notes ("Included Notes") which are secured by 
the following described mortgages: 
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FIRST INCLUDED NOTEl~11 
--- . ---·-- ··-· -· 




March 6, 2007 
Original Amount: $21,200,00.00 
Principal Balance as of closing on this 
loan: $6,172,325.18 
As of closing on this loan interest is paid 
to: July 31, 2008 
--------1---.;__ __________ -- - ·- ···-··--···-- - -
Maker of The undersigned 
INCLUDED NOTE: 
-------
Payee of INCLUDED R.E. LOANS, LLC, a California limited 
NOTE: liability company 
1----------+----------------









Instrument number of 
mortgage securing 
INCLUDED NOTE: 
Date of recordation 
of mortgage securing 
INCLUDED NOTE: 
The Undersigned 
R.E. LOANS, LLC, a California limited 
liability company 
724829 and 724834 
March 15, 2007 
County ofrecordation Bonner County, Idaho 
of mortgage securing 
Date of INCLUDED 
NOTE: 
SECOND INCLUDED NOTEll11 






August 1, 2008 
Original Amount: $2, 700,00.00 
Principal Balance as of closing on this 
loan: $2,700,000.00 
The undersigned 
i 1 The First Included Note refrrs to the 2007 RE Note. Plaintiffs Exhibit 2. 
~' The Second Included Note refers to the Pensco Note. Pl_aintiffJ Exhibit 15. 
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Payee of rNCLUDED PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian fbo 
NOTE: BARNEY NG 









Instrument number of 
mortgage securing 
£NCI ,UDED NOTE: 
Date of recordation 
of mortgage securing 
INCLUDED NOTE: 
County of recordation 
of mmtgage securing 
Date of INCLUDED 
NOTE: 
The Undersigned 
PENSCO TRUST CO., custodian tbo 
BARNEY NG 
To be recorded immediately before the 
mmtgage securing this Note 
To be recorded immediately before the 
mortgage securing this Note 
Bonner County, Idaho 
Id., pp. 1-2 ( emphasis added). This quotation and table make it crystal clear the parties intended 
that Loan No. P0099 and Loan No. P0106 would remain in place long after Loan No. PO 107 closed 
on August 1, 2008. It is not a coincidence that the post-closing principal balance of $6,172,325.18 
is the exact same amount stated in the Bon-ower's Authorization and Funding Agreement 
(Plaintiffs Exhibit I 9) and shown on the Final RE Invoice as the principal balance owed to 
RE Loans on August 6, 2008. 
b. The MF08 Mortgage. 
The MF08 Mortgage 1s an all-inclusive mortgage. See Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 1 &. The MF08 Mortgage also includes language that would not have been included if 
RE Loans and Pcnsco were going to be paid-off at the MF08 loan closing. For example, the MF08 
Mortgage states: 
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This is an all-inclusive Mortgage and subject and 
subordinate to the folJowing mortgages now of record or 
recorded concurrently herewith securing those certain 
notes (hereinafter "INCLUDED NOTE") the current unpaid 
principal balances of which are included in the note. 
Id., p. 4 (emphasis added). Immediately following this quote, within the Mf08 Mortgage, is the 
exact same table that was within the MF08 Note and inserted hereinabove [Section III.A.4.a.], 
which describes the terms and the unpaid principal balances owed on the on the RE Loans and 
Pcnsco Notes, and defines these notes as the "FIRST INCLUDED NOTE" and "SECOND 
INCLUDED NOTE," respectively. Again, it is not a coincidence that the amount shown as the 
unpaid principal balance on the 2007 RE Note is $6,172,325.18. These provisions are superfluous 
and/or nonsensical if RE Loans and Pensco were going to be paid-off as part of the 
MF08 loan closing. 
c. The MF08 Loan Agreement. 
The M.F08 loan agreement also includes language showing that Loan 
Nos. P0099 and PO 106 were not supposed to be satisfied as part of the MF08 loan closing. Some of 
this language is found in the provisions governing the manner by which MF08 will be paid 
proceeds from the sale of lots. Plain ti tr s Exhibit 2 I, p. 001319. Specifically, it provides that 
"until the note in favor of RE Loans, LLC is paid in full," payments of proceeds from lot sales 
"may be made directly to RE Loans in lieu of Lender." Id., p. 001319, 112(h). Additionally, the 
loan agreement states: 
The parties acknowledge that Borrower and RE Loans, LLC 
previously opened an interest bearing account 
(the "Development Account" at Wells Fargo Bank in 
Borrower's name. Until the INCLUDED NOTE in favor of 
RE Loans, LLC is paid in full the Development Account 
shall be administered in accordance with the loan agreement 
between Borrower and RE Loans, LLC. 
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Id., p. 001320, ,r 12(j) (emphasis added). Again, these provisions are superfluous and/or 
nonsensical if RE Loans was supposed to be paid-off at the MF08 loan closing. 
d. Second Amendment to Loan Agreement. 
The Escrow Instmctions also required RE Loans and POBD to execute a 
Second Amendment to Loan Agreement as a precondition to First American closing 
Loan No. P0107. See Plaintiff's Exhibits 14, 22 and 22A. This agreement had to be consented to 
by Wells Fargo. See Exhibits 22 and 22A. The Second Amendment to Loan Agreement modifies 
the terms under which RE Loans was to be paid proceeds from the sale of lots. Id. It would be 
nonsensical to require RE Loans to modify these terms as a precondition to closing on the 
MF08 loan if RE Loans was going to be paid-off from its proceeds. 
e. RE Loans Subordination Agreements. 
The Escrow instructions also required RE Loans and Wells Fargo to execute 
two different subordination agreements as a precondition to First American closing 
Loan No. P0l07. See Plaintirl's l!xhibits 14. 27 and 28. One of the subordination agreements 
subordinated the 2007 RE Mortgage to another mortgage recorded by Pacific Capital Bank, N.A. 
Plaintiffs l:xhibit 27, p. 1. The other subordinated the 2007 RE Mortgage to a mortgage recorded 
Dan Jacobson, Sage Holdings, LLC, Steven Lazar, Amy Korengut, and HLT Real Estate, LLC. 
Plaintiffs Exhibit 28, p. 1. It is nonsensical to require another lender to execute subordination 
agreements as part of a loan closing if the subordinating party is going to be satisfied out of the 
proceeds of the loan closing. If Loan No. P0099 was going to be satisfied by the MF08 loan, 
the Escrow Instructions would have required RE Loans to execute a release of mortgage instead 
of subordination agreements. 
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B. Neither Loan No. P0099 Nor Loan No. P0106 Were Satisfied After The Closing Of 
Loan No. P0107. 
From the outset of this case, JV and VP have contended that Loan No. P0099 and 
Loan No. P0106 were paid-off at the closing of Loan No. P0107. However, the testimony elicited 
by their counsel at trial indicates that JV and VP may now seek to alter this position. It appears 
that JV and VP may attempt to assert that Loan No. P0099 and Loan No. P0106 were somehow 
paid-off months or even years after Loan No. PO I 07 closed. This new position is irreconcilably 
inconsistent with the position taken by JV and VP at all times leading up to trial. POBD would 
not have made payments towards Loan No. P0099 and Loan No. P0106 after the MF08 loan 
closing if the 2007 RE Note and the Pcnsco Note had been satisfied at said closing. This new 
position makes it glaringly apparent that the position originally taken by JV and VP and argued 
throughout this case is frivolous and without any basis in fact or law. Moreover, JV and VP never 
disclosed their new contention in any discovery response, within any of their many motions for 
reconsideration, or within any opposition to Valiant's three motions for summary judgment. 
Regardless, the overwhelming preponderance of the evidence still establishes the RE Loan and the 
Pensco Loan were never paid off. 
1. The Undisputed Testimony of Charles Reeves and WiUiam Haberman 
Establishes the 2007 RE Note Was Never Satisfied. 
Charles Reeves testified that POBD spent untold hours reviewing RE Invoices to 
verify the accuracy of said invoices and to calculate upcoming interest payments as they 
became due. The product of these efforts can be seen by reviewing the RE Invoices. See Plaintiff.~ 
Exhibit 65. Each invoice has been stamped by POBD and includes handwritten notes calculating 
interest payments. Many of the invoices also include other handwritten notes further evidencing 
the diligence with which POBD reviewed each invoice. Mr. Reeves testified that he personally 
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reviewed the Final RE Invoice and it accurately reflects the principal amount due after subtracting 
all payments made by or on behalfof POBD. The amount of this principal balance is $278,147.65. 
This testimony is undisputed. 
William Haberman is the managing member of Valiant. He testified that he 
negotiated and entered into the loan assignment agreement with RE Loans. He also testified that 
he has not received any payments from POBD, or anyone on its behalf, since Valiant was assigned 
the P0099 Loan Documents. This testimony is undisputed. 
2. The Undisputed Testimony of Barney Ng, Charles Reeves and 
William Haberman Establishes the Pensco Note Was Never Satisfied. 
As previously explained hereinabovc, the amounts loaned to POBD pursuant to 
Loan No. P0106 were obtained from Barney Ng's self-directed 40l(k) account. As such, 
he testified that he has direct personal knowledge of all amounts disbursed by Pensco and POBD's 
failure to repay these amounts. Specifically, Mr. Ng testified that Pcnsco loaned a total of 
$2,700,000.00 to POBD and that POBD never repaid a penny of this amount. This testimony 
is undisputed. 
Charles Reeves confirmed Mr. Ng's testimony. He authenticated the invoices 
(titled Calculations of Amounts Due Under Loans) that BarK sent to POBD pursuant to 
Loan No. POI 06 (the "Pensco Invoices"). Plainti fCs Exhibit 64. The Pensco Invoices also include 
POBD' s stamp and handwritten calculations of the interest payments due each month. id. 
I Iowever, these invoices show that POBD never repaid any of the amounts borrowed 
from Pensco. id. Mr. Reeves confirmed the accuracy of the Pensco Invoices by testifying that 
POBD borrowed $2,700,000.00 from Pensco and that POBD has never repaid any of this amount. 
This testimony is undisputed. 
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William Haberman is the managing member of Valiant. He testified that he 
negotiated and entered into the loan assignment agreement with Pensco. He also testified that he 
has not received any payments from POBD, or anyone on its behalf, since Valiant was assigned 
the PO 106 Loan Documents. 
C. The Total Amounts Due And Owing To Valiant Pursuant To Loan No. P0099, 
Loan No. P0106 And Loan No. P0107 Are Undisputed. 
During the trial of this matter, Valiant submitted illustrative documents and testimony to 
establish the amounts currently due and owing to Valiant, inclusive of interest and late fees, 
pursuant to Loan No. P0099, Loan No. P0106 and Loan No. P0107. These amounts 
are undisputed. 
1. Valiant is Still Owed $3,409,794.61 Pursuant To the 2007 RE Note. 
William Haberman testified that he calculated the total amount due and owing to 
Valiant pursuant to Loan No. P0099 thru the original trial date of January 23, 2016. The total 
amount due and owing on the 2007 RE Note as of that date was $2,950,740.71. Plaintiffs 
Exhibit 96 (illustrative only). This amount incorporates the $1,665,885.12 that was paid to redeem 
the Idaho Club property from the Bonner County Tax Collector. This Court has already 
determined that these amounts should be included in the amount secured by the 2007 RE Mortgage. 
Although this interest calculation was not disputed at trial, the amount Valiant is owed should 
be modified. 
Tom Williams is the president of Sandpoint Title Insurance, Inc. 
("Sandpoint Title"). He testified that on October 16, 2012, Sandpoint Title wired a payment to 
Wells Fargo in the amount of $96,901.09 ("Sandpoint Title Payment"). Mr. Williams further 
testified he does not know whether his office ever advised POBD or RE Loans of this payment. 
Nonetheless, Valiant recognizes and acknowledges that payment of this amount should have 
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reduced the amount it is owed pursuant to the 2007 RE Note. As such, Mr. Haberman has 
generated a new interest calculation taking into account the Sandpoint Tit]e Payment. A copy of 
this calculation is attached as Exhibit A to the Declaration of William Haberman 
("Haberman Deel.") filed herewith. 
The 2007 RE Note states, "each payment and each prepayment (if any) on this Note 
shall be first credited to interest or other charges then due and payab]e to Lender and the remainder 
to principal, and interest shall thereupon cease upon the principal so credited." Plaintiffs 
Exhibit 2, p. 2. In accordance with this provision, Valiant has applied the Sandpoint Title Payment 
to the outstanding interest and late fees that were due and owing as of October 23, 2012. 
This resulted in a reduction of the interest that had accrued as of that date from $175,077.56 to 
$78,175.57. This reduction is shown on Exhibit A to the Haberman Deel. As such, the Sandpoint 
Title Payment reduces the amount of interest that is owed to Valiant but it does not affect the 
principal balance owed. As of March 23, 2016 Valiant was owed $3,061, 166.62 (including the 
$1,665,885.12 redemption payment) with interest accruing at a rate of $1,417.94 per diem. Id. 
Thru April 14, 2016 (the date on which this brief will be filed), an additional $32,612.62 will 
have accrued. 
Mr. Haberman also testified that Valiant is currently operating and maintaining the 
Idaho Club golf course at Valiant's expense to prevent any waste from occurring to the 
real property encumbered by the 2007 RE Loans Mortgage. Valiant operated and maintained the 
course for this purpose throughout 2015. Mr. Haberman testified that, during this period, 
Valiant incurred losses totaling $226,582.98. The losses Valiant incurred to operate and maintain 
the property and prevent waste thereto are amounts that are secured by the 2007 RE Mortgage. 
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The 2007 RE Mortgage states that it secures multiple obligations of POBD, 
including, but not limited to, "due, prompt, and complete observance, performance and discharge 
of all obligations of the Mortgagor under this Mortgage ... " Plaintiffs Exhibit I, p. 4. The 2007 
RE Mortgage further provides that "Mortgagee, at the expense of Mortgagor, may from time to 
time maintain and restore the Mortgaged Property or any part thereof as Mortgagee may reasonably 
deem desirable ... " Id., p. 12, ,r 13. Valiant, as Mortgagee, was required to incur operation and 
maintenance costs in order to maintain and restore the real property that is subject to the 
2007 RE Mortgage. As such, POBD is obligated to repay these amounts to Valiant. As POBD is 
unable to and has refused to make payment of these amounts, the amounts Valiant incurred are 
secured by the 2007 RE Mortgage. 
Shortly before trial, Valiant discovered a diesel leak on the property that required 
immediate remediation to avoid contaminating surrounding areas. Mr. Haberman testified that 
Valiant incurred $89,432.39 to remediate this leak. Plaintiffs Exhibits 111 and 112. The costs 
Valiant incurred to rcmediate the diesel leak are amounts that are secured by the 
2007 RE Mortgage. The 2007 RE Mortgage provides: 
The Mortgagor further shall be personally and solely 
responsible for and shall indemnify and hold harmless the 
Mortgagee from and against . . . (2) the costs of any 
required or necessary repair, cleanup or detoxification of 
the property and (3) all reasonable costs and expenses 
incurred by the Mortgagee ... in connection therewith. 
fj!,ljJ!Jiffs_Exhibit 1. pp. 15-16, ii 4.5 (emphasis added). POBD is obligated to indemnify and 
reimburse Valiant for all costs it incurs to repair, clean-up or detoxify the real property subject to 
the 2007 RE Mortgage. As POBD is unable to reimburse Valiant for these amounts, the costs 
Valiant incurs to perform this work is secured by the 2007 RE Mortgage. 
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Based upon the foregoing, POBD currently owes Valiant a total of $3,409,794.61 
($3,061,166.62 + $32,612.62 + $89,432.39 + $226,582.98) thru April 14, 20l6 pursuant to the 
2007 RE Note, with interest thereon accruing at a per diem rate of $1,417.94 until judgment has 
been entered. This amount includes the $1,665,885.12 redemption payment. Each of the amounts 
identified in this paragraph is secured by the 2007 RE Mortgage. 
2. Valiant is Still Owed $9,590,474.85 Pursuant to the Pensco Note. 
William Haberman testified that he calculated the total amount due and owing to 
Valiant pursuant to Loan No. P0106 thru the original trial date of January 23, 2016. The total 
amoW1t due and owing on the Pensco Note as of that date was $9,242,062.43. Plaintiffs Exhibit 97 
(illustrative only). Per this calculation, interest is accruing at a rate of $4,197.74 per diem. 
As such, an additional $348,412.42 will have accrued thru April 14, 2016 (the date on which this 
brief will be filed). 
Based upon the foregoing, POBD currently owes Valiant a total of $9,590,474.85 
($9,242,062.43 + $348,412.42) thru April 14, 2016 pursuant to the Pensco Note, with interest 
thereon accruing at a per diem rate of $4,197.74 until judgment has been entered. These amounts 
are secured by the Pensco Mortgage. 
3. Valiant is Still Owed $7,410,885.87 Pursuant to the MF08 Note. 
William Haberman testified that he calculated the total amount due and owing to 
Valiant pursuant to Loan No. P0I07 thru January 23, 2016. The total amount due and owing on 
the MF08 Note as of that date was $7,141,610.63. Plaintiffs Exhibit 98 (illustrative only). 
Per this calculation, interest is accruing at a rate of $3,244.28 per diem. As such, an additional 
$269,275.24 will have accrued thru April 14, 2016 (the date on which this brief will be filed). 
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Based upon the foregoing, POBD currently owes Valiant a total of $7,410,885.87 
($7,141,610.63 + $269,275.24) thru April 14, 2016 pursuant to the MF08 Note, with interest 
thereon accruing at a per diem rate of $3,244.28 until judgment has been entered. These amounts 
are secured by the MF08 Mortgage. 
IV. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing and the testimony and evidence submitted at trial, 
Valiant requests an order declaring that it entitled to final judgment in accordance with this Court's 
prior Summary Judgment Orders and awarding Valiant: (a) damages against POBD pursuant to 
the 2007 RE Note in the amount $3,409,794.61, plus interest thereon at a rate of $1,417.94 
per diem from April 15, 2016 until judgment has been entered, the entirety of which is secured by 
the 2007 RE Mortgage; (b) damages against POBD pursuant to the Pensco Note in the amount 
$9,590,474.85, plus interest thereon at a rate of $4,197.74 per diem from April 15, 2016 until 
judgment has been entered, the entirety of which is secured by the Pensco Mortgage, and 
(c) damages against POBD pursuant to the MF08 Note in the amount $7,410,885.87, plus interest 
thereon at a rate of $3,244.28 per diem from April 15, 2016 until judgment has been entered, 
the entirety of which is secured by the MF08 Mortgage. 
DATED this 14th day of April 2016. 
::CONNI!. ~l_::R S~.STACEY ''·'' 
Ric l. rtH:. Stacey -~ 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 14th day of April 2016, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 3 17 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263.7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Counsel For JV, LLC 
Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
Counsel For VP Incorporated/North Idaho Resorts 
With two (2) copies 11ia U.S. Mail lo: 
The Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
Judge of the First Judicial District 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 South First A venue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
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Richard L. Stacey, ISB #6800 
Jeff R. Sykes, ISB #5058 
Chad M. Nicholson, ISB #7506 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLtc 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 





n icholson(ti!m wsslu wycrs.com 
Attorneys For Valiant Idaho, LLC 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY Ot;' BON~ER 
GENESIS GOLl:4' BUlLDERS, INC., 
formerly known as 
Case No. CV-09-1810 
NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff: 
DECLARATION OF 
WILLIAM HABERMAN IN SUPPORT 
OF VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S 
CLOSING ARGUMENT 
vs. 
PEND ORElLLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, 
a Nevada limited liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN. 
Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
DECLARATION OF WILLIAM HABERMAN IN SUPPORT OF 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S CLOSlNG ARGUMENT- Page J 
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J, William Haberman, hereby state and declare: 
I. I am the Manager of Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant") and I make th.is declaration 
based on my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the interest calculations for 
amounts owing to Valiant on the 2007 RE Note and 2007 RE Mortgage, as defined in 
Section ll.1. of the Closing Argument, which interest calculations have been updated to 
reflect the amounts that were paid on October 16, 2012 by Sandpoint Title Insurance, Inc. 
to Wells Fargo Foothill, LLC. 
I DECLARE, under penalty of pe~jury, that the t'<.lreg:L>ing is true and correct. 
DATED this 14th day of April 2016. 
WILLIAM HABERMAN 
DECLARATION OF WILLIAM HABER.MAN JN SUPPORT OF 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S CLOSING ARGUMENT- Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 14th day of April 2016, a Lruc and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served by the method indicated below upon the following party(ies): 
Gary A. Finney, Esq. 
Finney Finney & Finney, P.A. 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoinl, Idaho 83864 
Telephone: 208.263 .7712 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
Counsel For J. V., LLC --------------~--~--~ Susan P. Weeks, Esq. 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814 
Telephone: 208.667.0683 
Facsimilt:: 208.664.1684 
Counsel For VP lncor orated/North Idaho Resorts 
With two (2) copies via U.S. Mail to: 
The Honorable Barbara A. Buchanan 
Judge of the First Judicial District 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 South First A venue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Richard L. Stacey 
DECLARATION OF WILLIAM HABERMAN IN SUPPORT OF 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC'S Cl.OSJNG ARGUMl<:NT- Page 3 
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I ✓ J U.S. Mail 
I I Hand Dclivcr~d 
I ✓] facsimile 
I J Overnight Mail 
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GARY A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
O1d Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 1356 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as National Golf 




PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada 
limited liability company; R.E. 
LOANS, LLC, a California 
limited liability company; DAN 
S. JACOBSON, an individual, 
SAGE HOLDINGS LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; 
STEVEN G. LAZAR, an individual; 
PENSCO TRUST CO. CUSTODIAN FBO 
BARNEY NG; MORTGAGE FUND ' 08 
LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; VP, 
INCORPORATED, an Idaho 
corporation; JV L.L.C., an 
Idaho limited liability 
company; WELLS FARGO FOOTHILL, 
LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; INTERSTATE 
CONCRETE AND ASPHALT COMPANY, 
an Idaho corporation; T-O 
ENGINEERS, INC., fka Toothman-
Orton Engineering Company, an 
Idaho corporation; PUCCI 
) Case No. CV-2009-1810 
) 
) JV L.L.C.'S MOTION TO 
) STRIKE THE DECLARATION OF 

































CONSTRUCTION INC., an Idaho 
corporation; ACI NORTHWEST, 
INC., an Idaho corporation; 
LUMBERMENS, INC., dba ProBuild, 
a Washington corporation; 
ROBERT PLASTER dba Cedar Etc; 
NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability 
company; R.C. WORST & COMPANY, 
INC., an Idaho corporation; 
DOES 1 through X, 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIMS, 
CROSS-CLAIMS, AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINTS 
GENESIS GOLF BUIDLERS, INC., 
formerly known as NATIONAL GOLF 




PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada 
limited liability company; et 
al, 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIMS, 
CROSS-CLAIMS, AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINTS 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho 




PEND ORIELLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT 
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corporation; BARK, INC., a 
California corporation; 
TIMBERLINE INVESTMENTS LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability 
company; AMY KORENGUT, a 
married woman; HLT REAL ESTATE, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; INDEPENDENT MORTGAGE 
LTD. CO., an Idaho limited 
liability company; PANHANDLE 
MANAGEMENT INCORPORATED, an 
Idaho corporation; FREDERICK J. 
GRANT, an individual' CRISTINE 
GRANT, an individual; RUSS 
CAPITAL GROUP, LLC, an Arizona 
limited liability company; 
MOUNTINA WEST BANK, a division 
of GLACIER BANK, a Montana 
corporation; FIRST AMERICAN 
TITLE COMPANY, a California 
corporation; NETTA SOURCE LLC, 
a Missouri limited liability 
company; MONTAHENO INVESTMENTS, 
LLC, a Nevada limited liability 
company; CHARLES W. REEVES and 
ANN B. REEVES, husband and 
wife; and C.E. KRAMER CRANE & 




JV L.L.C., an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
Defendant and 
Cross-Claimant against all of 
the Defendants and 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
v. 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; 
V.P., INC., an Idaho 
corporation; RICHARD A. 
VILLELLI, a married man; MARIE 
VICTORIA VILLELLI, a married 
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INC., a Ca1ifornia corporation; ) 
RICHARD A. VILLELLI, as TRUSTEE ) 
OF THE RICHARD ANTHONY VILLELLI ) 
AND MARIE VICTORIA VILLELLI ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; THE IDAHO CLUB ) 
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., ) 
an Idaho corporation; the ) 
entity named in Attorney Toby ) 
McLaughlin's Notice of Unpaid ) 
Assessment as PANHANDLE ) 
MANAGEMENT, INCORPORATED, an ) 
Idaho corporation; and HOLMBERG ) 
HOLDINGS, LLC, a California ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Third Party ) 
Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW JV L.L.C., by and through its attorney, GARY A. 
FINNEY and moves the Court to Strike the Declaration of William 
Haberman in Support of Valiant Idaho, LLC's Closing Argument, 
dated 14 April 2016, as follows: 
l. Valiant Idaho has the burden of proof on all matters 
of facts on its case in chief, which is a foreclosure of 
mortgage on Bonner County real estate. 
2. Valiant Idaho failed on its burden of proof on several 
issues, including the amount of indebtedness existing on an 
underlying mortgage indebtedness, the Loan No. P099 to R.E. 
Loans. The RE Loan, P099, was fully paid, in fact it was paid in 
excess of any sum owed. 
3. Valiant Idaho's post-trial Declaration of William 
Haberman, dated 14 April 2016, is inadmissible and JV moves to 
strike it from consideration. 
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4. The Declaration of William Haberman is hearsay, not 
subject to cross-examination, and is inadmissible. 
5. Valiant Idaho has cited no Rule, Statute or Authority 
to support said Declaration. 
6. The Trial evidence proved that the RE Loan No. P0099 
was fully paid, in fact "overpaid" by the 3 Assignments of first 
lien priority Deeds of Trust from Shea/Eagle Point and the 
subsequent escrow received from the sale of one of these Lots. 
All of this evidence was "withheld" by Valiant Idaho at the 
trial stage. 
Wherefore, JV moves the Court to strike the Declaration of 
William Haberman in Support of Valiant Idaho, LLC's Closing 
Argument, dated 14 April 2016, and not consider it as evidence 
in this action, or at all. 
DATED this 1.K.?day of April, 2016. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
~~c., 
Ida o limited liability 
company 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
an 
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was served as 
indicated, by facsimile, or by hand delivery, this t1 day of 
April, 2016, and was addressed as follows: 
Richard Stacey/Jeff Sykes 
MCCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLLC 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, ID 83712 
Via Facsimile: (208) 489-0110 
[Attorney for R.E. LOANS, LLC & VALIANT IDAHO LLC] 




Steven C. Wetzel 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Via Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
[Attorney for NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC, V.P. INC, & FOR 
JV'S THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS] 
The Honorable Barbara Buchanan -
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
VIA HAND DELIVERY 
- Judge's Chambers 
By: 
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04/21/2016 13:12 20866( U 
Susan P. Weeks, ISB No. 4255 
Daniel M. Keyes, !SB No. 9492 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
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Attorneys for Defendants North Idaho Resorts, LLC and VP, Incorporated 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., formerly 
known as NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, 
INC., a Nevada corporation. 




PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company; et al., 
VP INC'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE 
DECLARATION OF WILLIAM 
HABERJ.\1AN 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER, CROSS 
AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN 
COMES NOW VP, Inc. ("VP"), by and through its attorneys of record, James, Vernon & 
Weeks, P.A., and moves this Court to strike the April 14, 2016, Declaration of William 
Habe:rman. This motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of V"P Inc.' s Motion to 
VP INC'S MOTION TO STRIKE IBE DECLARATION OF WILLIAM HABE:Rlv:JAN: l 
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Strike the Declaration of William Haberman. 
DATED this ~ay of April, 2016. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
a/i)&wi j} ]( ti~ 
Daniel M. Keyes 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and con-.ect copy of the foregoing was served on the follovvjng 
persons in the manner indicated tbis£L,P'day of April, 2016: 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered · 
✓ Facsimile: 208-263~8211 
U.S. Mail. Postage Prepaid 
Han.d Delivered 
✓ Facsimile: 208-489-0110 
Gary A. Finney 
FINNEY FINEY & FINNEY, PA 
120 E Lake St., Ste. 317 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Richard Stacey 
Jeff Sykes 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey, PLLC 
827 E. Park Blvd., Ste. 201 
Boise, ID 83712 
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04/21/2016 13:12 20866.:1 ~1 
Susan P. Weeks, ISB No. 4255 
Daniel M. Keyes, ISB No. 9492 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS. PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: {208) 667-0683 
Facsiltlile: (208) 664-1684 
sweeks@jvwlaw ,net 
JVW PAGE 03/05 
Attorneys for Defendants North Idaho Resorts, LLC and VP, Incorporated 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST nJDICIAL DISTR1CT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BON~ER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., formerly 
known as NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, 
INC., a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTER. CROSS 
'AND THIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN 
Case No. CV-2009-01810 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF VP 
INC'S MOTION TO STRIKE THE 
DECLARATION OF WILLIAM 
HABERMAN 
COMES NOW VP, Inc. (''VP"), by and through its artoroeys of record, James, Vemon & 
Weeks, P.A., and submits this Memorandum in Support of VP Inc. 's Motion to Strike the 
Declaration of William Haberman. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF VP INC'S MOTION TO STRIKE TIIE DECLARATION OF WILLIAM 
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ARGUMENT 
This matter was tried before the Court on January 28-29 and March 16-17, 2016. At trial 
Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant'') as the foreclosing party had the burden of proof to establish the 
existence of the debt, a default on that debt, and the amount of the defaulted debt. U.S. Bank Nat_ 
Ass'n N.D- v_ CitiMortgage, Inc., 157 Idaho 446, 451-52, 337 P.3d 605, 610-11 (2014). The time 
for Vailant to introduce that evidence was a trial where all the parties had the opportunity to 
cross-examine witnesses and rebut evidence presented. Valiant' s post-trial submission of 
evidence through the Declaration of William Haberman is inappropriate because the conclusion 
of trial closed the time for submission of evidence in this matter. Submission of new evidence 
through a post-trial declaration denies the parties the opportunity to cross-examine Mr. 
Haberman and present rebuttal evidence. Accorctingly, the Declaration of William Haberman 
should be stricken. 
Idaho law provides a mechanism for a party to present post-trial evidence in certain 
situations. The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized the discretionary power of the trial comt to 
reopen a case for submission of new evidence prior to entry of final judgment. Davison's Air 
Serv., Inc. v. Montierth, 119 Idaho 967, 968, 812 P.2d 274,275 (1991); Silkey v. Tiegs, 51 Idaho 
344, 5 P.2d 1049, 1052 (1931). In exercising its discretion to reopen this case for submission of 
new evidence this Court would need to first carefully consider the relevant factual circumstances 
and principles of law presented by the moving party (Valiant), "with.out ai-bitrary disregard for 
those facts and principles of justice." Montierth, 119 Idaho at 968, 812 P.2d at 275. 
A party moving the Court to reopen a case must make a showing of "some reasonable 
excuse, such as oversight, inability to produce the evidence, or ignorance of the evidenc.e." Idaho 
Power Co. v. Cogeneration, Inc., 134 Idaho 738, 744, 9 P.3d 1204, 1210 (2000). 
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At this time Valiant has not moved this Court to reopen the case. Valiant has not made a 
showing that would warrant reopening the case to present new evidence. Idaho law provides 
Valiant Idaho a viable means of introducing post-trial evidence to the Court that it failed to 
provide at trial. However, presentation of new evidence by post-trial declaration is not allowed 
by Idaho law and therefore, the Declaration of William Habennan should be stricken. 
DATED this Q\ 
st--
day of April, 2016. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
BySQ.d~~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served on the following 
persons in the manner indicated this ,V£1day of April, 2016: 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
:Z Facsimile: 208-263-8211 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
✓ Facsimile: 208A89-0ll 0 
Gary A. Finney 
FINNEY FINEY & FINNEY, PA 
120 E Lake St., Ste. 317 
Sandpoint, lD 83864 
Richard Stacey 
Jeff Sykes 
McConnell Wagner Sykes & Stacey, PLLC 
827 E. Park Blvd., Ste. 201 
Boise, ID 83712 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT ~h A TE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., formerly 
known as NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, 











PEND OREILLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT, ) 





CASE NO. CV-2009-0001810 
ORDER DENYING MOTIONS 
TO STRIKE 
On April 14, 2016, Valiant Idaho LLC filed the Declaration of William Haberman in 
Support of Valiant Idaho, LLC's Closing Argument. In response thereto, N L.L.C. filed a 
Motion to Strike the Declaration of William Haberman on April 18, 2016, and VP Inc. filed a 
Motion to Strike the Declaration of William Haberman on April 21, 2016. 
The Declaration of William Haberman contains the updated interest calculations for 
amounts owing to Valiant Idaho, LLC, on the 2007 RE Note and 2007 RE Mortgage. 
Upon consideration of the declaration and the motions to strike, this Court shall not strike 
Mr. Haberman's Declaration because if the Court were to find in favor of Valiant Idaho, LLC, on 
the sole issue at trial of whether the 2007 R.E. Loans Note (Loan No. P0099) and Pensco Note 
(Loan No. P0106) have been satisfied, the updated interest calculations will be relevant. 
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NOW, THEREFORE, based on the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT N, 
L.L.C.'s and VP, Inc.'s Motions to Strike the Declaration of William Haberman are DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED, 




CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
_-1-1ihereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid, 
th~ day of April, 2016, to: 
Gary A. Finney 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Facsimile: 208.263.8211 
(Attorneys for For J. V., LLC) 
Susan P. Weeks 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Facsimile: 208.664.1684 
(Attorneys for VP, Incorporated/North Idaho Resorts, LLC) 
Richard L. Stacey 
Jeff R. Sykes 
McCONNELL WAGNER SYKES 
& STACEY, PLLC. 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, ID 83712 
Fax# (208) 489-0110 
(Attorney for R.E. Loans, LLC; and Valiant Idaho, LLC) 
,~'fitr:.iiJ/i (_ ~ 
Ueputycierk 
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GARY A. FINNEY 
FINNEY FINNEY & FINNEY, P.A. 
Attorneys at Law 
Old Power House Building 
120 East Lake Street, Suite 317 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-7712 
Fax: (208) 263-8211 
ISB No. 1356 
• .J 
i '· - ...J, ✓ ': ··- .... ',_, I• 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., 
formerly known as National Golf 




PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada 
limited liability company; RE 
LOANS, LLC, a California 
limited liability company; DAN 
S. JACOBSON, an individual, 
SAGE HOLDINGS LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; 
STEVEN G. LAZAR, an individual; 
PENSCO TRUST CO. CUSTODIAN FBO 
BARNEY NG; MORTGAGE FUND ' 08 
LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; VP, 
INCORPORATED, an Idaho 
corporation; JV L.L.C., an 
Idaho limited liability 
company; WELLS FARGO FOOTHILL, 
LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company; INTERSTATE 
CONCRETE AND ASPHALT COMPANY, 
an Idaho corporation; T-O 
ENGINEERS, INC., fka Toothman-
) Case No. CV-2009-1810 
) 
) JV L.L.C.'S POST TRIAL 
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Orton Engineering Company, an 
Idaho corporation; PUCCI 
CONSTRUCTION INC., an Idaho 
corporation; ACI NORTHWEST, 
INC., an Idaho corporation; 
LUMBERMENS, INC., dba ProBuild, 
a Washington corporation; 
ROBERT PLASTER dba Cedar Etc; 
NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability 
company; R.C. WORST & COMPANY, 
INC., an Idaho corporation; 
DOES 1 through X, 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIMS, 
CROSS-CLAIMS, AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINTS 
GENESIS GOLF BUIDLERS, INC., 
formerly known as NATIONAL GOLF 




PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Nevada 
limited liability company; et 
al, 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTERCLAIMS, 
CROSS-CLAIMS, AND THIRD-PARTY 
COMPLAINTS 
VALIANT IDAHO, LLC, an Idaho 
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v. 
PEND ORIELLE BONNER DEVELOPMENT 
HOLIDNGS, INC., a Nevada 
corporation; BARK, INC., a 
California corporation; 
TIMBERLINE INVESTMENTS LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability 
company; AMY KORENGUT, a 
married woman; HLT REAL ESTATE, 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company; INDEPENDENT MORTGAGE 
LTD. CO., an Idaho limited 
liability company; PANHANDLE 
MANAGEMENT INCORPORATED, an 
Idaho corporation; FREDERICK J. 
GRANT, an individual' CRISTINE 
GRANT, an individual; RUSS 
CAPITAL GROUP, LLC, an Arizona 
limited liability company; 
MOUNTINA WEST BANK, a division 
of GLACIER BANK, a Montana 
corporation; FIRST AMERICAN 
TITLE COMPANY, a California 
corporation; NETTA SOURCE LLC, 
a Missouri limited liability 
company; MONTAHENO INVESTMENTS, 
LLC, a Nevada limited liability 
company; CHARLES W. REEVES and 
ANN B. REEVES, husband and 
wife; and C.E. KRAMER CRANE & 




JV L.L.C., an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
Defendant and 
Cross-Claimant against all of 
the Defendants and 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
v. 
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limited liability company; ) 
V. P . , INC. , an Idaho ) 
corporation; RICHARD A. ) 
VILLELLI, a married man; MARIE ) 
VICTORIA VILLELLI, a married ) 
woman; VILLELLI ENTERPRISES, ) 
INC., a California corporation; ) 
RICHARD A. VILLELLI , as TRUSTEE ) 
OF THE RICHARD ANTHONY VILLELLI ) 
AND MARIE VICTORIA VILLELLI ) 
REVOCABLE TRUST; THE IDAHO CLUB ) 
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC., ) 
an Idaho corporation; the ) 
entity named in Attorney Toby ) 
McLaughlin's Notice of Unpaid ) 
Assessment as PANHANDLE ) 
MANAGEMENT, INCORPORATED, an ) 
Idaho corporation; and HOLMBERG ) 
HOLDINGS, LLC, a California ) 
limited liability company, ) 
) 
Third Party ) 
Defendants. ) 
COMES NOW JV L.L.C. (hereafter JV), by and through its 
attorney, GARY A. FINNEY and submits this post trial memorandum 
and argument. 
THE WHOLE STORY, THE FACTS 
In February of 2005, by a Third Amended Purchase and Sale 
Agreement, V.P., Inc. and its related entities, all owned and 
managed by Richard Villelli, contracted to sell several parcels 
of real estate to the Monterey Group, managed by Charles Reeves, 
who is a predecessor to POBD. The terms and conditions of the 
purchase price were: 
a) $4,750,000.00 cash 
b) Assume the 1st purchase money mortgage of October 1995 
from V.P. Inc. to JV, LLC, on the 650 acres known as 
JV L.L.C.'S POST TRIAL MEMORANDUM AND ARGUMENT - 4 
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Moose Mountain of $2,565,000.00 owed, escrowed at 
Panhandle Escrow No. 2067429 
c) Assumed V.P. et al 2004 Mortgage to RE Loans, a second 
mortgage of $8,515,000.00, RE Loan No. V0140, 
collected through Bar-K 
for total consideration of $15,830,000.00. 
At the time of the Third Amended Purchase and Sale 
Agreement (February 2005), RE Loans had been 
suspended/prohibited from making loans by the State of 
California. RE Loans had no money to loan until about June of 
2006. This delayed the closing of VP to POBD from 2005 to over 
a year, until about June 14/19, 2006. The closing occurred for 
the purchase and sale closing and also for a refinance loan from 
RE Loans, to POBD, as 2006 Loan No. 0094, which both occurred 
simultaneously. The sale closing settlement statement is JV 
Defendant Exhibit H, Seller's Closing Statement (POBD/NIR). 
This shows the Total Consideration of $15,830,000.00, and about 
six lines down is "Berry Note assumed by buyer" ... $2,565,000.00. 
The Villelli (VP/NIR) 2004 mortgage RE Loans V0140 entered as 
Loan Payoff: Bar-K ... $8,064,776.27 (which sum was not paid). 
The Buyer/Borrower Statement for the 2006 RE loan of the 
same date (6/14/2006) is JV Defendant Exhibit O, for the 2006 
POBD/RE Mortgage signed by REEVES for POBD, shows the total 
consideration of $15,830,000.00. There is an entry for a 1995 
JV Mortgage assumption for $2,565,000.00 by POBD; however the 
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2004 V.P. et al/RE Mortgage V0140 is not listed at all on the 
Buyer/Borrower Statement. The 2006 new mortgage RE/POBD 
($20,500,000.00) is listed specifically on the statement. It is 
disclosed as "New to Bar-K Inc ... $20,500,000.00" along with "Hold 
For Construction: Bar-K Inc ... $11,400,000.00". The 
Buyer/Borrower Statement, JV Defendant Exhibit 0, does not show 
any money disbursed from RE to POBD, at all, because no new 2006 
loan money was advanced or disbursed. Of course, all references 
to Bar-K Inc., should have referred to RE Loans, as Bar-K was 
only a loan broker/record keeper for Barney Ng, it was never a 
lender. The difference between; 
"New to Bar-K Inc ... 





This $9,100,000.00 is the amount determined by Bar-K (Barney Ng) 
and POBD as the dollar amount still owed on POBD's Assumption of 
the existing 2004 RE/V.P. Mortgage Loan V0140. This figure in 
the Third Amended Purchase and Sale Agreement, assumption dollar 
amount was $8,515,000.00 in February of 2005, which by the time 
of closing, over a year later, in June of 2006 was 
$9,100,000.00. It needs to be kept in mind that at the purchase 
and sale closing (June 2006) POBD did not even have enough money 
to pay the agr-eed cash of $4,750,000.00, nor did RE have any 
money to loan POBD to make up the shortfall, so the 
Buyer/Borrower Statement, JV Defendant Exhibit O, and the 
Seller's Closing Statement, JV Defendant Exhibit H, of June 14, 
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2006, both show the entry of "Note for RE loan 
differential ... $511, 583. 34, for which POBD gave an unsecured 
promissory note to seller NIR/VP et al. 
In point of fact, the February 2005 Third Amended Purchase 
and Sale closing did not occur until June 2006 (1 year and 4 
months later) because neither POBD nor RE Loans had enough cash 
money to close the sale, and RE Loans had no money to loan or 
advance for "new construction". Therefore, the assumed 2004 
V.P./RE Loan V0140 was carried over at $9,100,000.00, none of 
which was new or cash at all. This is easier further identified 
by going to POBD's (Reeves) own financing record with RE, being 
JV Defendant Exhibit P, which is captioned Bar-K 6-28-07, 







The so called "advance" was the balance of the 2004 Mortgage 
RE/V.P. Loan No. V0140, assumed but not paid, still owing of 
$9,100,000.00. 
The 2006 RE/POBD Mortgage loan of $20,500,000.00 was never 
disbursed except for a small dollar amount because RE didn't 
have the money shown as "Hold For Construction: Bar-k Inc ... of 
$11,400,000.00" and because POBD was commencing to sel.l LOTS and 
to paydown. JV Defendant Exhibit P further discloses only two 
(2) loan advances from RE to POBD of: 
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Line 5 "advance$( 88,411.47)" and 
Line 9 "advance $(478,176.97)" 
these total to$ 566,588.44 which is all, the entire RE 
2006 Loan dollar amount to POBD. 
There were also previous listed paydowns, so the 2006 RE/POBD 
under Draw Balance was entered as $(454,266.12). JV Defendant 
Exhibit P further shows that in 2006 POBD made no more 
construction draws except for the 2 aforementioned (listed as 
"advance"); however, POBD made Lot sales for several more 
paydowns resulting in entries (far right) of "$9,813,900.00 
Loan draws incl refinance costs" and "($3,713,900.00) Paydown 
old loan." In other words, POBD borrowed only $566,588.44 on 
the 2006 $20,500,000 Loan from RE, but POBD paid down 
$3,713,900.00 on the "old loan" of 2004 Mortgage V0140 Villelli 
entities to RE. 
It is very important to read JV Defendant Exhibit P because 
it says "refinance", not "new" finance, and it says "Paydown old 
loan". The words "refinance" and "Paydown old loan" used in the 
2006 Mortgage contract must necessarily reference and do 
actually refer to the refinance and paydown of the previous "old 
loan" i.e. the RE/V.P. Inc. 2004 Loan/Mortgage No. V0140 which 
by the written purchase and sale contract was "assumed" by POBD 
at the February 2005 balance of $8,515,000.00 = growing to June 
of 2006 to $9,100,000.00. 
The Bar-K, 8-28-07 document, JV Defendant Exhibit P, coming 
from Reeves at POBD, as the business record of POBD for its 
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----------- -- ------~ 
financial records of both the 2006 refinance and the 2007 second 
refinance, reveal the actual financial money figures. At the 
top of that JV Defendant Exhibit P the ending balance for the 
2006 refinance of the 2004 loan assumption shows: 
$9,813,900.00 Loan draws incl refinance costs 
$3,713,900.00 Paydown old loan - with the 
difference of $6,100,000.00 being the dollar amount still owed 
on the 2006 refinance of the "old loan" (2004) of VP (No. 0140). 
Then, on JV Defendant Exhibit P, mid-page begins with 
"3/15/2007 ... $21, 200,000.00" upon which the 2004/2006 old loan 
carryover $6,100,000.00 was still owed and a 
balance of $15,100,000.00 was used by RE as the beginning 
balance advance; however, no $6,100,000.00 actual money was 
loaned or "advanced". This is further verified by the 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 65-A (Reeves 001310) first entry for the 







The Settlement Closing Statement for the RE to POBD 2007 
Loan No. P099 verifies that no money (new money) was advanced -
it was merely a carryover of 2004 to 2006 to 2007. The 2007 Loan 
Agreement and the buyer borrower settlement shows the 2007 
mortgage to be $21,200,000 of which $6,100,000 was "used up", so 
only $15,100,000 was available to borrow on the 2007 RE/POBD 
Loan No. 0094. This is actually disclosed in the 2007 Loan 
Agreement, RE/POBD, Plaintiff's Exhibit 3. 
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JV's Mortgage is recorded October 24, 1995, Instrument No. 
474746 on all of approximately 650 acres. From time to time JV 
partially released only platted LOTS as sold by POBD. JV is the 
superior mortgage on all the real estate knows as Moose 
Mountain, less platted lots sold and released, because: 
a. JV's Mortgage is the original vendor's priority 
purchase money mortgage when sold and conveyed by JV and 
mortgaged by VP Inc. as provided by Idaho Code§ 45-112, and 
Idaho Code§ 45-801, and 
b. JV's Mortgage is recorded first in time, first in 
right, pursuant to Idaho's Race Notice recording statute, Idaho 
Code§ 55-811, and 
c. The 2006 Subordination Agreement by JV did not 
"subordinate" JV to RE because RE did not loan the 
$20,S000,000.00 claimed in its Mortgage recorded 6/19/2006 and 
any money loaned was fully repaid and the 2006 Mortgage was 
discharged. Normally, the RE 2006 Mortgage and JV's 
Subordination would not need to be discussed, but the facts make 
it important to analyze. First, the 2006 Mortgage loan closing 
document is entitled Buyer/Borrower Statement/Escrow No. 41847 
by Sandpoint Title is JV Defendant Exhibit 0. That document, 
under Ladq&r Charges, a "New to Bar-K Inc of $20,500,000.00; 
however, no loan was advanced or distributed. Rather, the 
entity "Hold For Construction Bar-K Inc ... $11,400,000.00 - was 
held for construction draws by POBD from Re. The difference 
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between $20,500,000.00 and $11,400,000.00 is $9,100,000.00 the 
then unpaid balance of the VP loan from RE No. V0140, Mortgage 
of 2004, which Mortgage was assumed by POBD in the Third 
Purchase and Sale Agreement as part of the purchase price, total 
consideration of $15,830,000.00. The 2006 RE Mortgage was 
nothing more than a "refinance" of the VP 2004 Mortgage to RE 
assumed by POBD. The VP 2004 Mortgage, Loan No. V0140 was left 
and remained a recorded record. That loan statement furnished 
by REEVES, which is JV Defendant Exhibit P, starts with the date 
6/19/2006 Loan Balance Advance (6/19/2006) $20,500,000.00 and 
$9,100,000.00 (which is the 2004 VP Mortgage to RE, assumed by 
POBD at closing of the purchase and sale). Under the heading 
Draw Balance it is shown that, $9,813,900.00 was the Loan draws 
including refinance costs POBD. The $9,100,000.00 of 6/19/2006 
was never a "loan draw" it was merely the refinance amount still 
owed in 2006 on the RE/VP 2004 Mortgage Loan No. V0140. The 
further entry shows: (loan draws and refinance) $9,813,900.00 -
$3,713,900.00 PAYDOWN Old Loan the difference= $6,100,000.00, 
which is the amount still owed from the 2004 Mortgage. Even 
though the JV Defendant Exhibit B shows $6,100,000.00 still 
unpaid, which sum carried over, so the 3/15/2007 Mortgage 
entered that amount as an advance of $6,100,000.00. However, RE 
clearly fully satisfied the 2006 RE Mortgage by recording a 
SATISFACTION of Mortgage on 6/8/2007, Instrument No. 730445, 
which document is JV Defendant Exhibit V, which document states 
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that RE acknowledges the $20,500,00.00 Mortgage of June 19, 2006 
has been Fully Satisfied and Discharged (emphasis added) and a 
full satisfaction thereof (emphasis added) is to be entered. 
Clearly, the 2004/2006 "old loan" refinance was fully satisfied 
and discharged by RE. However, contrarily RE started the 2007 
Mortgage loan balance ledger with the already released and 
discharged sum of $6,100,000.00 entered as 3/15/2007 "Init. 
(Initial) Advance" for Pend (?reille as $6,100,000.00 (See 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 65A, Reeves 001343). 
In conclusion: 
a. The 2004/2006 "old loan" paydown to $6,100,000.00 was 
satisfied by 2006 Satisfaction of Mortgage executed and recorded 
by RE in June of 2007, and 
b. At no time and in no document did JV ever agree to be 
subordinate to VP's 2004 Mortgage No. V0140 to RE. 
The JV Defendant Exhibit P continues at mid-page to the 
2007 RE/POBD Mortgage, recorded June 19, 2006 for 
$21,200.000.00. The actual Mortgage of 2007 is Loan No. 0099, 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 1. The Loan Agreement (P0099) is 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 3. These documents are for 3/15/2007, Loan 
No. P0099 between RE Loans and POBD. RE neither advanced nor 
loaned any money as part of the loan cl.osing. The remainder 
still owed from the 2004/2006 RE loans in sum of $6,100,000.00, 
even thought it was DISCHARGED of record (JV Defendant Exhibit 
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V), was entered as a carry over on the Plaintiff's Exhibit 65A, 
Reeves 001133, as a 3/15/2007, Initial advance, $6,100,000.-. 
REEVES verified that for the 2006 loan, no funds were 
disbursed by RE to POBD because the sum of $8 or $9 million was 
already used up (because 2004 VP loan was still unpaid). Also 
for the 2007 RE to POBD loan (P0099) the $6 million from the 
2004 Loan was already used up, because the 2004 VP loan was 
still unpaid. The 2007 Loan No. P0099, Promissory Note and 
Mortgage were in the face amount of $21,200,000.00 of which 
still unpaid from the Second Mortgage of 2004 VP to RE (Loan No. 
V0140) still unpaid was $6,100,000.00, which left the unfunded, 
undisbursed new loan balance= $15,100,000.000. 
The 2007 Mortgage actually states that "the Mortgagor 
(POBD) is indebted to Mortgagee (RE) for so much of said loan as 
Mortgage (RE) shall disburse to Mortgagor (POBD) from time to 
time". So, the actual money disbursed of $15,100,000 was the 
agreed only indebtedness POBD to RE on the 2007 loan. The proof 
is that the actual disbursements RE to POBD for the 2007 loan, 
totals only $15,100,000 - the exact amount unfunded and 
undisbursed at closing: $21,200,000.00 was never actually 
disbursed by RE to POBD. Plaintiff's Exhibit 65A, Reeves001133, 
001134, and 001135 show all of the actual loan disbursements, 
called DRAWS, starting 3/16/07 and ending on DRAW Jon 9/21/07. 
These 10 DRAWS are compiled as: 
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i. 3/18/07 Draw A $1,626,095.48 
ii. 4/16/07 Draw B $2,078,812.80 
iii. 5/21/07 Draw C $407,880.18 
iv. 6/1/07 Draw D $949,396.41 
v. 6/14/07 Draw E $831,578.95 
vi. 7/17/07 Draw F $4,620,044.54 
vii. 7/17/07 Draw G $82 I 021. 01 
viii. 7/30/07 Draw H $4,335,053.24 
ix. 8/9/07 Draw I $109,162.95 
x. 9/21/07 Draw J $59,954.44 
Total Loan Draws: $15,100,000.00 
The loan paydowns on Plaintiff's Exhibit 65A, Reeves001133, 
001134, and 001135 total more money than disbursed as draws by 
POBD, as follows: 
i. 3/15/07 $136,000.00 
ii. 3/15/07 $100,000.00 
iii. 4/9/07 $631,125.00 
iv. 5/3/07 $240,975.00 
v. 5/7/07 $332,775.00 
vi. 5/7/07 $178,500.00 
vii. 5/10/07 $309,825.00 
viii. 5/18/07 $455,175.00 
ix. 5/18/07 $187,000.00 
x. 5/21/07 $344,250.00 
xi. 5/23/07 $286,875.00 
xii. 5/31/07 $573,750.00 
xiii. 6/14/07 $115,000.00 
xiv. 7/20/07 $212,500.00 
xv. 8/17/07 $229,500.00 
xvi. 8/23/07 $234,250.00 
xvii. 8/23/07 $224,215.00 
xviii. 8/23/07 $215,175.00 
xix. 8/27/07 $140,250.00 
xx. 9/14/07 $178,500.00 
xxi. 9/14/07 $115,000.00 
xxii. 9/28/07 $470,475.00 
xxiii. 9/28/07 $582,275.00 
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xxiv. 10/01/07 $455,175.00 
xxv. 10/04/07 $524,025.00 
xxvi. 10/09/07 $353,281.00 
$531,675.00 
$309,825.00 
xxvii. 10/12/07 $371,025.00 
xxviii. 10/22/07 $443,700.00 
xxix. 10/23/07 $371,025.00 
XXX. 11/5/07 $371,025.00 
xxxi. 11/7/07 $401,625.00 
xxxii. 11/09/07 $400,987.50 
xxxiii. 11/13/07 $969,000.00 
xxxiv. 1/7/08 $294,525.00 
XXXV. 1/14/08 $15,957.34 
xxxvi. 2/25/08 $187,000.00 
xxxvii. 2/25/08 $371,025.00 
xxxviii. 3/31/08 $290,030.00 
xxxix. 4/15/08 $290,000.00 
xl. 5/12/08 $11,220.00 
xli. 7/16/08 $140,935.98 
xlii. 8/1/08 $11,220.00 
xliii. 8/1/08 $290,000.00 
xliv. 8/6/08 $1,150,000.00 
xlv. 8/7/08 $290,000.00 
xlvi. 8/21/08 $290,000.00 
xlvii. 8/22/08 $290,000.00 
xlviii. 10/7/08 $11,220.00 
xlix. 5/5/09 $966,416.64 
1. 7/2/09 $2,640,474.03 
li. 9/15/09 $62,713.23 
lii. 10/28/09 $984,098.58 
liii. 11/23/09 $656.48 
11/23/2009 
$358,598.59 
Total l'aydowns $20,941,849.37 
POBD, on the 2007 loan, had actual disbursements as Draws A 
to J of onl.y $15,100,000-, but POBD made "paydowns" in the sum 
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of $20,941,849.37, the excess paid down over advances of 
$5,841,849.37. 
This was because POBD was still paying, long after March of 
2007, on the 2004 VP V0140 "old loan" refinance balance of 
$6,100,000- even though it was fully satisfied and discharged by 
the Satisfaction of Mortgage signed and recorded by RE on June 
7, 2007 as Instrument No. 730445, JV Defendant Exhibit V. 
In addition, the Second Subordination Agreement, signed by 
JV, recorded 3/15/07, Instrument No. 724833, which is 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 6, also stated and required that the 2006 
Mortgage "to be discharged and released and to be replaced by a 
New Note and Mortgage securing the original sum of $21,200,000." 
In other words, JV did not want or agree to give a new Second 
Subordination Agreement and also be subordinate to any 
indebtedness prior to it. This is why in 2007 RE actually 
signed and recorded the Satisfaction of Mortgage, JV Defendant 
Exhibit V, for the 2006 Mortgage. The proof is that RE carried 
over VP's 2004 Mortgage, V0140, on the payment record under the 
heading "Init. Advance" in spite of the wording of the Second 
Subordination Agreement, which wording is the fifth paragraph 
that, "1. The 20,500,000.00 Note and Mortgage shall be 
discharged and release (sic) of record, and the "new" Note and 
Mortgage (21,200,000.00) shall be the only obligation and lien 
to which the Jr. Mortgage is subordinate***" (underline added 
-see Plaintiff's Exhibit 6, middle of first page). 
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In fact, RE did not sign and record the Satisfaction of 
Mortgage of the 2004 VP/RE Mortgage until recorded August 6, 
2008, Instrument No. 756408 (JV Defendant Exhibit O). 
As to JV's Second Subordination Agreement (2007), JV is not 
subordinate to any sums under RE's 2007 Mortgage Loan No. P0099 
because, 
a. RE was fully paid in excess of the $278,147.65 balance 
on 11/23/2009 because of the Shea Assignments of three (3) first 
Notes and Deeds of Trust, plus more cash on one of the Deeds of 
Trust, from the closing agent Sandpoint Title, and 
b. RE only disbursed funds of $15,100,000 as Loan Draws A 
- J, Loan No. P0099, but received Paydowns totaling over 
$20,000,000, resulting in paydowns in excess of draws, and 
c. The Second Subordination Agreement by JV (2007) 
required all prior loans/mortgages to be released and 
discharged, so that the only obligation and lien on to which JV 
was subordinate was the "new" 2007 loan/mortgage, and 
d. RE, contrary to JV's agreement and requirement, did 
not sign and record a Satisfaction for the 2004 VP "old loan" 
until August 2008, Instrument No. 756408, which is JV Defendant 
Exhibit 0. 
The payment history showed that the last entry was on 
11/23/09 reflecting an unpaid principal balance of $278,147.65 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 65A, Reeves 001135). NG was gone from Bar-
K before that date. 
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THE SHEA/EAGLE POINT 3 SELLER CARRY BACK NOTES/DEEDS OF TRUST 
None of the Plaintiff's witnesses made any mention of four 
references in Plaintiff's Exhibit 65A starting 1/14/08 through 
10/7/08 (Reeves 001134) all as "P0101, P0103, P0104 until cross-
examined by JV's counsel and by VP's counsel. What were these 
reference numbers? This can be answered by starting with JV 
Defendant Exhibit P, Charles Reeves (hereafter REEVES), manager 
of POBD, identified as part of the business records he furnished 
on a document discovery request. On JV Defendant Exhibit P, 











Shea are individuals doing business as Eagle Point 
Construction. REEVES testified to the only three (3) seller-
carry back sale of lots by POBD to Shea. All of the other Lot 
sales were for CASH and pursuant to the RE/POBD "release clause" 
the greater of three (3) provisions, i.e. 85% of the sale price 
had to be paid at closing to RE for a partial release of its 
mortgage on the Lot(s) sold. Shea was unable to pay enough CASH 
for 85% to be given to RE for a partial release of each of said 
three (3) Lots. So Shea, REEVES, and RE agreed that RE would 
get all of the cash down payment and POBD would "assign" each 
promissory note and first lien priority deed of trust to RE, 
whereby RE would give a partial release in exchange for all of 
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the sale proceeds cash and purchase money deeds of trust for the 
three (3) Lots sold to Shea. Plaintiff's Exhibit 65A, all dated 
8/23/07, are three (3) Paydowns of $234,250, $224,215, $215,175 
which are the exact Shea cash down payments shown on JV 
Defendant Exhibit P. All of the sale proceeds, cash and seller 
carry back notes/deeds of trust were assigned to RE, and RE gave 
a simultaneous partial release of mortgage on each Shea Lot. 
PBOD and RE used the same legal format on all 3 Shea Lots, to 
wit. 
a. RE, through Bar-K Loan No. P0099 received all of the 
cash, as three (3) PAYDOWNS. 
b. RE executed and recorded a Partial Release of Mortgage 
identified on Loan No. P0099 on the document recorded 9/25/07, 
Instrument No. 737860. 
c. The legal descriptions identified the three (3) Lots 
as Lot 7, Block 2; Lot 4, Block 9, and Lot 16, Block 2, of their 
respective Plats and Additions in Golden Tees Estates (this is 
JV Defendant Exhibit FF). Shea for Eagle Point Construction 
gave a recorded seller carry-back purchase money first lien deed 
of trust for each of the three (3) Lots being; 
1. Lot 16, Block 2 purchase money Deed of Trust 
recorded August 22, 2007 as Instrument No. 735613 for 
$110,000 (JV Defendant Exhibit W) 
a. Simultaneously the purchase money first lien 
Deed of Trust was assigned from POBD to RE, by 
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Assumption of Deed of Trust, for $110,000 recorded 
August 22, 2007 as Instrument No. 735614 (JV Defendant 
Exhibit X) 
2. Lot 7, Block 2 - purchase money Deed of Trust 
securing POBD recorded 8/22/2007, Instrument No. 735623 
for $240,000 (JV Defendant Exhibit Y) 
a. Simultaneously the purchase money first lien 
Deed of Trust was assigned from POBD to RE, by 
Assumption of Deed of Trust, for $240,000 recorded 
August 22, 2007 as Instrument No. 735624 (JV Defendant 
Exhibit Z) 
3. Lot 4, Block 9 - purchase money Deed of Trust 
securing POBD recorded 8/22/2007, Instrument No. 735618 
for $177,500 (JV Defendant Exhibit AA) 
a. Simultaneously the purchase money first lien 
Deed of Trust was assigned from POBD to RE, by 
Assumption of Deed of Trust, for $177,500 recorded 
August 22, 2007 as Instrument No. 735619 (JV Defendant 
Exhibit BB) 
d. As of August 22, 2007 RE received all of the down 
payment cash Paydowns, totaling $673,640 ($234,250 + $224,215 + 
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All three (3) of these Promissory Notes/Deeds of Trust, 
state a final due date maturity of February 15, 2010, which date 
is after the ending date of Plaintiffs Exhibit 65 A, and is 
after Barney Ng's departure date from RE. 
POBD was never given any credit on the 2007 Loan No P0099, 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 65A, for the 3 assigned first lien Deeds of 





= received on 3 Deeds of Trust assigned to RE 
- last entry of unpaid balance 
= amount POBD OVERPAID RE LOAN P0099 
2. A1so, Shea/Eagle Point later resold one (1) of the Lots. 
Tom Williams, of Sandpoint Title, who did the closing/settlement 
was subpoenaed by VP and he produced STI file (60642) showing 
the Lot 4, Block 9 Shea Lot, upon which RE Loans held an 
assigned first Deed of Trust for $177,500, was sold in October 
16, 2012, and Demand for Payment was made by Wells Fargo Bank, 
who was RE's Assignee of the entire Mortgage POBD/RE Loan No. 
P0099. The net proceeds were disbursed by Sandpoint Title for 
$96,901.99 to credit on the RE Loan to POBD (P0099). This 
resulted in more overpayment by POBD on the RE Loans of: 
($249,352.35) + amount POBD OVERPAID RE LOAN P0099 (3 Shea Lots) 
$96,901.99) + Shae resale cash 
($346,254.34) = amount POBD OVERPAID RE LOAN P0099 
3. Also, RE held 2 more first Deeds of Trust assigned from 
POBD, which were held and owned by RE. The amounts received on 
these Deeds of Trust would result in more overpayment to RE. The 
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burden of proof is on Valiant to prove the amount, if any, owed 
on the 2007 Mortgage, and Valiant offers no proof. 
In summary, on this issue of payment of the 2007 RE Loan 
No. P0099, the fact is the loan was fully paid, and even paid in 
excess of what it was owed. No witness from Valiant, NG, REEVE, 
or anyone disputed this evidence. It is undisputed evidence. 
THE 2007 MORTGAGE POBD TO RE, WAS "ASSIGNED TO VALIANT BY 
ASSIGNMENT OF MORTGAGE, SIGNED FOR RE BY A POWER OF ATTORNEY 
WHICH ASSIGNMENT WAS NOT EVEN ENTITLED TO BE RECORDED 
The 2007 Mortgage No. P099 was assigned by RE to Valiant 
Idaho, which was recorded 7/7/2014, Instrument No. 861388, which 
is Plaintiff's Exhibit 72. This Assignment shows on its face 
that it was signed in Texas "By: Howard Marc Spector, Attorney 
in Fact," for RE Loans. 
Valiant did not offer any proof of the authority of Spector 
to sign for RE by power of attorney. 
required by Idaho Code§ 55-806 statute. 
This is an obligation 
"55-806 POWER MUST BE RECORDED BEFORE CONVEYANCE BY 
ATTORNEY. An instrument executed by an attorney in fact must not 
be recorded until the power of attorney authorizing the 
execution of the instrument is filed for record in the same 
office." 
Therefore, the Plaintiff's Exhibit 72, Assignment of RE 
Mortgage (2007 Mortgage No. P0099) by Spector "by power of 
attorney" could not be recorded in Bonner County, Idaho. 
Since RE Loan No. P0099, the 2007 Mortgage was already 
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"ful.ly-overpaid", RE hel.d no "right of redemption" for the Tax 
Deed to Bonner County. Also Valiant was "no" party in interest 
because the Spector assignment was not entitl.ed to be recorded. 
Further, to be entitled to redeem from a Tax Deed, the 
redemption must meet Idaho Code § 63-1007 as being a "party in 
interest". A party in interest as to real. estate, must 
necessaril.y hold a recorded interest, i.e. RE held a recorded, 
but already fully paid-off 2007 Mortgage. RE was not a 
redemptioner, but Valiant somehow obtained a Redemption Deed 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 74) from Bonner County Tax Collector. 
Having no valid by recorded power of attorney for Spector, the 
Assignment (Plaintiff's Exhibit 72) of Mortgage could not be 
recorded. Therefore, Valiant never held a recordable Assignment 
of Mortgage and could not be a statutory Redemptioner and was 
not entitled to its Redemption Deed (Plaintiff's Exhibit 74) 
being of no legal. force or effect. A document that is not 
entitled to be recorded is no notice at all, neither 
constructive or actual. notice. 
JV's positions that the 2007 RE Mortgage was fully paid and 
that the Assignment of it to Valiant could not be recorded, 
means Valiant as assignee of RE could not have redeemed from 
Bonner County's Tax Deed. 
If the Court disagrees with JV, and permits Val.iant to 
redeem and to receive the Redemption Deed, Plaintiff's Exhibit 
74, then the further applicable facts and results are: 
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a. Valiant' s redemption was a few days after JV had 
already redeemed a portion of the Tax Deed real estate. JV gave 
the Bonner County Tax Collector, a written Notice of Redemption 
and paid the amount of money necessary to redeem. JV's Notice 
of Redemption is JV Defendant Exhibit Kand the Redemption Deed 
to JV, recorded July 7, 2014, Instrument No. 861430, 
subsequently rerecorded by the Tax Collector, is JV Defendant 
Exhibit L reciting that JV paid $140,999.86 on July 2, 2014 in 
order to redeem. 
JV OWNS THE REAL ESTATE DESCRIBED IN ITS REDEMPTION DEED - FREE 
AND CLEAR. 
The facts are undisputable that Bonner County took title to 
all of the Idaho Club real estate by Tax Deed for non-payment of 
taxes. JV made the first redemption by written Notice of 
Redemption, JV Defendant Exhibit K, and payment thereon of 
$140,999.86 paid July 2, 2014. The Tax Collector gave JV a 
Redemption Deed recorded 7/7/2014, Instrument No. 861430 and 
rerecorded 8/22/2014 as Instrument No. 863295 (JV Defendant 
Exhibit L). Valiant later redeemed the remaining Tax Deed real 
estate, i.e. the real estate remaining after JV first redeemed. 
The legal description conveyed to JV is described in its 
Redemption Deed, as Parcels 1, 2, 3 & 4. Valiant's Redemption 
Deed describes the real estate it redeemed, withholding the real 
estate redeemed by JV. The withheld real estate being "And Less 
the following parcels redeemed by Instrument No. 861430" (JV's 
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Redemption Deed). The rerecorded Redemption Deed to Valiant 
also again withheld the JV's redemption real estate by the words 
"And Less all of the following parcels described below: 
Which described the Parcels 1, 2, 3, and 4 previously 
redeemed by JV." 
The legal effect of which is governed by Idaho Statutory 
law, as follows: 
a. Idaho Code 1 45-113 gives every person having an 
interest in property, a right to redeem before his right of 
redemption expires. 
b. Idaho Code 1 45-114 provides that one who has a lien 
inferior to another upon the same property, has a right: 
1. To redeem the property the same manner as its 
owner might, from the superior lien, and 
2. To be subrogated to all the benefits of the 
superior lien, for the protection of his interests upon 
satisfying the claim secured thereby. 
Apply these statutes to the facts as stated that JV having 
a mortgage interest in the POBD Idaho Club real estate, JV, has 
a right to redeem before its right of redemption expires. JV's 
mortgage lien being inferior, the Bonner County's real estate 
tax lien upon the same property, gives JV a right to redeem in 
the same manner as its owner might (POBD was the owner) from the 
superior tax lien; and JV is subrogated to all the benefits of 
the superior lien for the protection of JV's interests, upon 
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satisfying the tax lien. JV paid Bonner County, hence redeeming 
the real estate described in its Redemption Deed and thereby JV 
became subrogated to all the benefits of Bonner County's tax 
lien, Tax Deed. By Case law: 
a. A deed from the County for the property acquired by it 
for non-payment of taxes to the County's purchase, conveys the 
property free and clear. (Smith v. City of Nampa 57 Idaho 736, 
68 P.2d 344 (1937) 
b. Where realty is subject to redemption from tax deed 
made to the County, the time of redemption from the deed is 
governed by the law in effect at the time the County obtained 
title. Winans v. Swisher 68 Idaho 364, 195 P.2d 357(1948) 
c. The Redemption - Expiration right is as stated in 
Idaho Code§ 63-1007 broken down into 2 sections being: 
(1) After the issuance of a tax deed, real property may be 
redeemed only (emphasis added) by the record owner or owners 
(POBD), or party in interest (JV as Mortgage holder), up to the 
time the county commissioners have entered into a contract of 
sale or the property has been transferred by county deed 
(neither of which had occurred in this matter). In order to 
redeem real property, the record owner or owners (POBD), or 
party in interest (JV), shall pay any delinquency including the 
late charges, accrued interest, and costs, including the current 
calendar year. JV made a valid redemption of the real estate in 
its Notice of Redemption and paid the dollar amount. 
4514 
(2) Should such payments be made, a redemption deed shall 
be issued by the county tax collector into the name of the 
redemptioner (JV) and the rights, title and interest acquired by 
the county shall cease and terminate; provided however, that 
such right of redemption shall expire fourteen (14) months from 
the date of issuance of a tax deed to the county, in the event 
the county commissioners have not extinguished the right of 
redemption by contract of sale or transfer by county deed during 
said redemption period. In the event a tax deed is issued and 
payment is not received within fourteen (14) months of the 
issuance of such tax deed, then said tax deed to the county is 
presumptive evidence of the regularity of all proceedings prior 
thereto and the fee simple title, after the issuance of said tax 
deed, rests in the county. 
In the instant action, JV validly "redeemed" in July 2014. 
No one redeemed from JV, and 14 months after the county tax deed 
(which was in May of 2014) the fee simple title rests in JV, who 
is statutorily subrogated to all the rights of Bonner County. 
In the instant action, no further redemption is permitted by the 
statute, and fee simple title rests in JV, as no party can get 
ahead of the tax lien tax deed and all rights of redemption have 
long since expired. 
THE EFFECT OF A TAX REDEMPTION 
After a statutory period of non-payment of real estate 
taxes, the real estate described in the tax assessments and the 
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amount thereof, plus interest/costs/fees, is conveyed to Bonner 
County by the Tax Collector. In the case of the POBD real 
estate, "Idaho Club" the real estate was conveyed to Bonner 
County by Tax Deed. The sequence was; 
a. JV redeemed a portion of the real estate on July 2, 
2014 and received Redemption Deed, recorded July 7, 2014 then 
Valiant, as the purported Assignee of the already paid-off 
Mortgage, purported to redeem the remaining real estate not 
already redeemed by JV, and Valiant paid on 7 July 2014 and 
received a Redemption Deed recorded July 8, 2014. The real 
estate previously redeemed by JV is described in its Redemption 
Deed, and it is further described in the Valiant Redemption Deed 
as being with-held by the words: 
And Less all of the following parcels below redeemed in 
Instrument# 861130 (i.e. JV's redeemed parcels) and Less 
all of the parcels described below: - The LESS parcels are 
described as the same exact legal descriptions as conveyed 
to JV in its previous Redemption Deed. 
Keep in mind that William Haberman, testifying at trial for 
Valiant, stated that Valiant redeemed after JV and Valiant only 
partially redeemed, only as to the real estate remaining after 
JV's redemption. Valiant never offered anything at trial 
contesting JV's Redemption Deed. 
Issue: What is the result of a tax redemption under Idaho 
Code§ 63-1007? 
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First, the delinquent real estate taxes are the priority 
tax lien on the real estate. The real estate tax lien against 
the POBD real estate, Idaho Code" is the first priority and 
Bonner County took a Tax Deed to the real estate. 
Alternatively, JV as first lien on its Redemption Real 
Estate, being subrogated (substituted) in place of the first 
lien delinquent taxes and the Tax Deed. 
REEVES TESTIMONY FAVORING VALIANT IS CONTRADICTED BY HIM AND IS 
IMPEACHED 
The testimony of Charles Reeves, POBD, totally supports 
JV's claim. His trial testimony in favor of Valiant is totally 
impeached by his contract, with Valiant to "pay" him and his 
partners, with 3 buildings lots only if Valiant prevails. The 
compensation document is dated 20 June, 2014 and is Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 75. 
The testimony of Charles Reeves, manager of POBD, must be 
broken down into 2 segments. First is his deposition testimony 
given prior to his compensation agreement with Valiant; and then 
his testimony subsequently given after the compensation 
agreement for Valiant to give he and his 2 partners - (3) three 
free and clear residential lots - only if Valiant successfully 
prevails! 
The testimony/deposition of Charles Reeves: 
POBD closed the purchase in June of 2006 by paying the cash 
of about $5.0 million, plus assuming some debt NIR had on the 
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property with the Barney Ng entities - possibly called Bar-K. 
(This is the 2004 Mortgage VP et al to RE in the sum of $8.0 
million in 2004 Loan No. V0140) and POBD assumed a loan NIR (VP) 
had with JV. (This is the 1995 Mortgage to JV from VP on all of 
the Moose Mountain real estate - i.e. 650 + acres lying south of 
highway 200). 
The debt assumed to the Barney Ng entity was probably in 
the $9.0 million dollar range. Sometime later the Ng entity 
(RE) could not fund a POBD monthly draw request. The Ng entity 
development loan had money left to be drawn, but basically they 
(Ng - RE) stopped funding. Later, Ng said he would be able to 
start funding again and POBD ask to borrow additional funding. 
From Reeves' standpoint, POBD was still dealing with one person 
Barney Ng. The entities are Re, MF08, and Pensco. The Ng 
entities August 6, 2008 closing was probably in the $14-15 
million dollar range. 
Concerning the original assumption of VP et al Mortgage to 
Re, all Reeves knows is that whatever $7, $8 million due on that 
was then upped to $20, $21 million. Whether RE intentionally 
paid that off ($8.0 mortgage of 2004) and advanced funds and 
whether that loan actually stayed in place, Reeves didn't know. 
However, when the 2006 refinance loan closed with RE, Reeves 
viewed it as have a "21 million dollar credit facility of which, 
whatever the number was, 8 or 9 million wasn't available because 
those funds were already outstanding ... So whatever the math is, 
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12, 13, or 14 million of development funds remained of which 
POBD could have drawn on. 
Concerning the June 2006 closing, Reeves couldn't' remember 
how much money was obtained, but POBD redid the transaction a 
year or two later. Reeves recognized Exhibit B to his 
deposition (which is also JV Defendant Exhibit I and J) as being 
the third transaction (refinancing) with RE. On the closing 
settlement statement the "New Loans, Mortgage Fund 08 in care of 
Bar K, Inc. under New Loan to file MF08 is with Borrowers 
credit $22,270,000.00 Reeves said his entity (POBD) did not 
receive that loan in money funds. The first note-loan No. P0099 
to RE of $6,473,545 is correct, but two entities were paid off 
of about 8/9 million, and the new loan (MF08) of $22,270,000, 
part of those proceeds were used to pay off those two (2) loans. 
The next entry was the P0106 (PENSCO) entry paid off of 
$2,700,000.00). The closing statement was acceptable to Reeves 
at that time. The entry words "Retained Loan Funds, Mortgage 
Fund 08 in care of Bar-K of $12,480,000. was retained as money 
available to later draw. POBD received some money, plus or 
minus $2.0 million at closing, and that is all we received with 
this loan. We didn't receive any more subsequent to closing. 
The additional money to draw of $12,480,000 was to begin in the 
next month's draw requests (about September 2008), but there was 
no money subsequent at closing. 
The club house burned in December of 2008. 
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Barney Ng is the person who speaks for the financing, with 
the three (3) entities RE, MF08, and Pensco Trust. POBD always 
looked to them as the NG Umbrella. One loan to POBD, but three 
(3) different entities. Barney Ng was the only one POBD had 
dealings with, he being the only one Reeves ever spoke with to 
those entities. 
When first purchased, NIR (VP) had a loan with Ng entities, 
so Barney Ng was approached about POBD assuming that loan, and 
then advancing additional funds as development and acquisition. 
The loan was essentially rolled into one by the August, 2008 
closing with RE. The "pay off" first Loan No. P0099 is the same 
loan number, so potentially or logically that was paid off. The 
other loan No. P0106 indicates a payoff of $2.7 million but 
Reeves did not know what loan related to, just part of the Ng 
umbrella of money POBD owed at the time they were paid off with 
the "new facility or covered by the new facility". There are no 
negotiations for preparation of documents, Ng entities prepare 
the documents and that's what are used. Reeves knows there are 
3 entities involved, but from a business standpoint he is 
dealing with 1 entity. 
After the August 2008 MF08 loan, POBD made no payments to 
anybody, as it became moot because MF08 didn't fund POBD's first 
draw request, so POBD didn't make any payment from then on- from 
Reeves perspective MF08 failed to fund. Reeves said they (MF08) 
didn't fund any further draws, so POBD did not make any further 
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payments once MF08 failed to fund. POBD's position was that it 
wasn't going to pay until they (MF08) funded future draws. 
Reeves admitted that on the June 19, 2006 RE Note and 
Mortgage Loan No. P0094 in the face amount of $20,500,000. -
that subsequently RE only loaned and disbursed $88,411.47 and 
$488,176.97, a total of $576,588.44; however, POBD actually paid 
$3,709,889.50 on that 2006 Loan No. P0094 and on the "old 
loan(s)". 
POBD STILL OWES VP FOR THE UNPAID 1995 JV MORTGAGE POBD ASSUMED 
BUT DID NOT PAY 
Judge Griffins finding and conclusions, entitled FINDINGS, 
in CV-2011-135 were that, 
a. "POBD" did pay the debt they assumed to RE". This is 
the VP et. all 2004 Mortgage, Loan No. V0140, which was not 
discharged and satisfied of record by Re until August 6, 2008, 
recorded Satisfaction of Mortgage, Instrument No. 756408 (JV 
Defendant Exhibit 0). 
b. "POBD has not paid the debt they assumed to JV, LLC". 
This was also the trial testimony by James Berry. JV Defendant 
Exhibit His the unpaid Secured Promissory Note, 10/20/1995, JV 
Defendant Exhibit Bis JV's Mortgage recorded October 24, 1995, 
Instrument No. 474716, and JV Defendant Exhibit C is the entire 
payment record from Panhandle Escrow, No. 2067429, from payor PO 
Bonner to JV seller, showing the last unpaid principal balance 
of $1,476,450.35 as of 9/18/08 plus interest at $485.408 per day 
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until paid. 
JV is entitled to a mortgage foreclosure in said amount. 
VP is likewise entitled to a mortgage foreclosure thereon in the 
same amount based on it being a part of the purchase price 
assumed in the contract from NIR to POBD which POBD assumed but 
did not pay secured by Idaho Code§ 45-801 which provides that, 
"One who sells real property has a vendor's lien thereon, 
independent of possession, for so much of the price as remains 
unpaid and unsecured otherwise than by the personal obligation 
of the buyer." 
By Idaho Statute, VP has a Vendor's Lien for so much of the 
purchase price remaining as unsecured otherwise than by the 
personal obligation of POBD by its contractual assumption of the 
JV Mortgage. RE, Barney Ng, Pensco and MFOS all had 
constructive notice from title reports and recording and had 
actual knowledge, at all time of POBDs Assumption of the JV 
Mortgage. They had actual knowledge, at all time of POBD's 
Assumption of the JV Mortgage and VP Vendor 1 s lien is valid and 
superior to everyone claiming under the debtor, POBD. Valiant 
is only an "assignee" from RE, Pensco and MF08, so Valiant takes 
subject to VP 1 s Vendor's Lien (Idaho Code§ 45-803). 
THE 2007 RE MORTGAGE/LOAN NO 0099 AND THE 2008 PENSCO MORTGAGE, 
LOAN P016 ARE FULLY PAID AND DISCHARGED. 
JV was given a Borrower's Settlement Statement at Reeve's 
request and was ask to sign it immediately. JV's principals, 
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James W. Berry and William A. Berry, went carefully over the 
document with JV's Counsel, Gary Finney. This document is JV 
Defendant Exhibit I, which clearly, without any ambiguity 
whatsoever, states: 
"New Loan(s)" 
"Lender: Mortgage Fund '08 LLC c/o Bar K, Inc." 
"New Loan to File - Mortgage Fund '08 LLC c/o Bar K, Inc. 
$22,270,000.00" 
Then 5/6 lines down JV Defendant Exhibit I states: 
"Payoff First Note - Loan No. P009 - Mortgage Fund '08 LLC 
c/o Bar K, Inc. $6,473,545.18" 
This entry clearly states that the "First" Loan No. P0099, 
which is the 2007 Mortgage Loan from RE to POBD has been paid 
off by MFO8 in the sum of $6,473,545.18. 
Then are the words, 
'"'Payoff Second Note - Loan No. P0106 - Mortgage Fund '08 
LLC c/o Bar K, Inc. $2,700,000.00" 
This entry clearly states that the "Second" Loan No. P0106, 
which is the 2008 Loan/Mortgage to Pensco Inc. 
After reviewing and understanding the clear language of JV 
Defendant Exhibit I, JV (James and William Berry) took the 
document to First American Title. Theron, they signed the 
Subordination Agreement recorded 8/6/2008, Instrument No. 
756402, which is Valiant Plaintiff Exhibit 25. The body of the 
document refers to the Pensco Mortgage ($2,700,000) and the 
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Mortgage Fund 08 Mortgage ($21,908,000) which are the Loan No. 
P0106 and Loan No. P0107. 
Briefly, at that point in time, RE Loan No. P0099 and 
Pensco Loan No. P0106 were "paid off" which resulted in JV's 
1995 Mortgage being the first priority mortgage of record. 
Backing up to Plaintiff's Exhibit 25, the Subordination 
Agreement recorded later on the same day, August 6, 2008, 
Instrument No. 756402 has a specific provision on page 2 of 15, 
Val 001388, that provides that Subordination Agreement of 2006 
by JV and the Second Subordination Agreement of 2007 by JV are 
no longer of any force or effect. However, recorded on August 
6, 2008 as Instrument No. 756394, 756395, 756396 the Mortgage 
from POBD to RENSCO was recorded (Plaintiff's Exhibit 16) and 
following on August 6, 2008, Instrument No. 756397, 756398, 
756399, All-Inclusive Mortgage for $21,980,000.00 was recorded 
from POBD to Mortgage Fund 08. Of course, that is true because 
the 2007 Mortgage to RE, Loan No. P0099 was then "paid-off" in 
full. In fact, the Subordination Agreement, Plaintiff's Exhibit 
25, supports JV's position that P0099 to RE was paid in full 
because Plaintiff's Exhibit 25, page 2 of 15, signed by JV, 
states, 
"Para. 4. This subordination agreement, when executed, 
shall constitute the one and only (emphasis added) agreement or 
set of rights and obligations as between Lenders and the 
Undersigned***" 
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Since the Subordination Agreement, Plaintiff's Exhibit 25 
is a document from and prepared by Bark, and JV is called the 
Undersigned, it is clear that this Subordination Agreement is 
the "one and only agreement of set of rights and obligations as 
between Lenders (Pensco & MF08) and the undersigned (JV)". 
As to the pay-offs an RE Loan P0099 and Pensco P0106, 
Valiant itself admitted proof of those pay-offs by Valiant's 
Exhibit 11. On page 1, FATCO 000387, line 6 & 7 down are the 
exact words. 
"Payoff First Note - Loan No. P0099 - Mortgage Fund '08 LLC 
c/o Bar K, Inc. $6,172,325.18" 
""Payoff Second Note - Loan No. P0106 - Mortgage Fund '08 
LLC c/o Bar K, Inc. $2,700,000.00" 
These words are repeated on Page 2 (FATCO 000388) and again 
on Page 3 (FATCO 000389). 
Further, Valiant's Plaintiff Exhibit 34 (second page, 
Reeves 000711) and 35 (second page Val 001382, line 810 and 811) 
both show P0099 and P0106 as "Pay-off". These pay-off entries 
are again on the page Val 001385, lines 810 and 811. These 
Exhibits are signed by Charles Reeves for POBD. Casey Linscott 
at First American testified that she furnished copies to Bar K 
both before and after closing to Bar Kand no one made any 
objection to the pay-off entries at all. 
Further proof that Mortgage Fund 08 paid-off RE Loan No. 
P099 and Pensco Loan No. P0106, was also furnished by Valiant, 
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as Plaintiff's Exhibit 19, page 1 of 3, Val001311 with entries 
that the Gross Loan Amount by MF08 is $21,980,000.00. The 
"Note" states that the Gross Loan by MF08 includes the First 
Included and the Second Included Notes. From the MF08 Gross 
Loan is a deduction of" - $6,172,325.18" which is the payoff 
amount to RE Loan No. P0099. The Second Included Note is also 
"-$2,700,000.00" which is a deduction from the Pensco Loan No. 
P0106 payoff. In other words the MF08 Gross Loan amount 
available to POBD was decreased by deduction of the exact payoff 
amounts of P0099 (RE) and P0106 (PENSCO). After payoffs of 
P0099, P0106, and the points, interests, loan fees and document 
preparation, amount remaining to be funded by Mortgage Fund 08 
on page 2 of 3, Val 001312 is shown as $12,257,174.82. It is 
undisputed fact that MF08 never funded any of the retained 
$12,257,174.82 from the MF08 loan. 
THE MF08 "ALL INCLUSIVE NOTE AND ALL INCLUSIVE MORTGAGE HAVE 
MANY PROVISIONS VERIFYING THAT P0099 AND P0106 ARE PAID BY MF08 
The all-inclusive Note, Loan NO. P0107 ($21,980,000) is 
Valiant's Plaintiff Exhibit 17, and the recorded All - Inclusive 
Mortgage, receiving $21,980.000. is Valiant's Plaintiff Exhibit 
18. Both prove the position of JV, as follows: 
All - Inclusive Note provisions: (Plaintiff's Exhibit 17) 
a. The principal amount of this Note includes the 
current unpaid balances of the following described 
promissory notes ("INCLUDED NOTES") which are secured by 
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the following mortgages: (VAL061072) 
b. The footnote 1. recites the same language. 
c. The "First Include Note" is the March 2007 RE 
Loan (No. P0099), 
d. The "Second Include Note" is the August 2008 
Pensco Loan (No. 0106) 
e. "Lender, by accepting this Note, agrees that so 
long as there is no unsecured default under this Note or 
any mortgage securing this Note: Provisions of 
i. Lender shall pay the installments of 
principal and interest as they become due on the 
INCLUDED Notes, and "Plaintiff's Exhibit 17 (Page 2 of 
7, Val 001073) 
Keep in mind that all testimony was that no notice of 
default was ever give to POBO by RE, Pensco or MF08. 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 17, page 3 of 2, Val001074 continues at 
the top with, 
"2. Lender shall secure and cause to be recorded a release 
of the mortgage securing the INCLUDED NOTE upon the 
undersigned's payment in full of the principal and interest due 
under this Note "o". 
In other words, MF0S agreed to pay and release the RE 
(P0099) Mortgage and the Pensco (P0106) Mortgage, for POBD's 
payment only of the amount due under the MF08 Note (testified to 
be $2,000,500.). 
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Then Page 3 of 7 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 17) states "Should 
Lender fail to pay any installment when due under the INCLUDED 
NOTES ... ". In other words, Lender (MF08) is to pay the 
indebtedness due RE and Pensco. 
Then, on Page 3 of 7, net to last paragraph, is proof that 
MF08 is to be the first priority mortgage, leaving JV as second 
priority, with the language, "The Undersigned acknowledges that 
Lender prefers it be secured by a first priority mortgage. * * 
*" 
The Idaho law of All-Inclusive Mortgages has been cited by 
case law to the Court by NIR/VP's prior briefing, and Idaho law 
substantiates JV and NIR/VP positions that RE and Pensco are to 
be paid by MF08, not by POBD. 
The All-Inclusive Mortgage recorded August 6, 2008 is 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 18, and its all-inclusive provisions are 
beginning on Page 4 of 31, the First Included Note is RE 2007 
(Loan NO. P0099) and the Second Included Note is Pensco 2008 
(Loan No. P0106). On Page 5 of 31, mid-page, is the provision 
that in the event of the foreclosure the lien of the Mortgage 
(i.e. MF08, P0107) the indebtedness due Mortgagee (MF08) may not 
exceed the sum of the following amounts: 
"a) The difference between the unpaid principal and 
interest on the Note secured hereby and the then unpaid balance 
of principal on the INLCUDED NOTES; and***" In other words, 
any balance on RE 2007 and Pensco 2008 that remain unpaid by 
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MF08, reduce the amount due MF08. This supports the all-
inclusive provisions that MF08 pays the included notes. 
There is unrefuted proof that MF08 was to pay off the RE 
and Pensco loans, not just because the All-Inclusive Note and 
All-Inclusive Mortgage said so, but because MF08 actually did 
pay a loan sum of $1,150,000.00 to RE. That was paid by MF08 
Check 1168 on 8/5/2008, which is Plaintiff's Exhibit 100. That 
payment is posted on Plaintiff's Exhibit 65 A as a paydown on 
8/6/06 of $1,150,000. - with the notation of "AITD P0107" 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit 100, Reeves001134). The AITD P0107 is the 
2008 MF08 Loan/Mortgage. This is proof positive that MF08 was 
to pay and did pay RE1 
VALIANT'S CLAIMS OF 3 MORTGAGES AHEAD OF JV IS REBUTTED. 
Valiant claims the priority of mortgages as: 
1. 2007 RE Loan No. P0099 - as first priority 
2. Pensco 2008 Loan No. P0106 - as second priority 
3. MF08 2008 Loan No. P0107 - as third priority 
4. And then JV's 1995 Mortgage 
JV has shown: 
1. 2007 RE Loan No. P0099 is paid-off, no mortgage lien. 
2. 2008 Pensco Loan No. P0106 is paid by MF08 - no mortgage 
lien. 
3. 2008 MF08 Loan No. P0107 is in existence as an All-
Inclusive Mortgage, but the amount of debt it secures was 
unproved by Valiant. 
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4. This leaves JV's 1995 as a second priority mortgage 
subject to only, any actual dollar amount loaned to POBD 
by MF08. 
Charles Reeves substantiated that JV is a second position 
lien. He gave a letter, dated September 29, 2009, to Jim Berry 
of JV. As of that date, which first page is after the 2008 
Pensco and MF0S transactions occurred, Reeves confirmed that JV 
"*** would retain you same priority position (i.e. 2nd on all our 
property). 
Exhibit CC) 
(See last paragraph, first page of JV Defendant 
This statement by Reeve's supports JV's positions that JV 
has a second priority mortgage only behind MF0S (August 2008) 
loan NO. P0107, with Valiant's only testimony/evidence was that 
the unpaid balance was $2,000,500.00 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 64). 
BARNEY NG'S TESTIMONY AS TO RE P0099 AND PENSCO 0106 LOAN 
BALANCES ARE IMPEACHED 
Barney Ng tried to support Valiant's claim that RE P0099 
and Pensco 0106 were still "owed" at the time of trail. He 
impeached his own claims to that effect by admitting the 
genuineness of the written loan settlement states clearly 
stating to the contrary. Ng further admitted the MF08 Loan No. 
0107 was intended and agreed to fund and pay off both RE and 
Pensco. MF08 had assured Barney Ng that MF08 would have the 
funds available to do. 
Barney Ng admitted that his sale of the 2008 Pensco loan 
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No. 0106 was pursuant to Plaintiff's Exhibit 75. The Agreement 
for Sale of Promissory Note and Assignment of Security Interest, 
which is dated 20 June 2014. Barney Ng testified and admitted 
that the "REDACTED" portions of Exhibit 75, provided that the 
purchase price payment would be increased ($120,000/$150,000) 
only if Valiant was successful on foreclosing on the 2008 Pensco 
Mortgage and being the successful bidder at a Sheriff's 
foreclosure sale. In addition, William Haberman, for Valiant, 
gave the same testimony s Barney Ng. 
In other words, Pensco through Mr. Ng and Valiant through 
Mr. Haberman both testified that the additional payment on the 
assign purchase price "increased" contingent upon Valiant's 
success at foreclosure and sheriff's sale. This contingent 
payment, only if Valiant was successful, impeaches Ng's 
contradicting testimony that Pensco was paid-off by MF08's All= 
Inclusive Note/Mortgage or that Pensco was not paid off. Ng's 
testimony as to Pensco 0106 "not paid off" lacks total 
credibility. Pensco (Ng) is being paid only if Valiant "wins". 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The only recovery for Valiant is its position that MF08 has 
a first priority mortgage for $2,000,500. But only secured by 
the real estate described in its All-Inclusive Mortgage 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 17, on the Exhibit A. 
JV has the title/ownership for the real estate in its 
Redemption Deed, having been subrogated to Bonner County's first 
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lien Tax Deed position since 14 months have expired, no one can 
further "redeem". 
JV has a second priority mortgage on the real estate 
described in MF08's All-Inclusive Mortgage, Plaintiff's Exhibit 
17. JV has first lien priority on the remaining real estate in 
JV's 1995 Mortgage, which covers real estate not included in the 
MF08 Mortgage. JV has a 1995 Mortgage on all of Moose Mountain, 
the entire original 650 acres Less only Platted Lots partially 
released by JV which are legally described in VP's Answer, 
Counterclaim, Cross-Claim Third Party Complaint, filed September 
15, 2014. 
JV's lien amount is $1,476,450.35 principal from 9/18/08 
plus 12% interest at $485.408 per day, plus attorney fees and 
costs. 
VP has a Vender's Lien on all of the POBD real estate, 
ahead of any entity, including POBD, RE, PENSCO and MF08, for 
$1,476,450.35 interest at 12% from 9/18/2008 at $485.408 per 
day; subject to the alternative relief of Valiant's tax 
redemption if any. 
JV is entitled to such other and further relief as 
available on the facts, at law and equity. 
ADDITIONAL CLOSING 
Valiant has the burden of proof on how much money, if any, 
is owed to RE, Pensco and MFOS. Valiant introduced Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 24, which is 2 pages, Page 1 of 2 and Page 2 of 7, 
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Val001079 and Val001080. This Plaintiff's Exhibit 24, entitled 
"DEPOSIT ACCOUNT AGREEMENT, AUGUST 1, 2008, WHICH IS AFTER RE 
WAS PAID OFF. Plaintiff's Exhibit 24 is captioned for "Loan No. 
P0106 & P0107". Reading Plaintiff's Exhibit 24 shows that POBD 
(Customer) had a Bank account No. 1605110949 at Wells Fargo 
Bank. At the request of "Lenders" all of the money in such 
account has been pledged by Customer (POBD) to Lenders. Al of 
the net money from POBD sales of real estate had to be deposited 
in that account as a "lock-box" account, i.e. it could only be 
withdrawn 
"l. By a check or checks requiring 
X one signature from Bar-K Inc., as the agent for either 
Lender, only" 
In other words, only Bar-K (Barney Ng) could withdraw 
POBD's money! Valiant gave no evidence, nor did Barney Ng of 
where did the Deposit Account money go. POBD's bank account 
money would have paid off RE, PENSCO, MF08. At any rate, 
Valiant had the burden of proof and gave none. 
-r.,# 
DATED this /~ day of May, 2016. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Attorney for JV L.L.C., an 
Idaho limited liability 
company 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was served as 
indicated, by facsimile, or by hand delivery, this i ,)__,, day of 
May, 2016, and was addressed as follows: 
Richard Stacey/Jeff Sykes 
MCCONNELL WAGNER SYKES & STACEY PLLC 
827 East Park Boulevard, Suite 201 
Boise, ID 83712 
Via Facsimile: (208) 489-0110 
[Attorney for RE LOANS, LLC & VALIANT IDAHO LLC] 
Susan Weeks 
Steven C. Wetzel 
JAMES , VERNON & WEEKS , P . A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Via Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
[Attorney for NORTH IDAHO RESORTS, LLC, V.P. INC, & FOR 
JV'S THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS] 
The Honorable Barbara Buchanan 
Bonner County Courthouse - Judge's Chambers 
215 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
VIA HAND DELIVERY 
By: 
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Susan P. Weeks, ISB No. 4255 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
sweeks@jvwlaw.net 
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Attorneys for Defendants North Idaho Resorts, LLC and VP, Incorporated 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF TIIB STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
GENESIS GOLF BUILDERS, INC., formerly 
known as NATIONAL GOLF BUILDERS, 
INC., a Nevada corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
PEND OREILLE BONNER 
DEVELOP:MENT, LLC, a Nevada limited 
liability company; et al., 
Defendants. 
AND RELATED COUNTrn, CROSS 
AND IBIRD PARTY ACTIONS 
PREVIOUSLY FILED HEREIN 
Case No. CV-2009-01810 
VP INC'S CLOSING ARGUMENT 
COMES NOW VP, Inc. ("VP"), by and through its attorneys of record, James, Vernon & 
Weeks, P.A., and submits its post-trial closing argument. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This matter involved foreclosure of three loans. Evidence at trial demonstrated the 
principals of the lenders were interrelated to each other in varying degrees. Based upon previous 
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partial swnmacy judgments entered by this Court, the only loan which affects VP' s interest is 
Loan No. P0099. 
On March 6, 2007, Pend Oreille Bonner Development, LLC (POBD) executed a non-
recourse promissory note for $21,200,000.00 (Exhibit 2). The promissory note matured April 
30, 2009. On July 17, 2007, R.E. Loans made a collateral assignment of all its right, title and 
interest in the mortgage, together with the note and all other loan documents, to Wells Fargo 
Foothill, LLC (Wells Fargo). Exhibit 7. An allonge of the note was executed to Wells Fargo 
(Exhibit 69) at the same time. Wells Fargo executed an allonge to RE. Loans on July 2, 2014 
(Exhibit 69).1 No allonge from R.E. Loans to Valiant is admitted into evidence. 
A Loan Agreement was also executed on March 6, 2007 (Exhibit 3). The Loan 
Agreement was amended on August 1, 2008 (Exhibits 22 and 22A). The agreement deleted 
original Paragraph 10.h which required. payment of the greater of $115,000.00 per cabin lot or 
$290,000 per single family lot, or 85% of the gross sales price for each lot sold in return for a 
partial release by the lender. The amended loan agreement provided for a new paragraph 10.h, 
10.i and 10.j which allowed for the same amounts of money to be paid as consideration for a 
partial release. The new paragraph 1 0.i provided. ifthere was no default in the loan documents, 
any amounts collected that were greater than the $115,000 or $290,000 release price respectively 
would be deposited to a development account Wlder the control of the lender and not credited to 
the loan. The funds were to pay any interest due on the notes due Pensco and MF '08, and to 
give the lender discretion to make the funds available to POBD for construction as long as it was 
not in default. R.E. Loans had the discretion to cure a loan default from the account. If the 
1 Title 28, Chapter 3 of the I~ho Uniform Commercial Code employs the concept of a ''person entitled to enforce" a 
note to determine the person entitled to enforce a note. I.C. § 28-3-301. That person might or might not be the 
owner of the note (I.C. § 28-3-203), but payment to that person discharges the maker's ob.ligation under the note. 
I.C. §§ 28-3-412 and 28-3-602(1) 
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development account funds exceeded the amount owed on the R.E. Loans note, POBD had the 
right to require that the note be paid in full. 
The promissory note was secured by a mortgage (Exhibit 1). Section 3.1 of the mortgage 
allowed R.E. Loans to declare the entire principal of the note to be due and payable immediately 
upon default. No evidence was presented at trial that R.E. Loans had ever declared the principal 
of the note due and payable pursuant to Section 3.1 of the mortgage. Section 3.4 of the mortgage 
allowed R.E. Loans to foreclose the mortgage if the optioru; in Section 3.1 were exercised. No 
evidence was presented at trial that Wells Fargo had declared the principal of the note due and 
payable pursuant to Section 3 .1. 
R.E. Loans was formed in 2002. At the times relevant to the loans in this matter, B-4 
Partners was the sole manager of R.E. Loans. Walter Ng, Kelly Ng, Barney Ng and Bruce 
Horowitz were the managers ofB-4 Partners. Barney Ng testified his father, Water Ng, was the 
manager of B-4 Partners. 
Bar-K was the loan originator and the loan servicer for R.E. Loans. At the time of the 
loan, Barney Ng and his brother, Kelly Ng were the sole members ofBar-K. Barney Ng testified 
he originated the loans and spent most of his time traveling in that capacity. Barney Ng testified 
Kelly Ng was responsible for daily operation of the loan servicing aspect of the business. 
Barney Ng testified he was the president ofBar-K until September 2009. Barney Ng testified he 
discontinued his participation in the operation ofBar-K because his brother was lying and hiding 
money. Barney Ng testified he was the inside infonnant against his brother and father in an SEC 
action and an FBI investigation. 
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Bar-K was terminated as the R.E. Loans servicer on October 1, 2010. At that :time, 
LEND, Inc, whose stock holders were Walter Ng and Kelly Ng, took over servicing for R.E. 
Loans. 
On August 1, 2008, POBD executed a non-recourse promissory note in favor of Pensco 
Trust Co., custodian for the benefit of Barney Ng in the amount of $2,700,000.00 (Exhibit 15). 
The Loan Number assigned to this loan was PO 106. At the same time, a mortgage was executed 
(Exhibit 16). 
On August 1, 2008, POBD also executed an All-Inclusive Note Secured by Mortgage in 
favor of Mortgage Fund '08 (MF '08) in the amount of$21,980,000.00 (Exhibit 17). The loan 
was assigned Loan No. PO 107. An Allw Inclusive Mortgage was also executed by POBD (Exhibit 
18). According to Barney Ng's testimony, The Mortgage Fund, LLC was the sole member and 
manager of MF '08. Barney Ng's trial testimony also established that Kelly Ng was the only 
manager of The Mortgage Fund, LLC. 
On June 13, 2014, R.E. Loans sold its promissory note and assigned its security interest 
to Valiant Idaho, LLC (Valiant) (Exhibit 68). R.E. Loans did not have the promissory note to 
deliver at that time because of the allonge it executed to Wells Fargo (Exhibit 69). On June 30, 
2014, Wells Fargo executed a reassignment of collateral assignment of mortgage and loan 
documents to R.E. Loans (Exhibit 70). Apparently, the note itself-was delivered later. On July 
2. 2014, Wells Fargo executed an allonge of the note to R.E. Loans (Exhibit 69). 
II. ARGUMENT 
1. Bul'den of Proof at Trial 
As the foreclosing party, Valiant Idaho, LLC ("Valiant") had the burden of proof at trial. 
The "party seeking foreclosure has the burden of establishing the existence of the debt and 
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default on that debt" U.S. Bank Nat. Ass'n N.D. v. CitiMortgage, Inc., 157 Idaho 446, 451~52, 
337 P.3d 605, 610-11 (2014). The standard of proofrequired is the preponderance of the 
evidence standard. Nieldv. Pocatello Health Servs., Inc., 156 Idaho 802,848,332 P.3d 714, 760 
(2014). The only burden the Defendants carried at trial was to prove any affirmative defenses 
asserted. Id. An affirmative defense is an •'assertion raising new facts and arguments that, if true, 
will defeat the plaintiffs ... claim ... even if all allegations in the complaint are true," Fuhriman v. 
State, Dep't ofTransp., 143 Idaho 800, 803, 153 P.3d 480,483 (2007). 
AB the party seeking foreclosure, Valiant has the burden to prove that 1) a debt exists that 
is owed to Valiant, and 2) there was a default on that debt. Contained within the burden to prove 
the debt and its default is the burden to prove the amount of that debt. To be clear, Valiant has 
the burden of proof to establish by a preponderance of the evidence at trial to prove what amount 
was owed under each of the three notes secured by the mortgages it is foreclosing in this case: 
the RE Loans note (P0099), the Pensco note (P0106), and the :tv.lF08 note (P0107). Despite the 
clear burden of proof on the foreclosing party, Valiant attempted to shift that burden of proof to 
VP and N, LLC ("L V") by asserting that VP and N have the burden to prove the notes were 
paid. This is absolutely wrong. Put simply, Valiant had the burden to prove amounts owed on 
the notes, in doing so it necessarily has to prove that the notes have not been satisfied. Valiant is 
the foreclosing party with the burden of proof at trial and it failed to meet that burden. 
2. Valiant did not prove the amount owed on the R.E. Note (P0099) 
a. Failure to Produce POBD Accounting Reeords 
At trial Valiant did not offer any independent accounting records of the P0099, P0106, or 
P0107 loans from POBD. Charles Reeves, the managing member of POBD, testified he was 
unable to locate any of POBD's accounting records. 
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However, Charles Reeves produced faxes from Bar-K. Chuck Reeves testified that Bar-
K sent them regular statements of am01mts owed and testified that Exhibits 63, 64, 65, 65A, and 
66 were copies of the records and that much of the handwriting was their former bookkeeper, 
Kathy Groenhout.1 Ms. Groenhout's hand notes on Exhibit 65 (pages Reevesl3780-1380) 
indicated that upon application of the last payments to R.E. Loans that the payments exceeded 
the amount due by $313.57. 
Charles Reeves testified that Kathy Groenhout would receive those account statements 
from Bar-K, review them, and if necessary raise any discrepancies with her contact, Vincent Hua 
at Bar~K. Valiant interprets these efforts as something approaching heroic when they argue to 
the Court that "Charles Reeves testified that POBD spent untold hours reviewing RE Invoices to 
verify the accuracy of said invoices and to calculate upcoming interest payments as they became 
due." Valiant's Closing Argument, p. 20. However, Charles Reeves agreed that POBD kept its 
own set of books where it kept track of payments (although he testified they were not produced 
in tltis litigation because he could not locate them). They were obviously available to him in 
2011 when he prepared the pro fonna in Exhibit 107. It seems incredible to believe a business 
would keep copies of faxed loan statements from a lender with its hand notes on themt but not its 
O'Wll set of books. 
As noted above, Barney Ng testified he handled the loan brokering side ofBar-K and his 
brother handled the loan servicing operation. However, Barney Ng testified he was familiar with 
reports that the software Bar-K used and knew the reports it could generate. Barney Ng testified 
Exhibits 63, 64, 65, 65A and 66 were reports that the software could generate upon request. 
2 Mr. Reeves testified Ms. Groenhout had brain cancer and it impaired her ability to recall facts by the time of trial. 
Neither party called her as a witness. 
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Toe Bar-K reports admitted into evidence are incomplete to show payment history. 
Testimony at trial established POBD sold three lots to Eagle Pointe s and carried their own 
papers back (Exhibits W, X, Y, Z, AA, BB). The mortgages were assigned to R.E. Loans in 
payment for three lots sold to Eagle Pointe by POBD. Barney Ng testified the amowit of the 
notes should have been credited against Loan P0099. The amount of the Eagle Pomte mortgages 
totaled $527,410 which was not applied to the loan following the assignment. It is anticipated 
that Valiant will argue in rebuttal that the assignments were collateral assignments to further 
secure Loan No. P0099. However, the assignments were complete assignments and not a 
collateral assignment as was given to Wells Fargo. Thus, POBD retained no rights in the 
promissory notes secured by the deeds of trust following assignment on August 22, 2007. 
Exhibit 66 is a Bar-K report that is a payment history detail through 5/6/2010. As noted 
above, prior to the amendment to the loan agreement, the entire lot payments collected by R.E. 
Loans were to be applied to the loan. After the amendment on August 1, 2008, any portion of 
the lot payments that ex.ceeded the minimum were to be allocated to the development account. 
Prior to the August 1, 2008 loan amendment changing the allocation of loan payments, 
R.E. Loans failed to credit the entire lot payments to the loan. On April 1, 2008, R.E. Loans 
credited $206,121.06 to a category specified as ''Other'' which did not reduce the loan principal, 
which was not authorized by the loan agreement. Again on April 1, 2008, Bar-K credited 
$199,451.25 of a collected lot payment to "Other" rather than applying to it to the loan as 
required by the· loan agreement. 
Further, on May 5, 2009, R.E. Loans received a $1,516,416.64 payment which was a fire 
insurance proceeds check. Nothing in the loan agreement or the amendment to the loan 
agreement allowed R.E. Loans not to apply the entire payment to the loan. However, R.E. Loans 
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accounting indicates it credited $550,000 of the payment to the column specified as "Other". In 
total, Exhibit 66 reveals that R.E. Loans failed to apply $1,699,890.18 in payments to the loan. 
Only $743,207.88 of that amount was properly directed to the development account pursuant to 
the amended loan agreement. The remaining $955,632.30 in payments were required to be 
applied to Loan P0099 by Bar-K according to the terms of the loan agreement.3 No testimony 
was provided at trial regarding the imponnded $743,207.88 account. Apparently, R.E. Loans (of 
the trustee in liquidation) received this money. However, there was no forfeiture provision, and 
this money should have been applied to the loan. 
Another piece of evidence inconsistent with Bar-K records is Exhibit 107. lbis record 
indicated that through 2011, POBD had lot sales totaling $45,519,615. At 85% of the value of 
sales, R.E. Loans would have collected $38,691,672, even if all that amounts collected were not 
applied to the loan. However, the May 6, 2010 payment history for R.E. Loam; reveals only 
$21,489,471.60 in total payments, which included the $1,150,000 from the MF '08 loan. 
Richard Villelli testified at trial that Kathy Oroenhout with POBD gave him regular reports of 
lots sales, and based upon the report of lot sales provided to him, over three million in lot sales 
were unaccounted for in Bar-K's accounting. This leads to the inference that loan payments 
were not properly accounted for by Bar-K. 
Evidence at trial proves the payment history presented at trial is incomplete because it did 
not account for payments received on the Eagle Pointe lot at assignment or in 2012, after Bar-K 
was no longer the loan servicer.4 Other evidence demonstrated it was inaccurate because it did 
'There was also $1,050.00 deducted from payments pursuant to the loan agreement for a $30 fee on some 
payments, which w8.3 appropriate, 
'Despite Barney Ng's testimony that the Eagle Pointe promissory notes should have been credited against Loan No. 
P0099 upon assignment, Chuck Reeve$ testified that he understood an 118Signed note would only be reflected as a 
payment when actual payments on the assigned notes were collected_ 
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not properly account for the assigned notes secured by mortgage for Eagle Pointe. Further, it did 
not apply a payment received of $550,000 to the loan. Other loan payments itemized above were 
also not credited against the loan. 
b. Failure of Valiant to Produce records for Wells Fargo 
Valiant presented no accounting records for Wells Fargo. who also had a right to collect 
under the note. Charles Reeves testified be had personal knowledge none of the Eagle Pointe 
lots had sold. However, Tom Williams with Sandpoint Title testified on October 16, 2012, 
Wells Fargo collected $96,901.99 on a sale of one of the Eagle Pointe lots. Exhibit 270 verified 
this payment. This evidence discredits Charles Reeves' testimeny regarding personal knowledge 
of all payments. It is unknown if Wells Fargo collected any other amounts as Valiant did not 
produce their accounting records or testimony from them. 
c. Failure of Valiant to Produce Records for LEND, Inc. 
It was undisputed by Barney Ng at trial that Bar-K ceased to service the POBD loan after 
October 1, 2010. Charles Reeves was unaware at trial that the loan servicer had changed. No 
testimony was offered by Valiant regarding the accounting records for LEND, Inc., so amounts 
owed on Loan No. P0099 after that date were not proven by a preponderance of the evidence as 
the Court has no record before it of amounts paid, fees charged, or interest accrued. Defendants 
were able to show there was at least one payment in 2012, and there may have been others. It 
was V aliant's burden to show the payment history between October 1, 2010 and the date of trial. 
It failed to do so. 
d. R.E. Loans self disclosed its loan was paid 
Barney Ng testified at trial that POBD was the only borrower that MF '08 and R.E. Loans 
had in common. He reviewed RE. Loans bankruptcy disclosure statement which indicated that 
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the MF '08 loan to the com.tnon borrower paid off R.E. Loans. He quibbled that the disclosure 
indicated there was a list of notes that were assigned from R.E. Loans to iV.lF '08 which he did 
not see attached to the federal pleading, so he was unable to ascertain if it was accurate. 
However, he acknowledged the disclosure (Refused exhibit 268) indicated the exhibit related to 
notes that were assigned and was unrelated to the common borrower loan. 
3. Credibility of Witnesses 
At trial Valiant relied heavily on the testimony of Barney Ng and Charles Reeves to 
prove the amounts owed today on the RE Loans note, except for the claim of interest and 
attorney fees. As noted earlier, Mr. Reeves bad no accounting records of POBD upon which to 
base his testimony. Instead, he had faxed copies of loan statements with the bookkeeper's 
handwriting on them. The handwriting did not agree with his opinion regarding the amount due. 
Ms. Groenhout's last notations showed no further amounts due. Further, Mr. Reeves was 
impeached by Tom Williams' testimony which established there was a sale of one of the Eagle 
Pointe lots, contrary to :Mr. Reeves testimony. Further, lv.lr. Reeves acknowledged he testified in 
the companion case (Union Bank) that Loan No. P0099 was paid in full. 
In its closing argument Valiant repeatedly claims that the Ng and Reeves testimony was 
undisputed at trial. However, there was substantial and competent evidence presented at trial 
that both disputed the testimony of Ng and Reeves, as well as impeached the credibility of each 
witness. The Idaho Supreme Court has discussed the interplay between substantive evidence and 
impeachment evidence, both of which were presented to this Court at trial: 
While substantive evidence is "offered for the purpose of persuading the trier of 
fact as to the truth of a proposition on which the detemtlnation of the tribunal is to 
be asked," impeachment evidence "is designed to discredit a witness, i.e. to 
reduce the effectiveness of his testimony by bringing forth the evidence which 
explains why the jury should not put faith in him or his testimony." Ellington I, 
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State v. Ellington, 157 Idaho 480,486,337 P.3d 639,645 (2014). At trial, VP presented the 
Court with both substantive evidence and impeachment evidence, which taken together must 
lead the Court to the conclusion that Valiant failed to carry its burden of proof at trial. The 
substantive evidence on Loan No. P0099 is discussed above. 
Almost all of the Exhibits admitted into evidence by Valiant were either authenticated 
through Ng or Reeves. Almost all of the so called "accounting records" admitted into evidence 
were done so through Barney Ng or Charles Reeves. Yet, there was substantial and competent 
evidence presented at trial that seriously called into question the accuracy of the admitted 
exhibits and the testimony of each witness. 
The testimony and evidence presented at trial was that Barney Ng and his family 
members were not trustworthy, nor were their fmancial records. Barney Ng acknowledged that 
he disassociated from continuing management ofBar-K after September 1, 2009 because his 
brother was hiding money. Barney Ng testified he turned state's evidence against his brother and 
father, leading to their convictions. 
Barney Ng testified that during June and July of 2008, the Department of Real Estate for 
the State of California audited Bar-K's various business records. Ng agreed the result of that 
audit was a report that listed multiple deficiencies including failure to maintain exact real estate 
records, failure to record deeds of trust in the name of beneficiaries, failure to provide 
lenders/purchasers with disclosure statements in a timely manner, incomplete income and net 
worth statements, inexact funding constituting fraud or dishonest dealing, and unlawful acts of 
Barney Ng. Mr. Ng testified that as a result of this audit and investigation his California real 
estate license as well as the license held by Bar-K were suspended in 2010 for various violations 
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of loan servicing agreements, including mismanagement of trust funds, in which he and his 
entities were involved. Barney Ng testified he lost bis real estate license in California, which 
allowed him to operate a mortgage brokerage and loan servicing business, because of his 
brother's dishonest actions within Bar-K. Yet, Valiant asks this Court to give great weight and 
credibility to Bar-K's accounting records without independent accounting or book.keeping 
records from POBD to substantiate the information. 
Further evidence that Barney Ng was disingenuous in his dealings is found in the Pensco 
loan application documents. Barney Ng testified that the Pensco loan was from his retirement 
funds, but that he had to have the oversight and approval of Pensco to make the loan. Barney Ng 
testified he reviewed and signed all the Pe11sco loan documents. These documents indicated that 
the Pensco loan would be in first position. Yet at trial, Barney Ng testified it was never 
contemplated that the Pensco loan would be in first position and claimed not to have noticed the 
representation. The reasonable inference was that Barney Ng, a loan servicer well experienced 
in the review and processing of loan applications, provided Pensco with false information to 
induce its agreement to extend the loan. 5 
Valiant asks the Court to rely on the accounting records produced by Bar-K to determine 
that the P0099·and other loans were never satisfied. These are the same records produced by an 
entity and individuals investigated for failure to maintain exact records, failure to record deeds of 
trust in the name of beneficiaries, failure to provide lenders/purchasers with disclosure 
statements, incomplete income and net worth statements, inexact funding constituting fraud or 
dishonest dealing, and failure to exercise reasonable supervision of activities and personnel of 
s VP does not address the Pensco loan nor the MF '08 loan in its clo::iing argument because the lots owned by VP are 
not encumbered by these loans. 
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Bar-K. The accuracy of these records is questionable at best and Barney Ng bas proved to be 
have no credibility before this Court. 
Coupled with the above issues is the concern that Barney Ng testified he has a financial 
interest in the outcome of this litigation only if it is successful. Barney Ng's attendance at trial 
was not pursuant to a subpoena, and his testimony was given to protect his financial interest in a 
successful foreclosure. 
Like Barney Ng, Charles Reeves testified he too had a financial interest in this matter is 
there was a successful foreclosure. Charles Reeves reached an agreement with Valiant wherein 
Reeves would cooperatr with the foreclosure action and consult and assist Valiant in this 
litigation. Trial Exhibit 262. Charles Reeves testified at trial that as consideration for his 
cooperation in the foreclosure action Reeves will be compensated with a home and the 
opportunity to provide additional professional services at the Idaho Club. This is an important 
fact for the Court to weigh because before Reeves obtained this financial motive for a successful 
fol'eclosure, he testified in a companion case which also involved R.E. Loans that he understood 
that Loan No. P0099, has been paid in full. The fact that Reeves has a direct financial interest in 
the outcome of this action, coupled with the fact that he has changed his sworn testimony since 
he acquired the direct financial interest in the action, seriously calls into questions the reliability 
and credibility of all testimony presented by Mr. Reeves. This motivation combined with 
POBD's inability in this litigation to locate any of its financial documents other than faxes 
regarding the loans calls into question his credibility. 
4. P.-operty Ownership 
Valiant claims in its closing that POBD is the record of all the real property subject to the 
P0099 Loan. That is not true. At trial, VP attempted to admit deeds showing it owned four (4) 
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lots. This Court refused to admit Exhibits 250,251,252, and 253 on the basis it had already 
ruled on that issue, and ownership of the property was not within the limited scope of trial the 
Court was allowing. Thus, the Court should not accept this "undisputed" fact, or if it is inclined 
to accept it, VP respectfully requests it reverse its ruling regarding the admissibility of Exhibits 
250-253. 
5. Remediation 
Valiant contends it should be allowed to collect on the costs expended to remediate a 
diesel leak discovered shortly before trial in the amount of $89,432.39. The pleadings did not 
state a claim for recoupment of costs for remediation of the secured collateral. Over the 
objection of the Defendants, Plaintiff was allowed to introduce such cost at trial. 
This ruling of the Court was prejudicial to the Defendants. The testimony at trial 
revealed there was a lease between POBD and Valiant to operate the property. Charles Reeves 
testified that the lease required Valiant to pay all expenses. Defendants bad no fair opportwlity 
to determine if this expe:qse was related to Valiant's activities as a lessee of the premises. 
Further, Defendants had no fair opportunity to conduct discovery on the cause of the leak, the 
responsible party for the leak, if the claimed costs related to the leak, or how the diesel came to 
be stored on the property. 
In its most recent order issued by the Court allowing the post-trial declaration of William 
Haberman, this Court again emphasized that it had limited the trial to the amount owed on the 
loans. Toe cost of repair for remediation was not within that scope. Thus, the Court should not 
consider this issue. 
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III. CONCLUSION 
Valiant implies to this Court that VP's defense of the foreclosure was frivolous because 
the facts at trial were not the same as the facts known at the time of summary judgment. Given 
the breadth and years of experience of the district judge, VP believes the Court can appreciate 
that facts known at various stages of litigation expand and shift with discovery and depositions. 
Further, Charles Reeves changed his testimony regarding payment of the loan from testimony 
given in a prior companion proceeding. Further, by their own admission following the close of 
evidence, Valiant has admitted it was unaware of certain payments on the loan. Thus, VP had 
every right to try this matter before this Court, and such conduct was not frivolous. 
Based upon the foregoing evidence, VP requests this Court adjudge that Valiant has not 
met its burden of proof of establishing the ainotwts due under the loan-
DATED this 12th day of May, 2016. 
JAMES; VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
By ~=9.1fu/.e 
Susan P. Weeks 
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